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Contact our friendly team for more information on  
what to do on Magnetic Island

MAGGIE MUST-DOS

Visit Magnetic Island this 
month & receive 

 
  

adult ferry tickets*!  
(valid for up to 4 people)

 

AFCM MEMBERS REWARD

Enjoy your North Queensland visit in 2011  
& thank you for supporting the  

Australian Festival of Chamber Music.

25% OFF

*Present this ad to redeem offer

1. Champagne breakfast with the 
    Koalas at Bungalow Bay Koala Village
2. Sunset Sail aboard a Tall Ship
3. Fort’s Walk - spot koalas in the wild
4. Tour the island by moke or 4WD
5. Watch the sunset at West Point
6. Dine overlooking the water at  
    Peppers Boardwalk Restaurant & Bar
7. Visit the many art galleries on the island

Magnetic 
Island
The must-visit destination this season!

Phone: (07) 4726 0800 | www.sunferries.com.au
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Welcome

it is a great pleasure to welcome you to the twenty-first australian Festival of 
chamber Music. we’ve come of age and are at that happy time of life where we’re 
taken seriously, but are not set in our ways. That i feel i can open the Festival 
with Messiaen’s Quartet for the End of Time speaks volumes about our audience’s 
sophistication and/or openness, assurance and trust.

of course, it is the artists who make everything possible. i am thrilled to welcome 
back so many who have delighted us in the past: Damien beaumont, Kees 
boersma, Timothy constable, Michael collins, the goldner string Quartet, Michael 
goldschlager, vernon hill, louise hopkins, ben Jacks, Jack and victoria liebeck, 
simon oswell, bree van reyk and Matthew wilkie. but the list of new artists is 
long and exciting and will undoubtedly result in requests for return visits. it is a 
warm pleasure to have Martin wesley-smith as our composer-in-residence. he has 
specially adapted ‘Pip’ for our performance and has prepared other works for us in 
a very generous way. on a light note, how many festivals can boast three identical 
twins in its artist list?

it is a rare thing to have a symphony orchestra involved in a chamber music festival. 
The opportunity to collaborate with the Qso and Johannes Fritsch seemed too good 
to miss out on. i am deeply indebted to them for their willingness to perform so 
many chamber-type concertos in one evening and for members to perform James 
ledger’s chamber version of strauss’s moving Four Last Songs and stravinsky’s 
Soldier’s Tale.

composers whose anniversaries we salute in 2011 include our own inimitable Percy 
grainger (50th of his death), Franz liszt (200th of his birth), gustav Mahler (100th 
of his death), gian carlo Menotti (100th of his birth), and york bowen, dubbed the 
‘english rachmaninoff’ (50th of his death). we also salute the 150th anniversary of 
the birth of one of australia’s most famous artists ever: Dame nellie Melba.

The artistic success of the aFcM is only made possible through the sponsorship 
and patronage of many generous and enlightened individuals and organisations at 
government, corporate and private levels. heartfelt thanks are due to all who feel 
able to help us in these difficult times. 

i wish everybody a relaxed, entertaining, absorbing, stimulating, educational, 
congenial and magical time in Townsville this year and look forward to your 
comments and suggestions when we chat during the next ten days.
 
happy 21st, aFcM!

Piers lane
Artistic Director

from the artistic director
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A message

as governor of Queensland and Patron of the australian Festival of chamber Music, 
i am pleased once more to welcome and extend greetings to music lovers from 
throughout australia, gathering in Townsville for this wonderful annual feast of 
music.  last year, we celebrated the Festival’s 20th anniversary and this year, that 
traditional, ‘coming-of-age’ milestone of a 21st birthday provides even greater cause 
for celebration, adding an additional element of richness and satisfaction to an already 
immensely rich and satisfying program of musical performances and associated 
activities.

To mount an annual festival of any kind requires imagination, great determination, 
and dedicated hard work from all concerned.  To create a festival of this specialized 
nature, in a tropical city, remote from the traditional centres of chamber music, from 
the beginning  was an audacious enterprise, requiring a bold vision and  tremendous 
faith that it could be done.  but now, 21 years later, the results are there for all to see 
and enjoy: the vision has been  realized and  the faith of Professor ray golding, the 
then vice chancellor of James cook University, and of the Festival’s founding artistic 
Director, Theodore Kuchar, has certainly been vindicated.  it is cause for great pride 
that this festival now ranks as one of australia’s major music festivals, eagerly awaited 
each year by lovers of chamber music, audiences and musicians alike, keen to know 
what delights and surprises may be in store.
 
and this year, as always, they will not be disappointed.  artistic Director, Piers lane, 
has created a wonderful program, presenting the instrumental and vocal music of 
more than 50 composers, representing centuries of musical history-and involving 
more than 20 of australia’s finest solo and ensemble musicians, as well as major 
international artists of thrilling artistry and virtuosity.  as Patron, also, of the 
Queensland symphony orchestra, i  am  particularly pleased that this year’s program 
introduces a new collaboration with our state orchestra, featuring  50 members of the 
orchestra and its internationally renowned chief  conductor, Johannes Fritzsch.

This new collaboration is a perfect exemplar of what sets this Festival apart, keeps 
it fresh and persuades audiences to keep returning to Townsville.  They know they 
will hear music of the highest quality, but will also be offered a range of different 
experiences and insights, such as those presented in the concert conversations, the 
winter school program for young musicians, or the imaginative pairing of talks by 
world-class scientists with george crumb’s Voice of the Whale.  

i welcome everyone to this unique Festival.  i wish you all a happy stay in Townsville, 
experiencing the distinctive hospitality of tropical Queensland, as i wish you many 
hours of musical pleasure, throughout the Festival, making the most of everything that 
has been conceived for your enjoyment.  i look forward to welcoming you back next year.

Her excellency ms Penelope Wensley aO

Governor of Queensland

from the governor of queensland
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A message

welcome to the australian Festival of chamber Music, the largest such festival in 
the southern hemisphere. 
 
This year marks the 21st year of this great event which brings internationally 
acclaimed classical musicians to regional Queensland. 
 
The program includes 25 concerts presented in a variety of venues in Townsville 
and surrounding regional centres.
 
The Queensland government is pleased to support events like the australian 
Festival of chamber Music through the events Queensland regional Development 
Program. 
 
This program has invested more than $16.7 million in 762 events since it started 
as a world-first initiative in 2001. 
 
i congratulate the local community and events organisers for a fantastic effort 
and am sure visitors to this great event will get to experience first-hand why 
nothing beats a visit to regional Queensland. 

anna Bligh mP
Premier of Queensland 

from the premier of queensland
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A message

welcome to the 21st australian Festival of chamber Music!  This year’s festival 
promises to be yet another stellar event that will build on an already enviable 
reputation.

as well as the wonderful music, who could resist coming to Townsville in winter!  
This dynamic northern city is a place of many different faces, where sport and 
culture exist side by side in an environment that encourages engagement and 
excellence.

The australian Festival of chamber Music is australia’s largest chamber music 
festival. it is one of the leading classical music events in australia and won the 
best Festival/event in the 2010 limelight awards.

The event depends so much on the commitment of its staff and the drive of 
festival artistic director, Piers lane. The 2011 event once again welcomes Piers’ 
regular piano quintet partner, The goldner string Quartet.

artists to look out for are saxophonist, amy Dickson, and soprano, lisa gasteen, 
in her much-anticipated return to singing following a neck injury in 2009, and 
notable events will be the governor’s gala and The young Families’ concert. 
The nine-day program featuring chamber musicians from australia and around 
the world will also celebrate the anniversaries of two composer-pianists: the 
bicentenary of liszt’s birth, and 50 years since the death of australia’s own Percy 
grainger. 

The australian Festival of chamber Music recognises the cultural needs of the 
regions. concerts have been held in charters Towers, Mount isa, ayr, orpheus 
island and Magnetic island. it also reaches out to young musicians through the 
winterschool where high school musicians and emerging artists join international 
guests in workshops and performances.

The Queensland government supports the australian Festival of chamber Music 
through arts Queensland and events Queensland. This support acknowledges 
the importance of nurturing great arts and culture that can be experienced by all 
Queenslanders wherever they live.

i wish Piers lane and the organisers of this year’s Festival all the best for a 
successful event that once again brings the great sound of music to the north of 
our state. i urge you to peruse this program and start planning how you will make 
the most of this opportunity!

rachel nolan mP
Minister for Finance and the Arts

from the minister for finance 
and the arts
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A message

welcome to the 2011 australian Festival of chamber Music (aFcM).

it is credit to all involved that the aFcM is at the forefront of Townsville’s culture 
and music and this year celebrating their 21st anniversary. Providing entertainment 
of the highest quality and of international standard for over 21 years is quite an 
achievement.

at its inception, it was considered a very bold move to seek out a festival of this kind 
for our city. Townsville has evolved though into a vibrant and progressive community 
and has reaped the rewards of the foresight and ambition shown by festival founders. 

Townsville city council is once again proud to be the principal sponsor for the 
festival in 2011. we have been an avid supporter of the aFcM since its debut in 1991.

over the past few years the reputation of the aFcM has grown enormously, from 
national to international acclaim and is recognised for the quality of the festival 
performances and shows. The festival receives critical acclaim for the media coverage 
it attracts and the amazing calibre of artists that participate. 

only last year the aFcM was awarded the abc limelight award for best Festival/
event in 2010 – just one of several titles awarded to the festival over the years. 

The aFcM has a reputation for adventurous programmes that embrace unique 
repertoire and musicians from australia and abroad. The 2011 programme 
doesn’t disappoint with a fantastic range of chamber music performed by the 
finest musicians and the many programmes like the winterschool which provides 
expert coaching and performance opportunities for young musicians and emerging 
professionals from Townsville and regional surrounds; Library Chat, Reef Talk and 
Cabaret of Magnetic Island. 

i can’t imagine any other classical music event that successfully combines the world’s 
best musicians with such innovative and community sensitive programming in such a 
breathtaking setting.

i would like to welcome our interstate and international visitors and the many loyal 
festival patrons from Townsville and across the state to our wonderful city. enjoy the 
rich programme and the idyllic setting that this year’s aFcM has to offer.

cr les tyrell Oam
Mayor of Townsville

from the mayor of townsville
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Working in harmony to 
cement Townsville as 
Northern Australia’s 
gateway to global 
trade and investment.
 

 
Port of Townsville Limited 
is proud to sponsor the 
Australian Festival of 
Chamber Music.

www.townsville-port.com.au

POT AFCM Advert Draft2.indd   1 26/05/11   4:49 PM
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For a free no obligation 
consultation phone

07 4779 1566

266 Charters Towers Road 

Hermit Park

e enquiries@clarityhearingsolutions.com.au

w www.clarityhearingsolutions.com.au

Advanced Hearing Aid and Audiological Specialists

Missing something?

Talk to Clarity Hearing Solutions

A message

welcome to the 21st australian Festival of chamber Music!

The Festival offers audiences a very special combination of stunning music by 
chamber musicians of excellence from australia and overseas – playing in intimate 
and imaginative venues in the warmth and beauty of a north Queensland winter.  
how lucky we all are to be able to enjoy this extraordinary combination!

The development and strength of the Festival in not a commonplace tale, particularly 
for the arts in regional australia.  it has been achieved, i believe, by the powerful 
combination of strong local support from the Townsville city council, James cook 
University, the local business community and loyal and generous patronage from 
music lovers from all over australia.  we are now able to plan with greater confidence 
because we are supported by all three tiers of government.  we appreciate and value 
that investment in the cultural life of Townsville and north Queensland.

Most importantly, the support of all our stakeholders is manifested when we 
experience the wonderful programme of chamber music that our artistic Director, 
Piers lane has designed: musical treats for us to savour performed by artists we get 
to know personally and professionally over the Festival.

i am very pleased to welcome and introduce our new general Manager, sue hackett.  
sue’s strong background in music and arts administration and her leadership of our 
small team is highly valued.

i would also like to warmly thank our board, patrons, donors, sponsors and 
supporters one and all.  i am very proud to chair this unique and important event.

enjoy!

Jennifer Bott
Chair – Australian Festival of Chamber Music

from the festival chair
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Festival at a Glance
Thursday 28th July, 2011  

6:30pm  Jupiters Townsville

 chefs in the north Dinner

 

Friday 29th July, 2011  

8:00pm Townsville civic Theatre

 opening night – A Beginning
 ( ...To make an end is to 
 make a beginning. The end  
 is where we start from. Ts eliot)

Saturday 30th July, 2011

10:00am Jupiters Townsville, grand ballroom

 concert conversations 1   

 with Piers lane

3:00pm Dancenorth Theatre

 The Snow Queen – 

 For young and old

8:00pm Townsville civic Theatre

 governor’s gala

 aFcM soloists

 Queensland symphony orchestra 

 Principal conductor 

 Johannes Fritzsch 

Sunday 31st July, 2011

11:30am c2, Townsville civic Theatre

 reef Talk

3:00pm c2, Townsville civic Theatre

 aFcM winterschool –   

 young string ensemble Performance

4:00pm  Townsville civic Theatre 

 Franz Liszt: Sins of the Father 

 by Jessica Duchen

8:00pm Jupiters Townsville, grand ballroom 

 Life is a Cabaret  

Monday 1st August, 2011

10:00am Jupiters Townsville, grand ballroom

 concert conversations 2 

 with Piers lane

1:00pm Flinders street library 

 library chat

5:30pm Townsville civic Theatre 

 sunset series – Summertime

8:00pm Townsville civic Theatre

 evening series – 

 A Soldier’s Tale

Tuesday 2nd August, 2011

8:00pm Peppers blue on blue resort

 Island Cabaret

 

Wednesday 3rd August, 2011

10:00am Jupiters Townsville, grand ballroom

 concert conversations 3 

 with Piers lane

1:00pm  Perc Tucker regional gallery 

 aFcM winterschool –   

 advanced Masterclasses   

 Public Masterclass 1 

5:30pm Townsville civic Theatre

 bach by candlelight 1

8:00pm sacred heart cathedral

 bach by candlelight 2

 

Thursday 4th August, 2011

10:00am Jupiters Townsville, grand ballroom

 concert conversations 4 

 with Piers lane

1:00pm  Perc Tucker regional gallery 

 aFcM winterschool –    

 advanced Masterclasses   

 Public Masterclass 2 
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5:30pm Townsville civic Theatre

 sunset series – M&Ms

8:00pm Townsville civic Theatre

 evening series – 

 Hungarian Rhapsody 

 

 

 

Friday 5th August, 2011

10:00am Jupiters Townsville, grand ballroom

 concert conversations 5 

 with Piers lane

1:00pm  Perc Tucker regional gallery 

 aFcM winterschool –   

 advanced Masterclasses   

 Public Masterclass 3 

5:30pm Townsville civic Theatre

 sunset series – 

 Through the Looking-Glass

8:00pm Townsville civic Theatre

 evening series – 

 From Russia with Love

 

Saturday 6th August, 2011

10:00am Townsville civic Theatre

 Townsville bulletin 

 young Families’ concert 

12:00pm  Perc Tucker regional gallery 

 aFcM winterschool –   

 advanced student concert

3:00pm Dancenorth Theatre

 Nellie Melba: Queen of Song

8:00pm Townsville civic Theatre

 Festival Farewell!
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Artistic Director
Piers Lane australia/uK
Proudly sponsored by Philip Bacon Galleries

london-based australian 
pianist Piers lane has a 
flourishing international 
career, which has taken him 
to more than forty countries. 
highlights of the past few 
years have included a sold-out 
performance with the london 
Philharmonic orchestra and 

conductor alexander verdernikov at london’s 
royal Festival hall, concerto performances at 
lincoln center’s avery Fisher hall, a three-
recital series entitled Metamorphoses and 
other performances for the london Pianoforte 
series at wigmore hall and five concerts for the 
opening of the recital centre in Melbourne. 

Five times soloist at the bbc Proms in london’s 
royal albert hall, Piers lane’s wide-ranging 
concerto repertoire exceeds eighty works and 
has led to engagements with many of the 
world’s great orchestras including the bbc 
and abc orchestras; the aarhus, american, 
bournemouth and gothenburg symphony 
orchestras; the australian chamber orchestra, 
Kanazawa ensemble, orchestre national de 
France, city of london sinfonia, and the royal 
Philharmonic, royal liverpool Philharmonic 
and warsaw Philharmonic orchestras. leading 
conductors with whom he has worked include 
andrey boreyko, sir andrew Davis, richard 
hickox, andrew litton, sir charles Mackerras, 
Jerzy Maxymiuk, Maxim shostakovich, vassily 
sinaisky, yan Pascal Tortelier and antoni wit. 
his 2007 performance of beethoven’s Emperor 
Concerto with the Queensland symphony 
orchestra and Pietari inkinen received the 
Limelight Magazine Award for Best Orchestral 
Performance in Australia.

Festival appearances have included aldeburgh, 
bard, bergen, cheltenham, como autumn Music, 
consonances, la roque d’anthéron, newport, 
Prague spring, ruhr Klavierfestival, schloss vor 
husum and the chopin festivals in warsaw, 
Duszniki-Zdroj, Mallorca and Paris.

Piers is artistic Director of the annual Dame 
Myra hess Day at the national gallery in london. 
in 2009, he collaborated with actress Patricia 
routledge on a theatre piece devised by nigel 
hess, exploring Dame Myra’s work throughout 
world war ii. This performance is being repeated 
at many festivals and theatres during the next 
couple of years. 

highlights of 2011 include three performances 
at the wigmore hall, tours throughout the UK, 
four concert trips to australia, and to France, 
germany, the Usa, Korea, Portugal and new 
Zealand. in 2010, Piers lane gave several 
performances of chopin’s complete Nocturnes 
in london, Manchester’s bridgewater hall and in 
canada. These will continue in 2011 in sydney’s 
angel Place recital hall and in Melbourne’s 
recital hall. on December 11th, he will perform 
the monumental Piano Concerto by busoni at 
carnegie hall.

Piers lane has written and presented over 
100 programmes for bbc radio 3, including 
the popular 54-part series, The Piano. in 2007 
he was awarded an honorary Doctorate from 
griffith University in australia. he was recently 
presented with the first medal from the laza 
Kostic fund for promoting serbian culture 
during difficult political times in the late ‘90s. 
in 1994, he was made an honorary Member of 
the royal academy of Music, where he has been 
a Professor since 1989. he is Piano ambassador 
for the australian national academy of 
Music, Patron of the european Piano Teachers’ 
association UK, the old granary studio in 
norfolk, the Tait Memorial Trust, the youth 
Music Foundation of australia and the Music 
Teachers’ association and the accompanists’ 
guild in Queensland. he is a Trustee of the 
hattori Foundation in london; vice-President of 
Putney Music club; artistic Director of the Myra 
hess Day held annually at the national gallery in 
london and of various one-off festivals.  
 
visit www.pierslane.com
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Martin Wesley-Smith australia
Proudly supported by Basil Ahyick

Composer 
in Residence

before moving, in 2000, 
to Kangaroo valley, a 
couple of hours south of 
sydney, Martin wesley-
smith taught at the sydney 
conservatorium of Music 
for the previous 26 years. 
he founded the electronic 
Music studio there, and the 

performance group watt, and was a pioneer 
of audio-visual composition using multiple 
computer-controlled projectors. before that he’d 
been a student at the University of adelaide 
(studying composition with, amongst others, 
Peter Tahourdin, Peter Maxwell Davies and 
sandor veress), and at the University of york 
in england. in 1994 and 1995 he taught at 
the University of hong Kong. in 1998 he was 
admitted as a Member (aM) in the general 
Division of the order of australia for services 
“to music, as a composer, scriptwriter, 
children’s songwriter, lecturer, presenter of 
multi-media concerts and a member of various 
australia council boards and committees”. his 
children’s songs - written for his own children 
- include the popular I’m Walking in the City. 
Many of his audio-visual works reveal political 
concerns, mostly to do with east Timor (e.g. 
Welcome to the Hotel Turismo) and west Papua 
(Papua Merdeka). a collection of his chamber 
works – Merry-Go-Round – is one of many cDs 
of his music released by Tall Poppies records. 
he composes and arranges for, sings in and 
directs a Kangaroo valley vocal group called 
The Thirsty night singers. recent works include 
Seven Widows at the Gates of Sugamo, for seven 
female singing harpists, with words by his long-
time collaborator Peter wesley-smith.

visit www.shoalhaven.net.au/~mwsmith
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Dene OlDinG (viOlin)
Proudly sponsored by Townsville Urology

Dimity Hall (viOlin)
Proudly sponsored by Abi Group

irina mOrOzOva (viOla) 
Proudly sponsored by Betty Byrne Henderson

Julian SmileS (cellO)
Proudly sponsored by Andrew Johnston & Fiona Irving

launched in 1995, the goldner string Quartet 
is named after richard goldner, founder of the 
original Musica viva australia. The players are 
all well known to australian and international 
audiences through solo performances and 
recordings and their concurrent membership 
of the australia ensemble (resident at Unsw). 
all members have occupied principal positions 
in organisations such as the sydney symphony 
orchestra and the australian chamber orchestra. 

in 1997 the goldner string Quartet made its 
debut at the wigmore hall in london. Unanimous 
audience and critical acclaim has ensured the 
goldner Quartet’s regular return invitations to 
london and many prestigious UK and european 
festivals. in 2001 the Quartet made its american 
début with concerts at the prestigious 92nd st 
y in new york, and in washington Dc. closer 
to home, the goldner Quartet has performed in 
Korea, singapore and brunei and has undertaken 
several extensive tours of new Zealand. 

The Quartet regularly appears at major music 
festivals around australia in addition to national 
tours for Musica viva. in 2011 they will celebrate 
the 20th anniversary of the Music in the Hunter 
festival, where they appear annually. The quartet 
members have been a mainstay of the australian 
Festival of chamber Music in Townsville since 
1993. in 2000, the goldner Quartet performed 
a major retrospective of 20th century string 
quartets at the adelaide Festival and in 2004 
performed its first complete beethoven cycle in 
sydney for Musica viva. The Quartet also has a 
commitment to teaching the next generation of 
string quartets, and has an ongoing association 
with the australian youth orchestra’s chamber 
Music programmes. several new works have been 
commissioned for the goldner Quartet, from 
many of australia’s leading composers.

in 2009, the Quartet featured in the festival of 
concerts to celebrate the inaugural season of 
the new Melbourne recital centre. highlights 
of 2010 included festivals in Jeju (south Korea), 
coriole Festival (sa), aurora Festival (nsw), aFcM 
(Townsville), and huntington estate (Mudgee) and 
performances throughout a south Pacific cruise.

The goldner Quartet’s LIVE recordings of the 
complete beethoven string Quartet cycle, released 
on abc classics won the 2009 limelight award 
for best classical recording.

The Quartet has several recent recordings for 
hyperion; each disc highlights string quartets and 
piano quintets of a different composer (bloch, 
bridge, Dvorak and elgar to date) with pianist Piers 
lane. These recordings have received universal rave 
reviews including editor’s choice in Gramophone 
magazine and bbc Music Magazine, as well as 
finalist for the bbc Music Magazine’s chamber 
Music award in 2009. also released are the 
complete quartets of szymanowski and stravinsky 
on naxos, and on the Tall Poppies label, volumes 
1-3 of the string quartets of Peter sculthorpe. The 
complete quartets of carl vine have been recorded 

for future release on abc classics.

Goldner String Quartet australia

Artists
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Queensland symphony orchestra is Queensland’s 
only professional symphony orchestra and largest 
performing arts company employing 88 full-time 
musicians. since 1947, Queensland symphony 
orchestra has played a vital role in Queensland’s 
cultural community, giving over100 live 
performances across 47 weeks each year to more 
than 100,000 people. its mission is to ‘touch the 
hearts and minds of all Queenslanders 
through music’. 

Under the guiding baton of chief conductor 
Johannes Fritzsch, Queensland symphony 
orchestra is renowned for its high quality, breath-
taking performances of both classical and modern 
compositions that engage audiences of all musical 
tastes, interests and ages. its annual season attracts 
high-profile international and national artists, and 
is made up of seven unique concert series featuring 
everything from large-scale masterworks to 
contemporary and rarely performed compositions. 
Queensland symphony orchestra also present a 
number of special events each year supporting high 
calibre artists such as Jose carreras, roberta Flack, 
air supply, ben lee and The whitlams. 

Queensland symphony orchestra predominately 
perform in brisbane, however are also dedicated 
to music enthusiasts in coastal and regional areas. 
The orchestra undertakes an annual regional tour 
delivering a free community engagement program, 

and conducts an extensive state-wide education 
program that connects with 30,000 students, from 
pre-school to university level. 

in addition to its own program, Queensland 
symphony orchestra performs for major arts 
festivals, performs live broadcasts and recordings, 
and supports state and national opera and ballet 
companies.

JOHanneS FritzScH

Johannes Fritzsch is currently 
the chief conductor of The 
Queensland orchestra and 
the chief conductor and 
artistic Director of the grazer 
Philharmonisches orchester 

and grazer oper, austria. he recently held 
the position of chief conductor of staatsoper 
nürnberg.

born in Meissen, germany his higher education was 
received at the carl Maria von weber Music academy 
in Dresden, majoring in conducting and piano.

Fritzsch has led many orchestras in germany 
and internationally including: hamburger 
sinfoniker, Düsseldorfer sinfoniker, Philharmonie 
essen, nationaltheater-orchester Mannheim, 
staatskapelle schwerin, berliner sinfonie 

Queensland Symphony Orchestra australia
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orchester, staatskapelle Dresden, norddeutsche 
Philharmonie rostock, staatsorchester halle, the 
swedish radio orchestra, the norwegian radio 
orchestra, the Danish radio symphony orchestra, 
the orchestre Philharmonique strassbourg, the 
orchestra national de Montpellier, the orchestra 
national du capitole de Toulouse, the sydney 
symphony orchestra, orchestra victoria, the 
Tasmanian, adelaide and west australian 
symphony orchestras.

opera companies with which he has worked 
include: sächsische staatsoper Dresden, 
opernhaus Köln, Deutsche oper berlin, Komische 
oper berlin, opera bastille Paris, grazer oper, the 
royal opera stockholm, Malmö operan and opera 
australia in sydney and Melbourne.

 

Piano

JOHn cOntiGuGlia (uSa)
ricHarD cOntiGuGlia (uSa)
Proudly supported by Dr Di Bresciani

since their london 
debut in 1962, following 
which the london Daily 
Telegraph described 
their playing as setting 
“a new standard for this 
intimate form of music-
making,” the american 
identical twins, richard 

and John contiguglia, have introduced audiences 
throughout the world to their unusual repertoire 
of music for two pianists, particularly duos of 
liszt, bartók and grainger.  The liszt society of 
budapest, in its first record competition, awarded 
their recording of the beethoven/liszt 9th 
Symphony its grand prix.  

as 12-year-olds, they performed a group of 
two-piano compositions on a solo-piano recital 
of Percy grainger in their hometown, auburn, 
new york, following which grainger sent them 
many of his scores, touchingly inscribed “from 
their admiring colleague,” “in admiration of their 
splendid playing.”

richard and John have performed with major 
orchestras in europe and in america, among 
them, those of cleveland, Pittsburgh, washington, 
Toronto, the netherlands chamber orchestra, 

and the netherlands and rotterdam Philharmonic 
orchestras.  They have been heard, both with 
orchestra and in recital, in numerous prestigious 
venues including carnegie hall and lincoln center 
in new york, washington’s Kennedy center, 
boston’s symphony hall, chicago’s orchestra hall, 
london’s Queen elizabeth hall and amsterdam’s 
concertgebouw.

graduates of yale college and the yale graduate 
school of Music, they subsequently studied in 
london with the great british pianist, Dame Myra 
hess.  among their most treasured memories 
is their lunchtime concert at london’s national 
gallery, as part of Dame Myra hess Day, 2008, 
which celebrated hess’ years, during world war ii, 
of bringing music to the service of her country. 

Danny Driver (uK)
Proudly supported by Gary & Mary-Lyn Inness

Danny Driver first attracted 
public attention in the UK by 
winning the royal over-seas 
league competition Keyboard 
award and the title of bbc 
radio 2 young Musician of 
the year.  since then he has 
performed at many of the 

UK’s most prestigious concert venues, including 
the wigmore hall, royal albert hall, south bank 
centre and bridgewater hall. recent international 
engagements have taken him to the houston 
international Piano Festival (Usa), chichester 
Festival (UK), husum Piano Festival (germany), 
and to hong Kong’s city hall for a performance of 
rachmaninoff’s Third Piano concerto.
 
Danny Driver is a hyperion recording artist. his 
double-disc of york bowen’s six Piano Sonatas was 
nominated for a 2010 gramophone award, and 
his selection of cPe bach’s Keyboard sonatas was 
selected by national Public radio (Usa) as one of 
the Top Ten classical cDs of 2010. Future releases 
are to include the piano music of benjamin Dale.

Daniel De BOraH (auStralia) 
Proudly sponsored by Clarity Hearing Solutions

australian pianist Daniel de 
borah divides his time between 
australia and the UK where 
he is in great demand as a 
recitalist and concerto soloist. 
born in Melbourne in 1981, 
Daniel studied at the liszt 
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academy of Music in budapest, the st. Petersburg 
state conservatoire and the royal academy of 
Music, london. he was 3rd Prize winner at the 
2004 sydney international Piano competition 
and in 2005 was selected for representation by 
the young concert artists Trust, london. Daniel 
has given recitals at major venues and festivals 
throughout the UK appearing as soloist with the 
english chamber orchestra, london Mozart Players, 
and with the royal Philharmonic orchestra at the 
barbican and at cadogan hall.

in australia, Daniel has performed with the 
sydney, adelaide and canberra symphony 
orchestras, the australian chamber orchestra 
and orchestra victoria.  Daniel’s chamber music 
partners include flautist Michael cox, cellist 
li-wei Qin, oboist Thomas indermühle and tenor 
andrew goodwin.

PHilliPa canDy (auStralia)
Proudly supported by Graham Jackson OAM

Phillipa candy is a graduate 
of the canberra school 
of Music and has Masters 
Degrees in performance from 
hobart and Philadelphia. 
she has also studied with 
celebrated accompanist 
geoffrey Parsons and was 

inducted into the Pi Kappa lambda society for 
musical excellence in 1992. 

Phillipa is a professional accompanist, private 
piano teacher, repetiteur, coach and conductor. 
her musical activities are diverse, including 
touring for Musica viva with the group austral 
skies, and in Nellie Melba: Queen of Song. she 
has been a guest musical director and conductor 
for canberra city opera, and the conductor of 
canberra’s harmonie german choir. Phillipa and 
soprano louise Page have worked together since 
1992, presenting varied and innovative recitals 
and they have produced many cDs together, as 
well as performing for the abc FM’s Sunday Live 
broadcasts. 

Phillipa is a member of the anU school of Music 

vocal Department. 

Violin

PHiliPPe GraFFin (France)
Proudly supported by Michael & Odile Wilkins

violinist Philippe graffin 
has established an 
indisputable reputation for 
his interpretations of the 
French and english repertoire. 
he has rediscovered original 
settings of chausson’s Poème 
and ravel’s Tzigane and has 

championed the concerto of samuel coleridge-
Taylor which he has recorded and performed 
at the bbc Proms. a number of composers 
have written works for him including vytautas 
barkauskas, Philippe hersant, David Matthews, 
yves Prin and rodion shchedrin.

as concerto soloist, he has performed with 
orchestras such as The Philharmonia, bbc 
symphony, royal liverpool Philharmonic, 
saarbrücken Philharmonie, the residentie 
orkest, gothenburg symphony, czech 
Philharmonic, orchestra di Padova et del veneto 
and st Petersburg Philharmonic.

graffin’s discography which includes an early 
recording with lord Menuhin and the royal 
Philharmonic orchestra includes many world 
premières and rarities.

Philippe is a highly sought after chamber 
musician and is founder and artistic director of  
the “consonances” chamber music festival of st 
nazaire, France.

he plays a Domenico busano violin, made in 
venice, 1730.

JacK lieBecK (uK)
Proudly sponsored by Michael & Carmel Fellows

in 2002 Jack liebeck made 
his acclaimed london recital 
debut to a sold-out wigmore 
hall. he has appeared at many 
major festivals including 
harrogate, reims, and 
spoleto.

in 2009 Jack signed an exclusive contract with 
sony classical, and his newest disc of the 
complete brahms sonatas was released in July 
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2010 to huge critical acclaim. he was named 2010 
classical briTs “young british Performer of the year”. 

recent performances include the sibelius 
concerto, chausson’s Poème and saint-saens’ 
Introduction and rondo capriccioso with the bbc 
national orchestra of wales and two chamber 
concerts with brett Dean at the wigmore hall. 
Forthcoming highlights include the Dvoràk 
concerto with the Queensland symphony 
orchestra and the bruch concerto with the london 
Philharmonic orchestra.

Jack is Professor of violin at the royal academy 
of Music and also artistic Director of oxford May 
Music Festival. he plays the ‘ex-wilhelmj’ J.b. 
guadagnini dated 1785.

victOria SayleS (uK)
Proudly sponsored by Townsville Grammar School

victoria sayles was a Music 
scholar at bryanston school 
(1999-2003) and a Foundation 
scholar at the royal college 
of Music (2003-2007) under 
Professor itzhak rashkovsky. 

she is a member of the 
london chamber orchestra, english chamber 
orchestra and scottish chamber orchestra 
(2007-09). victoria has appeared as leader of the 
bournemouth symphony, city of birmingham, 
Trondheim symphony (norway) and royal 
liverpool Philharmonic orchestras. 

victoria, as a keen chamber musician, has lead 
the Fibonacci sequence and has collaborated with 
louise hopkins, guy Johnston, Jack liebeck, Mark 
van der weil, Jamie walton, alexander Zemtsov 
and many others. victoria recently returned from 
the Thai-burmese border with the iuventus string 
Quartet playing to burmese refugees in refugee camps.

Upcoming engagements in 2011 include 
appearances at the oxford May Music Festival, 
north york Moors Festival and as leader of 
Trondheim symphony (norway), bournemouth 
symphony and liverpool Philharmonic orchestras. 
Upcoming concerto performances include 
beethoven, glazunov, Mendelssohn and saint-
saëns concertos. victoria also regularly tours 
the UK playing recitals with her duo partner and 
award-winning pianist Martin cousin.

victoria plays a 1776 “Thir” violin.

Viola
 

rivKa GOlani (iSrael/uK)
Proudly supported by Dr Nita Vasilescu

rivka golani is widely 
recognised as a viola-
player of great distinction. 
her contributions to the 
advancement of viola technique 
have already given her a place 
in the history of the instrument 
and have been a source of 

inspiration not only to other players, but also to 
many composers who have been motivated by her 
mastery to write specially for the viola. More than 
170 pieces have been written for her, of which 22 
are concerti. it was not until her last year at the 
University of Tel aviv, where she studied with 
oedon Partos, that she decided the viola was to be 
her career, and soon began playing with the israel 
Philharmonic. she has since played with some of 
the world’s major orchestras, including the boston 
symphony, the royal concertgebouw orchestra, 
the orF radio orchestra, the major british and 
canadian orchestras, the berne symphony and 
the radio symphony orchestra in berlin, among 
others. she is also an accomplished painter and 
has had major exhibitions of her visual works.

SimOn OSWell (auStralia)
Proudly supported by Stephen de Jersey Architect

simon oswell’s training began 
in brisbane with John curro, 
Jan sedivka in hobart, and 
subsequently Janos negyesy 
and Donald Mcinnes in the 
United states. early successes 
included awards in the 
australian national concerto 

competition playing the walton and hindemith 
concertos. During this period simon co-founded 
the Petra string Quartet, actively commissioning 
and performing australian works including the 
world première of the late richard Meale’s 2nd 
string Quartet at the adelaide Festival in 1980. 
other notable performances include the australian 
première of boulez’s ‘le marteau sans maitre’ and 
performances of berio’s ‘sequenza’ for solo viola.
living in the United states for over 20 years, 
simon was actively involved in the hollywood 
recording scene and recorded the soundtracks 
to over 800 films, as well as working with barbra 
streisand, elton John, rod stewart, alicia Keys, 
and the eagles on ‘hell Freezes over’. he also 
continued his interest in solo and chamber music, 
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joining los angeles based groups, the capitol 
ensemble and Pacific serenades. simon has held 
numerous Principal viola positions including the 
carmel bach Festival (california), the hollywood 
bowl orchestra (california), the Mozart classical 
orchestra (california) and has appeared as 
guest Principal viola with the Queensland and 
Melbourne symphony orchestras, as well as the 
australian chamber orchestra. since returning to 
australia in 2006 and settling in Melbourne, simon 
has worked with ensemble liaison and ensemble 
i, and performed at the australian Festival of 

chamber Music in Townsville.

Cello

lOuiSe HOPKinS (uK)
Proudly sponsored by Andy & Ruth Vann

louise hopkins made her début 
at the barbican hall playing 
witold lutoslawski’s cello 
concerto with the composer 
conducting a performance of 
which The Times commented 
‘players with such personality, 
agility and power are rare’. 

louise has an international career which has taken 
her all over europe and to the Usa, australia, 
new Zealand and Japan. louise has broadcast 
frequently for the bbc, rTe, swiss romande, 
new Zealand radio and radio France. she has 
collaborated with an array of artists such as 
the Takacs Quartet, Thomas ades (with whom 
she recorded his piano quartet ‘caTch’ for 
eMi), emmanuel Pahud, andras Keller, anthony 
Marwood, Ferenz rados, Denes varjon, aleksandar 
Madzar, sasha Melnikov, Piers lane, and steven 
Kovacevich. louise is Deputy head of strings at the 
guildhall school of Music and Drama, and a cello 
Professor at the hochschule in bern, switzerland.

micHael GOlDScHlaGer (auStralia)
Proudly sponsored by Wilson/Ryan/Grose Lawyers

Michael goldschlager studied 
in new york with bernard 
greenhouse, David soyer and 
at london’s royal academy 
of Music. in new york, he 
played with some of the great 
ensembles, including the 
chamber Music society of 
lincoln center, new york city 

opera, new york city ballet, and the orchestra of 
st luke’s, of which he was a principal cellist. he 
was principal cellist of the waso for six years and 
is a regular guest principal with the Tasmanian 
and sydney symphony orchestras. he has also 
been a principal cellist of the aco.

Perhaps best known as the cellist of the Macquarie 
Trio, goldschlager recently recorded the complete 
Unaccompanied suites for cello by J.s. bach for 
abc classics, slated for release this year. he 
has appeared twice on Margaret Throsby’s radio 
program, and was the subject of a feature article 
in vogue Magazine.

This year marks Michael goldschlager’s 6th 
appearance at the aFcM, having been part of 
the Festival’s inaugural year. he has been a 
coordinator of strings at the australian national 
academy of Music, and has held positions at 
several other tertiary institutions in australia and 

in new york. 

Double Bass

KeeS BOerSma (auStralia)
Proudly sponsored by TCS (QLD) Pty Limited

Kees boersma joined the sydney 
symphony as Principal bass in 
1990.  as well as his work within 
the orchestra he has featured 
as a soloist on a number of 
occasions. 

Performances have included the 
première of colin bright’s Double bass concerto 
and Mozart’s concert aria ‘Per questa bella mano’ 
with Teddy Tahu rhodes.

Kees performs regularly with the sydney soloists 
and the australia ensemble and was for 10 years 
a member of the contemporary music group 
elision, premièring the works of Franco Donatoni, 
richard barrett, lisa lim and brian Ferneyhough.  

Kees has had a long association with the 
australian youth orchestra and their summer 
national Music camps as a tutor. he has been 
a presenter at many double bass conferences 
and is a lecturer of double bass at the sydney 
conservatorium of Music. 
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as well as his solo and chamber music 
performances at various festivals Kees has 
recently enjoyed exploring the rich double bass 

quartet repertory with “The Four basses’’.

Guitar

GeOrGe GOlla (auStralia) 
Proudly supported by Terry & Debbie Dodd

george golla is considered to be 
one of australia’s leading jazz 
guitarists with his experience as 
a musician dating back to 1956, 
when he became a professional 
musician. originally from 
Poland, george studied clarinet, 
saxophone, trumpet, bass and 

flute as a young man but gave these up to become 
one of the most outstanding jazz guitarists in 
australia. george has spent over 30 years playing 
with one of the best clarinet and saxophone players 
in australia, Don burrows, and has toured and 
recorded with many national and international 
legends. george can boast many television and 
radio appearances where he has enthralled listeners 
with his smooth artistry as he, in the words of a 
guitarist watching one of his performances, “makes 
the difficult look very easy”. george is a jazz icon 
for many australians.

 

Flute

vernOn Hill (auStralia)
Proudly supported by David & Janine Kippin

vernon hill was Principal Flute 
in the Melbourne symphony 
orchestra for many years. he 
represented australia in the 
world symphony orchestra 
in the Usa and has played 
guest principal flute with 
orchestras including the london 

symphony, the bbc and sydney symphony.

he is well known for his many exquisite concerto 
and solo recitals and on his european solo concert 
tours he has performed in london, hungary and 
the former yugoslavia, at the Jerash Festival in 

Jordan, for the israel Philharmonic society in Tel 
aviv, and with the australian chamber orchestra 
in greece.

The canberra wind soloists tours have also been 
extensive, taking him through Japan, russia, 
yugoslavia, new Zealand, china, hong Kong, Korea 
and vietnam.

he has recorded for eMi, Festival, Peter Mann, 
Move, Fluteworks and the abc, many film 
soundtracks and an olivia newton John cD.  his 
colin brumby concerto (eMi) received wide acclaim 
and sold out almost immediately. he has also 
recorded all of the bach flute sonatas on two cD’s. 

vernon is a highly respected master teacher of the 
flute and the author of “The Flute Players book 
with Demonstration cD” now in its third edition 
and is sold throughout the world.

hill’s teaching career spans more than 40 years 
and in that time he has had a profound influence 
on helping to raise the quality of flute playing in 
australia. he joined the canberra school of Music 
in 1980, was head of the woodwind Department 
and is now a Distinguished artist at the australian 
national University.

Clarinet

micHael cOllinS (uK)
Proudly sponsored by anonymous patrons

indisputably one of the leading 
clarinettists of his generation, 
Michael collins displays 
a dazzling virtuosity and 
sensitive musicianship which 
has made him a sought-after 
soloist and chamber musician 
with ensembles worldwide. in 

the process he has formed close alliances with 
conductors such as charles Dutoit, carlo Maria 
giulini, neeme Järvi, Tadaaki otaka, sir simon 
rattle, esa-Pekka salonen, giuseppe sinopoli and 
leonard slatkin. he is a recent recipient of the 
royal Philharmonic society’s instrumentalist of 
the year award in recognition of the pivotal role 
he has played in expanding the repertoire of his 
instrument. commissioning works by some of 
today’s most highly regarded composers, he has 
given world and local premières of John adams’s 
gnarly buttons, elliott carter’s clarinet concerto, 
brett Dean’s ariel’s Music, elena Kats-chernin’s 
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ornamental air, and Turnage’s riffs and refrains. 
in recent seasons he has won increasing regard as 
a conductor and in september 2010 assumed the 
post of Principal conductor of the city of london 
sinfonia. Michael collins plays exclusively on 
yamaha clarinets.

Brian catcHlOve (auStralia) 
Courtesy of the Queensland Symphony Orchestra

born in england and educated 
in victoria after emigrating in 
1971, brian began music at age 
seven and received his first 
clarinet on his eighth birthday. 
he won a music scholarship 
in 1979 to attend the ballarat 
grammar school after which 

he studied clarinet at the elder conservatorium 
of Music in adelaide with David shephard and 
gregory blackman. Following a year in the world 
expo 88 Marching band in brisbane he furthered 
his studies at the Queensland conservatorium of 
Music with Floyd williams. he toured Queensland 
for the Queensland arts council with the trio “los 
Trios Toucan” and played with the “Queensland 
wind soloists” before another year of intensive 
study was undertaken with reinier hogerheijde 
in holland, where he performed in contemporary 
music festivals, with chamber ensembles and 
as a recitalist. on his return to brisbane in 1993 
he took up the position of 2nd clarinet with the 
Queensland symphony orchestra, and has been an 
active participant in chamber music throughout 
the state. brian teaches at the Queensland 
conservatorium griffith University, has taught at 
the University of Queensland and regularly works 
as a tutor with the Queensland youth orchestra 
and the Queensland Department of education. in 
1997 he performed at the australasian clarinet 
conference held in brisbane and has performed as 
soloist with the Queensland symphony orchestra 
and The Queensland orchestra in 2005. currently 
brian is acting associate Principal clarinet with 
The Queensland symphony orchestra.

brian has performed with The Melbourne 
symphony orchestra, The adelaide symphony 
orchestra, the Queensland Philharmonic 
orchestra, the australian Pops orchestra and for 
the musicals ‘les Misérables’, ‘The King and i’ and 
‘Phantom of the opera’. he has also recorded and 
performed with elision ensemble and Topology 
and performed with the southern cross soloists.

Bassoon

mattHeW WilKie (auStralia)
Proudly sponsored by Michael & Carmel Fellows

while studying bassoon with 
Klaus Thunemann in germany 
in 1981, Matthew was a prize 
winner at the international 
Music competition in geneva. 
he has appeared as soloist 
with many orchestras including 
the orchestre de la suisse 

romande, the wuerttemburg chamber orchestra, 
The chamber orchestra of europe and the 
sydney symphony which he joined in 2000. 
Matthew has been a member of the world-
renowned chamber orchestra of europe since 
1986 and has worked under such conductors as 
claudio abbado, nikolaus harnoncourt, lorin 
Maazel, Zubin Meta and roger norrington. 

Matthew’s recordings include concertos by Mozart, 
vivaldi and richard strauss, as well as many 
chamber works. his 2009 recording of bach and 
Telemann sonatas for Melba records entitled 
“The galant bassoon” was shortlisted for an aria 
award and has received high praise internationally.

in 2011 Matthew will première a new bassoon 
concerto by the Perth based composer James ledger.

Oboe

DaviD nuttall (auStralia)
Proudly supported by BM Webb

David nuttall is a churchill 
Fellow and one of australia’s 
finest oboists. he is a master 
teacher who was, until 2005, 
associate Professor at the 
australian national University. 
Prior to his appointment at 
the anU he was associate 

Principal oboist in the Melbourne symphony 
orchestra. several of David’s former students 
hold important positions in australia and 
overseas. he has performed as soloist with most 
of australia’s symphony orchestras and the 
australian chamber orchestra, with whom he 
was a core member and Principal oboist for some 
ten years. as a member of the canberra wind 
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soloists, the wind quintet based at the anU, he 
has given concerts to great acclaim throughout 
the world. his many cDs recorded for abc 
classics and Tall Poppies are regularly broadcast 
on abc classic FM. The repertoire covers a wide 
variety of styles, his associate artists on the discs 
including larry sitsky, piano, Timothy Kain, 
guitar, the canberra wind soloists, The australia 
ensemble and the australian youth orchestra 
under the direction of Diego Masson. David is 
delighted to have joined the Tasmanian symphony 
orchestra as Principal oboist in november 2006 
after having played as a guest with the orchestra 
for some twenty years. in april 2009 David 
performed as soloist with the orchestra in the 
concerto in F Major rv455 by vivaldi. in 2010 
he joined them again to play the oboe concerto 
of Marcello and the concerto for oboe and 
violin by J.s. bach (violin soloist, Paul wright).

  

Saxophone

amy DicKSOn (auStralia/uK)
Proudly sponsored by David & Jan Robinson

saxophonist amy Dickson 
began lessons at the age of six 
and made her concerto début 
ten years later. recognized 
widely for her remarkable 
and distinctive tone and 
exceptional musicality, she 
has performed in europe, 

africa and australasia, in venues such as the 
wigmore hall, the royal albert hall and the 
sydney opera house. she has also performed 
as a soloist with many orchestras throughout 
the world including the sydney symphony 
orchestra and the vienna chamber orchestra.

an exclusive recording artist for sony Music, 
Dickson has now released two critically acclaimed 
recordings on the rca red seal label. her first, 
Smile, was released in 2008, and her second 
album, glass, Tavener, nyman, comprises of 
the violin concerto by Philip glass and The 
Protecting veil by John Tavener, both arranged 
by Dickson, and where the bee Dances by 
Michael nyman. she has also made recordings 
of McDowall’s concerto Dancing Fish, larsson’s 
Konzert and Dubois’ Divertissment, and has 
appeared on bollywood composer Mithoon 
sharma’s album Tu hi Mere rab Ki Tarah hai.

amy is an ambassador of the Prince’s Trust, and 
is a selmer Paris Performing artist. she has a 
great love of fashion and is dressed by armani, 
and she is also endorsed by ren skincare.

Trumpet

SaraH WilSOn (auStralia) 
Courtesy of the Queensland Symphony Orchestra

nelson, nZ born sarah gained 
a b.Mus at auckland University 
before travelling to study 
in the UK, where she gained 
a Masters with distinction 
in performance at Trinity 
college of Music, london. 
Tutors were Mark David, 

ian balmain, robert Farley and iaan wilson.

whilst in london sarah freelanced with the 
royal opera house orchestra, english national 
ballet, london concert orchestra, bbc scottish 
symphony, scottish opera, royal Philharmonic 
orchestra and the new Queens hall orchestra. 
sarah was appointed associate Principal trumpet 
with the christchurch symphony in 2004 and 
acted as Principal trumpet in 2008 and 2009, 
then being appointed as associate Principal 
trumpet of the auckland Philharmonia in mid 
2009. sarah is currently Principal Trumpet of 
the Queensland symphony orchestra and has 
also worked with the new Zealand symphony 
and Tasmanian symphony orchestras.

whilst in new Zealand sarah taught trumpet 
at auckland and canterbury universities, and 
undertook coaching at the new Zealand school 
of Music and adjudicated at the new Zealand 
secondary schools chamber Music competition.

Horn

Ben JacKS (auStralia)

Proudly supported by Honeycombes Property Group

ben Jacks is one of australia’s 
leading horn Players. he was 
born in hobart in 1975 and 
studied at the University of 
western australia under heidi 
Kepper. Further studies have 
been completed with Dale 
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clevenger and gail williams in chicago, stefan 
Dohr in berlin, Professor erich Penzel in cologne 
and hector McDonald in vienna.

ben has performed with every professional 
orchestra in australia, playing as guest Principal 
with the Tasmanian, adelaide, Queensland, 
sydney, Melbourne symphony orchestras and the 
australian opera and ballet orchestra (sydney).
ben also enjoys a career performing internationally 
as guest Principal horn with the Malaysian 
Philharmonic and ensemble Kanazawa in Japan.
  
Jacks has recently broken into the career of a 
recording artist with his début cD “rhapsodie” 
for the Melba label. Featuring barry Tuckwell 
as conductor and ben as solo artist, the album 
has received a high standard of reviews, and is 
well respected for its presentation of previously 
unrecorded materials. 

ben is in high demand as a teacher and 
currently works as horn lecturer to the sydney 
conservatorium of Music and has been invited 
as a guest tutor for the australian youth 
orchestra program.

Peter luFF (auStralia)
Courtesy of the Queensland Symphony Orchestra

Perth born horn player 
Peter luff is a graduate of 
adelaide University’s elder 
conservatorium of Music where 
he obtained his bachelor of 
Music degree in performance 
with first class honours. he 
currently holds the positions 

of associate Principal horn with the Queensland 
symphony orchestra and senior lecturer in horn 
at the Queensland conservatorium 
griffith University.

as a professional horn player he has performed 
with many orchestras and ensembles including, 
the adelaide symphony orchestra, west australian 
symphony orchestra, state opera orchestra 
of south australia, Queensland Philharmonic 
orchestra, hong Kong Philharmonic, sydney 
symphony and the Queensland wind soloists. 
he is also a founding member and solo horn of 
the internationally acclaimed chamber ensemble 
the southern cross soloists who have performed 
in america, canada, Japan, china, Korea, new 
Zealand and broadcast and recorded extensively 
with abc classic FM.

in 2010 Peter was the host of the 42nd 
international horn symposium, held for the first 
time in australia. it was at this symposium that 
the council of the international horn society (ihs) 
presented him with the prestigious “Punto award” 
to recognise his major contribution at a national 
level to the art of horn playing. Peter also serves 
as a member of the ihs advisory council.

Trombone

JaSOn reDman (auStralia) 
Courtesy of the Queensland Symphony Orchestra

Jason redman is Principal 
Trombonist of Queensland 
symphony orchestra and is also 
currently chair of the artistic 
committee which is responsible 
for overseeing artistic planning 
and administration. he was 
appointed to the Qso in august 

1990, and has appeared as a soloist with Qso 
and TQo numerous times. he completed his b. 
Mus at griffith University in 1991. Jason is also 
a churchill Fellow, studying with leading Us 
trombonists in the Usa in 1996.

Percussion

timOtHy cOnStaBle (auStralia)
Proudly supported by John & Annette Zabala

Timothy constable is an award-
winning percussionist, composer, 
electronica producer and singer. 
he is the artistic director of 
synergy, comprising australia’s 
première percussion group, 
and splinter group moth. he is 
a regular guest in the sydney 

symphony percussion section, and a member of new 
music groups spectrum, coda and Diode. 

as a soloist Timothy has collaborated with steven 
schick (Usa), bob becker (canada), rob Kloet 
(netherlands), emanuel sejourné (France), Fritz 
hauser (switzerland), nicholas Daniel (UK), and 
has appeared as guest with many new music 
groups including Kroumata Percussion Ensemble 
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(sweden) and The Australia Ensemble. Through 
activities with synergy he has worked with the 
Sydney Dance Company, omar Farouk Tekbilek 
(Turkey), hossam ramzy (egypt), ali n’diaye 
rose (senegal), roger woodward, akira isogawa 
(design), the shanghai song and Dance company 
(première dance ensemble in northern china), and 
Le Percussions Klaviers de Lion (France). he has 
performed throughout australia, in new Zealand, 
sweden, switzerland, Poland, UK, ireland, senegal, 
Usa, china, nepal and south-east asia.

Bree van reyK (auStralia)
Proudly supported by Jennifer Bott

bree van reyk is a sydney-
based percussionist, drum-set 
player, and composer. she 
has performed and recorded 
extensively across australia 
and overseas with synergy 
Percussion, the australian 
chamber orchestra, holly 

Throsby, Darren hanlon, sarah blasko, Toby 
Martin and coDa. she is a core member of 
synergy Percussion and ensemble offspring, and 
has performed often with the australian opera 
and ballet orchestra. bree has written original 
music for percussion duo, trio, and ensemble as 
well as collaborating on many projects for film 
and television. in recent years bree has worked 
with choreographer shaun Parker as co-composer 
(with nick wales) for Love Installment (sydney 
Dance company – 2008) and Happy as Larry 
(2010), and was composer/performer for bell 
shakespeare’s King Lear in 2010. bree was born in 
Townsville and this is her second aFcM season.

Voice – Narrator

Damien BeaumOnt (aBc auStralia)
Proudly supported by Peter & Trish Duffy

Damien beaumont was raised 
on a dairy farm in the adelaide 
hills. he started his bachelor 
of science degree, but the lure 
of studying music saw him 
switch to study voice at the 
elder conservatorium of Music. 
he went to england to further 

his studies, returning to australia where he joined 
the abc in 1999 and now presents the popular 

program Just Classics, weekdays from 11am on 
abc classic FM. he also presents many of the 
network’s direct broadcasts from the sydney 
opera house and other concert venues around 
australia. 

Damien is in demand as a Master of ceremonies, 
guest speaker, performing narrator and has 
presented many concerts and events on abc 
Tv. career highlights have included presenting 
Carmen on the Big Screen; travelling to Taiwan 
and edinburgh with opera australia’s productions 
of Carmen and Bliss. For abc Tv he has presented 
the state Memorial service for sydney opera 
house architect, Jørn Utzon (2009), Finals and 
preliminary finals over a number of years of the 
symphony australia young Performers’ awards. in 
2010 he led a tour to europe for the international 
chopin Piano competition. The tour “followed in 
the footsteps of Chopin” from Poland to Paris in 
the bicentenary year of chopin’s birth. This year 
he hosted sydney’s Opera in the Domain and 
opera australia’s opera for Flood relief. 

in previous aFcMs, Damien performed with Piers 
lane in strauss’ Enoch Arden; narrator in Jessica 
Duchen’s Song of Triumphant Love; benjamin 
britten’s Six Metamorphoses after Ovid with oboist 
Diana Doherty.

Voice – Soprano

liSa GaSteen (auStralia)
Proudly sponsored by Philip Bacon Galleries

lisa gasteen first became 
known in the lyric spinto 
repertoire and rose to 
worldwide prominence 
after becoming the first and 
only australian to win the 
cardiff singer of the world 
competition. she has lived and 
worked in the United Kingdom, 

italy and germany. she has sung at most of the 
major opera houses and has performed at vienna 
staatsoper, the bastille in Paris and was a regular 
guest artist at the Metropolitan opera new york 
and at the royal opera house covent garden.

her repertoire includes the principal female leads 
in such operas as aida, la Forza del Destino, 
Un ballo in Maschera, Don carlo, othello, Don 
giovanni,Tosca, andrea chenier, ariadne auf 
naxos, electra, salome, Die Frau ohne schatten, 
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lohengrin, Tannhauser, Die Fliegender hollander, 
Tristan und isolde and Der ring des niebelungen. 
some of the conductors she has worked with 
include simone young, antonio Pappano, lorin 
Maazel, Kiril Petrenko, semyon bichkov, bertrand 
de billy, sir bernard haitink, sir charles Mackerras, 
esa-Pekka salonen, sebastian weigle, Donald 
runnicles, Franz welser Moest, James levine, Zubin 
Mehta, christof von Dohnanyi and valerie giergiev.

lisa is greatly admired in the industry not only for 
her poignant voice and exemplary diction but also 
for her integrity as an artist and colleague, and the 
emotion she imbues in the characters she portrays.

lisa gasteen is now living and working in brisbane 
as a teacher and mentor of australian singers. 
she is a Professor of opera at Queensland 
conservatorium and is using her wealth of 
experience as a busy opera performer both on and 
off stage to help aspiring singers on their way.

lOuiSe PaGe (auStralia)
Proudly sponsored by The Hon Justice Jane Mathews AO

soprano louise Page is one 
of australia’s most highly 
regarded singers and has 
appeared in opera, operetta, 
oratorio, cabaret, recital and 
broadcasts.  she is the winner 
of the inaugural Mietta’s Song 
Recital Competition, the vocal 
grand final of the ABC Young 

Performer of the Year Award, the Robert Stolz/
Apex scholarship to Vienna, and the belgian radio 
and Television Opera en Bel Canto City of Ghent 
Prize. louise has performed throughout europe, 
including roles at the vienna state opera as a 
member of the young artist program.

now based in canberra, louise divides her time 
between performance and teaching voice at the 
australian national University school of Music.  
she performs regularly in sydney, Melbourne, 
canberra and regional areas. louise has been a 
soloist with the sydney symphony orchestra, the 
Queensland orchestra, the canberra symphony 
orchestra, the central coast symphony orchestra 
and the national capital orchestra. she appears in 
recital for many organizations including 
Musica viva, and has on several occasions been 
a featured artist for the abc’s Sunday Live 
national broadcasts.   

in 2007 louise received a canberra critics circle 
award for music. in the same year she was 
recognized with the Canberra Times artist of the 
year award, in particular for her presentation of 

Nellie Melba: Queen of Song which she wrote and 
performed in the canberra international Music 
Festival that year.  with accompanist Phillipa 
candy she has recorded six cDs of music varying 
from lieder to operetta, premières of australian 
music and christmas songs.

Voice

SHarny ruSSell (auStralia)
Proudly sponsored by Townsville Catholic Education Office

“in a world of over-rated and 
over-stated singers, sharny 
russell is a gem. listening to 
her is an exquisite experience.” 
– That’s how eric Myers, 
national Jazzchord Magazine, 
views sharny russell. she is a 
unique artist who is equally at 
home on vocals and piano and 

writes and arranges all her own material, as well as 
giving fresh life to old favourites. sharny released 
A Good Thing on Hold on abc & won the 2004 
aPra Jazz award. sharny has played regularly at 
sydney’s soup Plus and basement, working with 
James Morrison and other notable artists. she has 
supported many international jazz artists and has 
been a featured performer with her own band at 
many australian Jazz Festivals. she has sung for 
georgie Fame, played requests for legendary bassist 
ray brown, and been congratulated for her world 
class musicianship by saxophonist James Moody.

Guest Speaker

Diana mcveaGH (uK)
Diana Mcveagh studied the piano with Kathleen 
long at the royal college of Music, london, and 
has spent her life writing about music – in The 
Times, the Musical Times, Grove’s Dictionary, 
and The Dictionary of National Biography. she 
published Edward Elgar: his Life and Music 
in 1955, and Elgar the Music Maker in 2007, 
becoming possibly the only person to write two 
books on the same composer 52 years apart. in 
2005 she published Gerald Finzi: his Life and 
Music. she writes mainly about english romantics, 
but her interests range from Josquin to birtwistle. 
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2011 Programme
THURSDAY 28th JULY 2011 

6:30pm
JuPiterS tOWnSville
cHeFS in tHe nOrtH Dinner

Dmitry SHOSTAKOVICH (1906-1975)
PreluDe (mODeratO)
from Five Pieces for two violins and piano

Igor Alexandrovich FROLOV (born 1937)
DivertimentO FOr tWO viOlinS anD PianO
Jack liebeck (violin)
victoria sayles (violin)
Piers lane (Piano)

This nostalgically romantic Prelude is the first of a set of five pieces 
from shostakovich’s music, selected and arranged for two violins 
and piano by his friend lev atovmian (1901-1973). The piece was 
originally part of shostakovich’s soundtrack score for the 1955 
russian film The Gadfly, itself based on an 1897 novel by ethel 
voynich. For once, without any hint at all of shostakovich’s trademark 
irony, the music’s intentionally old-fashioned style faithfully echoes 
the operatic laments of bellini and Donizetti, to carry the listener back 
to the film’s setting in 1840s italy, its peoples still suffering under the 
oppressive yolk of austrian rule.

igor Frolov composed his Divertimento in 1979 for his young 
daughter, then studying violin at a Moscow music school. it begins, 
deceptively enough, like a genuine baroque sonata, written by some 
more-or-less anonymous old master, though dished up well-sauced 
in the style favoured by early 20th century russian violin chefs, like 
Frolov’s own teacher, David oistrakh. as if to show how by late in 
leonid brezhnev’s premiership, russia itself was verging on radical 
transformation, Frolov’s baroque copy goes drastically awry. The 
theme defects to a Parisian nightclub, where it lets loose like a 1970s 
hit fiddle duo stephan grappelli and yehudi Menuhin, before losing 
the piano player altogether for a while. Finally, the piano brings the 
errant violins back into line, and the trio - now more broken-in, than 
baroque - marches forward again to the piano’s accompaniment of 
tolling Kremlin bells.

graeme skinner © 2011

Astor PIAZZOLLA (1921-1992)
milOnGa Del anGel
arranged by richard stolzman for saxophone 
and piano

Pedro ITTURALDE (born 1929)
Pequeña czárDáS
for saxophone and piano
amy Dickson (saxophone)
Danny Driver (Piano)

Piazzolla grew up in new york where, at the age of eight, his father 
gave him a button accordion, or bandoneón, to remind him of his 
argentinian roots. The bandoneón was the traditional solo instrument 
of tango bands, and it was a sign of young Piazzolla’s rebellious streak 
when he started playing bach, gershwin and jazz on it instead. back in 
buenos aires in the 1940s, the young bandoneonista teetered between 
the classical world of his composition teacher alberto ginastera, and 
that of his night job in the band of master-tangeuro, aníbal Troilo. in 

1953, the scales seemed to tip toward a classical career when he won 
a composition prize and went to study in Paris with nadia boulanger. 
but, to his surprise, boulanger encouraged him not to turn his back on 
the tango. and so, in the late 1950s and early 1960s, Piazzolla began 
to cross-fertilise the tango with melodic, harmonic and rhythmic ideas 
from modern concert music. Fine early examples of his revolutionary 
synthesis are found in his ‘angel’ series. The series stems from a 
fugue he wrote for a 1962 stage play Tango del Angel by alberto 
rodríguez Muñoz, in which an angel visits the slums of buenos 
aires. in Milonga del Angel, first released on a 1963 album, Piazzolla 
went on to salute his angelic visitor in the more popular vein of a 
sentimental nightclub number.

well before the spanish flamenco-jazz saxophonist Pedro iturralde 
made his name playing in jazz clubs across europe in the 1960s, he 
composed this concert piece Little Csardas at the age of 20, while still 
a student at Madrid’s royal conservatory. evoking the world of the 
hungarian folk fiddlers (and with a stylistic nod to the famous csardas 
by vittorio Monti), the piece takes the sentimental theme through a 
sequence of contrasting moods and variations, from the lyrical minor-
key opening, via virtuosic cadenzas, to a lively finale. in its later 1983 
version with orchestral accompaniment (orchestrated by iturralde’s 
brother Javier), the composer rededicated the piece to an admired 
colleague, the greek saxophonist Theodore Kerkezos.

graeme skinner © 2011

SurPriSe SOlO
Piers lane (Piano)

FRIDAY 29th JULY 2011 

8:30pm
tOWnSville civic tHeatre
OPeninG niGHt – a BeGinninG 

…To make an end is to make a 
beginning. The end is where we start from. 
T.s. eliot, ‘little gidding’

Olivier MESSIAEN (1908-1992)
quartet FOr tHe enD OF time
Michael collins (clarinet)
Philippe graffin (violin)
louise hopkins (cello)
Piers lane (Piano)
Damien beaumont (narrator)

Messiaen’s most famous work was first performed to some thousands 
of allied prisoners of war in the depths of winter in 1941. Messiaen 
had begun by writing the interlude movement for three of his fellow 
prisoners, not withstanding the parlous state of their instruments; 
but when a battered upright piano (with a number of non-functioning 
keys) was found, he completed the work’s seven other movements. 
he later explained that the piece had eight movements to reflect the 
seven days of creation and god’s eternal sabbath thereafter. The 
work’s eschatological concerns are unsurprising for a devout catholic 
writing in the face of death, and much of the musical ‘imagery’ refers 
explicitly to that of the apocalypse, or book of revelation, in the new 
Testament. other Messiaenic concerns are present too: birdsong and 
the metrical energy of greek and hindu poetry in particular. The 
score contains the composer’s gloss on each movement and these are 
reprinted below.

recorDeD live by

ProUDly sPonsoreD by
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Liturgy of crystal 

between three and four o’clock in the morning, the awakening of the 
birds: a blackbird or a solo nightingale improvises, surrounded by 
efflorescent sound, by a halo of trills lost high in the trees... 

Vocalise, for the Angel who announces the end of Time

The first and third parts (very short) evoke the power of this mighty 
angel, a rainbow upon his head and clothed with a cloud, who sets 
one foot on the sea and one foot on the earth. in the middle section 
are the impalpable harmonies of heaven. in the piano, sweet cascades 
of blue-orange chords, enclosing in their distant chimes the almost 
plainchant song of the violin and cello. 

Abyss of the birds

clarinet alone. The abyss is Time with its sadness, its weariness. The 
birds are the opposite of Time; they are our desire for light, for stars, 
for rainbows, and for jubilant songs. 

Interlude 

scherzo, of a more individual character than the other movements, 
but linked to them nevertheless by certain melodic recollections. 

Praise to the Eternity of Jesus 

Jesus is considered here as the word. a broad phrase, infinitely slow, 
on the cello, magnifies with love and reverence the eternity of the 
word, powerful and gentle, ... ‘in the beginning was the word, and the 
word was with god, and the word was god.’ 

Dance of fury, for the seven trumpets 

rhythmically, the most characteristic piece in the series. The four 
instruments in unison take on the aspect of gongs and trumpets 
(the first six trumpets of the apocalypse were followed by various 
catastrophes, the trumpet of the seventh angel announced the 
consummation of the mystery of god). Use of added [rhythmic] 
values, rhythms augmented or diminished... Music of stone, of 
formidable, sonorous granite... 

A cluster of rainbows for the Angel who announces the end of Time 

certain passages from the second movement recur here. The powerful 
angel appears, above all the rainbow that covers him... in my dreams 
i hear and see a catalogue of chords and melodies, familiar colours 
and forms... The swords of fire, these outpourings of blue-orange lava, 
these turbulent stars... 

Praise to the Immortality of Jesus 

expansive solo violin, counterpart to the cello solo of the fifth 
movement. why this second encomium? it addresses more specifically 
the second aspect of Jesus, Jesus the Man, the word made flesh... its 
slow ascent toward the most extreme point of tension is the ascension 
of man toward his god, of the child of god toward his Father, of the 
being made divine toward Paradise.

(adapted from the composer’s note) 

i n T e r v a l

Ludwig van BEETHOVEN (1770-1827)
arranged for two pianos by Franz LISZT (1811-1886)
SymPHOny nO.9 in D minOr, OP.125 cHOral (S 464)
Finale: Presto
John contiguglia (Piano)
richard contiguglia (Piano)

liszt liked to put it about that, as a young boy, he had played for 
beethoven and received the great composer’s blessing in the form 
of a kiss on the forehead. The story is almost certainly apocryphal, 
but demonstrates the great reverence liszt had for beethoven and 
the tradition he embodied. liszt regarded the name of beethoven as 

‘sacred’; he included beethoven’s music in his recitals all over europe; 
he came to own the composer’s death mask and (more usefully) his 
broadwood piano. in 1845 he helped raise funds, and organised the 
music, for the 75th anniversary celebrations of beethoven’s birth in 
the city of bonn.

liszt’s many transcriptions of other music served equally as vehicles 
for his virtuosity and to disseminate music that would otherwise 
not have been widely heard. his transcriptions of all the beethoven 
symphonies were also acts of homage. it was perhaps out of humility, 
as much as for reasons of technical complexity, that the choral finale 
of the ninth was one piece that liszt was initially reluctant to tackle. 
he did make a solo piano transcription, omitting the vocal lines, but 
must have felt it inadequate. The two-piano version dates from 1851 
and was much admired (and played) by clara schumann and brahms.

gordon Kerry © 2011

Richard STRAUSS (1864-1949)
arranged by James LEDGER (born 1968)
FOur laSt SOnGS (vier letzte lieDer)
Beim Schlafengehen (On Going to Sleep)
Frühling (Spring) 
September
Im Abendrot (in Sunset’s Glow)
louise Page (soprano)
Members of the Queensland symphony orchestra
Johannes Fritzsch (conductor)

in his biography of richard strauss, Michael Kennedy remarks that the 
Four last songs ‘are the music of old age and wisdom and serenity, of 
death and transfiguration’. The works were not, however, conceived as 
strauss’ farewell, nor, necessarily, as a song-cycle in the strict sense of 
the term. strauss’ publisher ernst roth arbitrarily devised the order in 
which the songs are most commonly sung today.

The poem Beim Schlafengehen dates from the time of world war 
i, when poet hermann hesse’s wife suffered severe mental illness. 
yearning for rest is its theme and hesse also explores the common 
romantic desire to be free from the bonds of consciousness. strauss 
responds with one of his most celebrated inspirations: the violin solo 
that ecstatically rises to imitate the soul’s soaring ‘into the magic 
circle of night.’

hesse’s Frühling uses many of the well-worn tropes of romantic 
poetry such as the imagery of trees, blue skies and birdsong. norman 
Del Mar notes that this song, written straight after Im Abendrot, takes 
up the distinctive sound of birdsong in the woodwinds. There is also 
an echo of eroticism in the blissful trembling of the final lines, and 
throughout in the long elaborate melismas with which the singer 
decorates single syllables. 

in September the poet again expresses a yearning for rest. both 
hesse’s imagery and the musical setting however, represent this as 
something to be savoured – the falling of golden leaves causes the 
summer to smile even as it dies, and the music is full of finely detailed 
activity. 

strauss set Im Abendrot, by the great 19th century poet eichendorff, 
before the hesse settings, but it forms a fitting end to the set, and to 
strauss’ career. here the implicit is made plain: that these songs are all 
in some way about his love for Pauline. The scene is sunset, where an 
old couple stop to rest after a long and eventful life together amid the 
splendours of nature. The trilling larks are related to the promise of 
spring in the birdsong of Frühling, and as the poet asks whether ‘this’ 
(and strauss altered the text from ‘that’) might be death, we hear a 
reminiscence of the ‘idealism’ theme from Death and Transfiguration. 
as norman Del Mar puts it, ‘only the memory of Pauline’s voice could 
be his companion on these farewell excursions through the music to 
which his life had been dedicated.’
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in 2005, australian composer James ledger made this chamber 
version of the score for Felicity lott and the nash ensemble of london, 
conducted by bernard haitink. ledger’s hope was to create ‘an honest 
representation of the original as chamber music’ that offers some 
‘insight into the translucent instrumental world that strauss occupies 
in the original’. The arrangement ‘makes it eminently more portable 
and allows it to be programmed in a greater variety of settings’. The 
13-piece ensemble has four woodwinds, horn, string sextet, double 
bass and piano, the latter compensating for the loss of timpani and 
percussion. while the scale is much reduced, ledger was scrupulous 
about maintaining a sense of strauss’ sound, noting that strauss 
‘writes so idiosyncratically for orchestral instruments [that] i couldn’t 
imagine the horn solo that concludes september or the violin solo in 
Beim Schlafengehen on any other instrument. secondly, these songs 
are so well known and well loved that to tamper with instrumentation 
too much could be seen as desecration of the original.’

© gordon Kerry, 2011

 

SATURDAY 30th JULY 2011

10:00am
JuPiterS tOWnSville, GranD BallrOOm
cOncert cOnverSatiOnS 1 
WitH PierS lane
Piers Lane chats with Damien Beaumont,  
John Contiguglia, Richard Contiguglia and 
Philippe Graffin.

Franz LISZT (1811-1886)
FeStival cantata FOr tHe unveilinG OF 
tHe BeetHOven mOnument in BOnn, S 67:
Andante religioso
John contiguglia (Piano)
richard contiguglia (Piano)

in 1845 berlioz described ‘a veritable migration of artists, men of 
letters and interested people’ (including Queen victoria and the 
King of Prussia and their spouses, and thousands of others) to the 
small rhineland city of bonn to celebrate the 75th anniversary of 
beethoven’s birth. The occasion saw concerts in the newly-built 
beethovensaal, fireworks and other festivities, and the unveiling of 
the monument to the composer that still stands today (and which, 
when unveiled, had its back to the royal Party. beethoven would 
have approved). liszt was largely responsible for the organisation 
of the festival and composed his Festival cantata for soloists, 
chorus and orchestra, to an unfortunately banal text by o.l.b. wolff, 
as a highlight of the celebrations. The royal Party arrived only in 
time to hear the finale, so liszt, not wanting them to miss a thing, 
immediately conducted the whole piece again. in 1846 he produced a 
solo piano piece based on themes from the Festival cantata; this duo 
arrangement of the work may, as the contiguglia brothers note, have 
been a ‘first stage in the preparation’ of the final score. The Andante 
religioso section, which forms the climax of the work, is a version of 
the slow movement of beethoven’s ‘archduke’ Trio, the ‘religioso’ 
marking being liszt’s idea.

© gordon Kerry, 2011

Béla BARTÓK (1881-1945)
viOlin SOnata nO.1 in c SHarP minOr, OP.21, 
BB 84 Sz.75
Allegro appassionato
Adagio
Allegro
Philippe graffin (violin)
Piers lane (Piano)

in 1921 bartók turned 40 and in composition, arguably reached the 
first real synthesis of the musical influence of his folk-song researches 
and the complementary urge to develop his modernist style. he 
expressed his insight, saying, ‘it may sound odd, but i do not hesitate 
to say that the simpler the melody the more complex and strange 
may be the harmonisation and accompaniment that go well with it... it 
allows us to bring out the melody more clearly by building around it 
harmonies of the widest range varying along different keynotes.’

The two violin sonatas were composed in quick succession at 
this time and premièred in london by hungarian-born violinist 
Jelly d’arányi with bartók at the piano. The first sonata is in three 
substantial movements, the first nominally in sonata design, with a 
stormy ‘first subject’ group and contrastingly lyrical ‘second’. but as 
Malcolm gillies points out, the sense of key (despite being designated 
‘in c sharp minor’ – the key of some of beethoven’s most rarified 
music) is tenuous, and the themes are subject to such extensive 
variation that the recapitulation, or ‘homecoming’ moment, ‘loses its 
traditional force’. The second movement begins with a long, songful 
rumination for the violinist and deceptively simple chords from the 
piano, but soon gathers powerful emotional and rhetorical force. 
The third movement is full of the memory and energy of dance 
rhythms, made perhaps nightmarish by the composer’s advanced 
harmonic idiom and uncompromisingly percussive treatment of both 
instruments. 

© gordon Kerry, 2011

3:00pm
DancenOrtH tHeatre
tHe SnOW queen – a HanS cHriStian 
anDerSOn tale FOr yOunG anD OlD

Patrick CARDY (1953-2005)

tHe SnOW queen
goldner string Quartet
Damien beaumont (narrator)

born in Toronto in 1953 Patrick cardy studied at the University of 
western ontario and Mcgill University. From 1977 until 2005 he 
taught in the Music Department (since 1991, the school for studies in 
art and culture) at carleton University, as a Full Professor.

he received over 50 commissions from numerous performers 
and institutions, including the ottawa chamber Music society, the 
edmonton, the st. lawrence string Quartet, the ottawa symphony, 
the vancouver chamber Music Festival and pianist angela hewitt. his 
music is characterized by colourful, evocative sonorities, a strong sense 
of dramatic gesture, an elegant lyricism and an accessible directness of 
expression, traits that have captivated both listeners and performers. 
Dr. cardy was also active as an adjudicator, broadcaster and lecturer 
on music, the past president of espace Musique, ottawa’s new music 
concert society, the past Treasurer of the canadian University Music 
society, and the past President of the canadian league of composers. 
in 1996, he served as new music advisor to the national arts centre 
orchestra for its ‘a Tonal Departure’ new music festival.

The Snow Queen (1980), for string quartet and narrator, 
commissioned by the concept string Quartet, with the assistance 
of the canada council, is a telling of the famous hans christian 
andersen tale with music - like The Little Mermaid, it is not just a 
piece for children, but rather, a work for audiences of all ages.

adapted from material provided by carleton University, canada

8:00pm
tOWnSville civic tHeatre
GOvernOr’S Gala 
The Queensland Symphony Orchestra conducted by 
Johannes Fritzsch with AFCM soloists.

recorDeD live by
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Ludwig van BEETHOVEN (1770-1827)
triPle cOncertO in c maJOr, OP.56 
(vienna, 1804)
Allegro
Largo    
Rondo alla Polacca
Jack liebeck (violin), 
louise hopkins (cello)
Danny Driver (Piano)
Queensland symphony orchestra
Johannes Fritzsch (conductor)

For a notoriously driven and forward-looking composer like 
beethoven, the Triple Concerto might seem like a luxuriously 
indulgent throwback to the 18th century fashion for elegant concerto-
like works for multiple soloists. Famous examples of the genre 
include Mozart’s Sinfonia Concertante for violin and viola, and his 
Concerto for Flute and Harp, both dating from the late 1770s. yet 25 
years later, beethoven’s concerto is also a radical departure, with its 
curious juxtaposition of his own well-tried piano-trio format, and a 
full orchestra.

according to beethoven’s secretary and self-appointed (and 
notoriously unreliable) official biographer, anton schindler, the piano 
part was composed for beethoven’s talented royal pupil, the archduke 
rudolf. More revealing of the work’s origins however, the cello part is 
widely supposed to have been written for beethoven’s friend, anton 
Kraft. haydn had previously composed his D major cello concerto 
for Kraft. Kraft would also, arguably, have been the leader of the 
three soloists in beethoven’s concerto, typically introducing the main 
themes, and often dominating the texture by playing extremely high 
in his instrument’s register (reportedly Kraft’s speciality).

as with beethoven’s immediately previous opus, the Eroica Symphony, 
the opening theme of the concerto’s first movement rises from 
the cellos and basses. There the similarity ends: the concerto is 
much more classical in conception, with little of the symphony’s 
sense of urgency. nor is there any great reliance on instrumental 
virtuosity. rather the impression is one of a carefree, almost rambling 
conversation, carried on between the soloists with occasional polite 
interjections from the orchestra. The only jarring note comes late, in a 
sudden change of gear into the più allegro of the coda.

The cello’s opening contribution to the second movement is set 
against an atmospheric accompaniment of muted strings. what 
might have developed into a sublimely extended slow movement is 
cut short however, when the tone darkens: the soloists launch into a 
kind of extended slow cadenza, and suddenly we find ourselves in the 
third movement. This leisurely rondo alla polacca (in the manner of 
Polish folk music) more than atones for the foreshortened largo. each 
new episode seems to open onto a different vista, the only common 
element being the inevitable return of the main theme.

graeme skinner © 2011

Max BRUCH (1838-1920)
DOuBle cOncertO in e minOr, OP.88
Andante con moto
Allegro moderato
Allegro molto
Michael collins (clarinet)
rivka golani (viola)
Queensland symphony orchestra
Johannes Fritzsch (conductor)

This is one of two double concertos that bruch composed in the space of 
little more than a year, late in his life, both of which have been listed, at 
one time or another, as his op.88. The original version of the concerto 
for two Pianos and orchestra, written in 1912, was rediscovered only in 
the early 1970s, and is now listed as op.88a. The other is this concerto 
for clarinet and viola, composed in 1911, first published posthumously 
in 1943, as op.88. 

bruch wrote the concerto during the later months of 1911 especially for 
his son, clarinettist Max Felix bruch and a close friend and colleague, 
violinist willy hess. hess had recently returned to germany from the 
Usa, where for six years he was concertmaster of the boston symphony. 
bruch supported hess’ appointment at berlin’s royal academy of Music 
in 1910, and this work featuring him on his second instrument, the 
viola, was one of two pieces bruch wrote to celebrate his return (the 
other was the concert Piece for violin and orchestra, op.84). hess and 
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bruch junior gave the first performance in March 1912 at the port town 
of wilhelmshaven.

The three movements chart a somewhat unusual course for such an 
avowedly romantic-style concerto, beginning with the slow movement 
(Andante con moto) first. The pair of mellow-toned soloists, viola and 
clarinet, open the proceedings with an introductory passage that moves 
between recitative and rhapsody, before the clarinet finally announces 
the main theme. a similarly nostalgic mood infects even the second, 
nominally faster movement (Allegro molto), at least until its central 
episode accompanied by pizzicato strings. The final movement begins 
with a vibrant fanfare-like tutti forming a dramatic bridge between the 
g major ending of the second movement and the announcement of its 
own e major main theme. The swirling triplet motion of the soloists’ 
music is inventively counterpointed with the duplets of the orchestral 
accompaniment, growing in intensity, before the roles are reversed 
and the tension is momentarily loosed, in preparation for a blazingly 
exuberant close.

graeme skinner © 2011

i n T e r v a l

Alexander von ZEMLINSKY (1871-1942)
Six SOnGS aFter POemS By maurice 
maeterlincK, OP.13
1. Die drei Schwestern (The Three Sisters)
2. Die Mädchen mit den verbundenen    
 Augen (The Blindfolded Girls) 
3. Lied der Jungfrau (Song of the Virgin)
4. Als ihr Geliebter schied (When her    
 lover went away)
5. Und kehrt er einst heim (And should   
 he return one day)
6.  Sie kam zum Schloss gegangen (She   
 came to the castle)
lisa gasteen (soprano)
Danny Driver (Piano)
Daniel de borah (Piano & celeste)
Queensland symphony orchestra
Johannes Fritzsch (conductor)

Zemlinsky composed four of these songs (nos. 1, 2, 3 and 5), in their 
original version for voice and piano, at the mountain resort of bad 
ischl, in high summer 1910. Three years later, he orchestrated them 
for a concert conducted by his friend arnold schoenberg at the vienne 
Musikverein on 31 March 1913. The event was later remembered as 
one of the defining moments in the history of 20th century musical 
modernism. also on the programme were schoenberg’s First Chamber 
Symphony, webern’s Six Orchestral Pieces, berg’s Altenberg-Lieder, 
and Mahler’s Kindertotenlieder. but while the more extreme works 
brazenly provoked riotous outbreaks from conservative members 
of the vienna audience, Zemlinsky’s deceptively approachable songs 
had an arguably more insidious effect, bearing the unwitting listeners 
away into Maeterlinck’s enchanted netherworld. added to the cycle 
later, songs 4 and 6 intensify the eerily chilling death-saturated mood. 
in song 1, three sisters wanting to die offer their golden crowns, first 
to the Forest, then to the sea, and finally to the city, in return for 
delivering them to Death. but Forest, sea and city shower them with 
kisses, and instead reveal to them the secrets of the Future, Past, 
and Present. in song 2, some blindfolded girls, wanting to meet their 
destiny, leave their grassy plain to enter a castle, from which they 
cannot find a way out. in song 3, the blessed virgin offers to extend 
her celestial love to all who tearfully repent, but warns that when 
earthly love goes astray, a path of tears will show her where it has 
gone. in song 4, the narrator witnesses a woman weeping when her 
lover goes away; but when the lover returns, the woman is gone, and 
he finds death instead waiting for him. on a similar theme, in song 5 
a woman ponders what she will say when her lover returns: that she 
waited until her own life passed away; but, that at her final moment, 
she smiled. in song 6, the dawn song that brings to a close this 
strange set, a women passes a castle at first light, watched from above 
by the knights and ladies while the king and queen ask: ‘where are 
you going? is someone waiting down there?’ a stranger is waiting for 
her, and hugs her tightly. without a word, they hurry away.

graeme skinner © 2011

Maurice RAVEL (1875-1937)
tziGane
Philippe graffin (violin)
Piers lane (celeste)
Queensland symphony orchestra
Johannes Fritzsch (conductor)

ravel first met the young hungarian violin virtuoso Jelly d’arányi 
(1895-1966) in london in March 1922. Meeting her again in Paris the 
following month, when she was to perform the First violin sonata by 
her countryman bartók, ravel decided to compose a concert piece of his 
own for her in hungarian gypsy style. he told her: ‘You have inspired me 
to write a short piece of diabolical difficulty, conjuring up the Hungary of 
my dreams.’

in fact, when Tzigane (the title from the hungarian cigány and French 
gitan for ‘gypsy’ or ‘romany’) was completed two years later, it turned 
out to be not exactly short, though it was certainly difficult, as arányi 
discovered when she first saw the score three-and-a-half days before the 
scheduled first performance in london on 26 april 1924. recalling the 
ever-popular ‘hungarian’ pieces of liszt, ravel subtitled it ‘Rapsodie de 
concert’. it employs a two-section form similar to the genuine ‘hungarian 
rhapsody’ layout, consisting of a slower first part, essentially an 
extended cadenza for violin alone, and a faster second part, which after 
a magical opening of purely ravellian cast, bristles with picturesque 
evocations and wild dance rhythms. ravel, moreover, reworked his 
original piano accompaniment to take advantage of a recently invented 
device called the luthéal, which, attached to a piano, was able to produce 
sounds deceptively like the hungarian gypsy dulcimer, the cimbalom. 
ravel redeployed this music to the harp in the orchestral version.

graeme skinner © 2011.

Eric COATES (1886-1957)
SaxO-rHaPSODy (1937) 
amy Dickson (saxophone)
Queensland symphony orchestra
Johannes Fritzsch (conductor)

eric coates composed the Saxo-Rhapsody for the Danish virtuoso 
sigurd rascher (1907-2001) to première at the 1936 Folkestone 
Festival in england. Two years later, in 1938, rascher also gave the 
work its first australian performances, when he appeared as soloist 
with the west australian symphony orchestra in Perth and the 
Tasmanian orchestra in hobart. Though Debussy’s famous Saxophone 
Rhapsody and ibert’s Concertino da camera were also in rascher’s 
touring programme, it was coates’ work that was most warmly 
received by australians. Further performances followed around the 
country with local soloists, notably at an adelaide symphony concert 
in 1940 in aid of the ‘Forces comfort Fund’, in which no less an 
artist than noel coward also starred as special guest vocalist. Today, 
coates’ music remains associated with a sort of plucky, mid-20th 
century britishness, epitomised at its most extrovert in his famous 
Dambusters March and – toward the dreamier and more wistful 
(occasionally even verging on elgarian) end of his stylistic spectrum – 
in this Saxo-Rhapsody.

graeme skinner © 2011

Edward ELGAR (1857-1934)
intrODuctiOn anD alleGrO, OP.47 (1905)
goldner string Quartet
Queensland symphony orchestra
Johannes Fritzsch (conductor)

in 1905, the newly-formed london symphony orchestra invited the 
newly-knighted sir edward elgar to conduct a concert of his own 
music. in addition to the popular Enigma Variations, the programme 
was to include a new piece. elgar’s publisher Jaeger (‘nimrod’ of the 
Enigma) suggested ‘a modern Fugue for Strings … That would sell like 
Cakes.’ In January 1905, Elgar duly wrote back: ‘I’m doing that string 
thing … Intro & Allegro - no working-out part but a devil of a fugue 
instead … with all sorts of japes and counterpoint.’

what elgar called the one ‘real tune’ came to him on a seaside holiday 
in wales four years earlier, as he explained: ‘On the cliff, between the 
blue sea and blue sky, thinking out my theme, there came up to me the 
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sound of singing … too far away to reach me distinctly, but one point 
led me to think, perhaps wrongly, that it was a real Welsh idiom - I 
mean the fall of a third.’ again in 1904, he heard a similar song in 
his own homeland of herefordshire, on the english side of the welsh 
border. ‘Thus’, he explained, ‘the work is really a tribute to that sweet 
borderland where I have made my home.’

The Introduction opens with plummeting triplet figures. but only 
five bars in, the mood changes. The quartet introduces a gentler 
rising figure, with a falling answer from the string band. Moving into 
a major key, there is the welsh theme itself from viola, repeated by 
two violins, then by the orchestra. These ideas make up all there is 
of the short Introduction. but all three continue to interfere in the 
lengthy Allegro, beginning softly with the lively rising/falling figure, 
transformed in g major guise as the Allegro’s main theme. The 
dialogue between quartet and orchestra continues in an agitated 
semiquaver episode. it climaxes in a return of the plummeting triplets 
of the opening, and relaxes into the welsh tune. imperceptibly, the 
spirit of the Introduction returns to divert the Allegro from its course, 
slowing it down as if there had been a false start.

elgar’s second run at the Allegro, now far more energised, is his ‘devil 
of a fugue’. Though it too begins softly, it is of unremitting turbulence 
right up to the moment when the double basses settle onto their 
sustained climactic pedal note. elgar brings his ‘string thing’ to a 
satisfying close with a rousing massed chorus of the welsh tune.

graeme skinner © 2011
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11:30am
c2, tOWnSville civic tHeatre
reeF talK  

Dr mark Hamann, James cook university

The tropical waters of northern australia are home to six of the 
world’s seven marine turtle species. Mark hamann has spent the last 
twenty years conducting research to investigate their behaviour and 
how they use the ‘space’ of the great barrier reef. This talk will be 
accompanied by remarkable images from the Townsville documentary 
producers Digital Dimensions directed by brett shorthouse.

Dr alastair Birtles, James cook university

a new (and still undescribed) subspecies of minke whale was 
discovered breeding in north Queensland shelf edge waters less than 
thirty years ago. called dwarf minkes, these whales have been studied 
for the last twenty years by scientists from James cook University and 
the Museum of Tropical Queensland. 

The talks will be followed by images provided by ross isaacs of the 
hawaii and Queensland coast of humpback whales singing. This 
footage and recordings of whale song provided by Michael noad at the 
University of Queensland illustrate how whale song inspired george 
crumb’s composition vox balaenae (voice of the whale).

George CRUMB (born 1929)
vOx Balaenae (vOice OF tHe WHale)
1.  Vocalise (... for the beginning of time)
2.  Variations on Sea-Theme
 Sea Theme
 Archeozoic [Var. I]
 Proterozoic [Var. II]
 Paleozoic [Var. III]
 Mesozoic [Var. IV]
 Cenozoic [Var. V]
3. Sea-Nocturne (... for the end of time) 
vernon hill (Flute)
Julian smiles (cello)
Daniel de borah (Piano)

Vox Balaenae (voice of the whale) is scored for flute, cello and piano 
(all amplified). The work was inspired by the singing of the humpback 
whale, a tape recording of which i had heard two or three years 
previously. each of the three performers is required to wear a black 
half-mask (or visor-mask). The masks, by effacing the sense of human 
projection, are intended to represent, symbolically, the powerful 
impersonal forces of nature (i.e. nature dehumanized). i have also 
suggested that the work be performed under deep-blue stage lighting.

The form of Voice of the Whale is a simple three-part design, 
consisting of a prologue, a set of variations named after the geological 
eras, and an epilogue.

The opening ‘vocalise’ (marked, in the score, ‘wildly fantastic, 
grotesque’) is a kind of cadenza for the flautist, who simultaneously 
plays the instrument and sings into it. This combination of 
instrumental and vocal sound produces an eerie, surreal timbre, 
not unlike the sounds of the humpback whale. The conclusion of 
the cadenza is announced by a parody of the opening measures of 
strauss’ Also sprach Zarathustra.

The ‘sea-Theme’ (‘solemn, with calm majesty’) is presented by 
the cello (in harmonics), accompanied by dark, fateful chords of 
strummed piano strings. The following sequence of variations begins 
with the haunting sea-gull cries of the archeozoic (‘timeless, inchoate’) 
and, gradually increasing in intensity, reaches a strident climax in 
the cenozoic (‘dramatic, with a feeling of destiny’). The emergence of 
man in the cenozoic era is symbolized by a partial restatement of the 
‘Zarathustra’ reference.

The concluding ‘sea-nocturne’ (‘serene, pure, transfigured’) is an 
elaboration of the sea-Theme. The piece is couched in the ‘luminous’ 
tonality of b major and there are shimmering sounds of antique 
cymbals (played alternately by the cellist and flautist). in composing 
the ‘sea-nocturne’ i wanted to suggest ‘a larger rhythm of nature’ 
and a sense of suspension in time. The concluding gesture of the 
work is a gradually dying series of repetitions of a ten-note figure. in 
concert performance, the last figure is to be played ‘in pantomime’ (to 
suggest a diminuendo beyond the threshold of hearing!); for recorded 
performances, the figure is played as a ‘fade-out’.

george crumb © 1971

3:00pm
c2, tOWnSville civic tHeatre
aFcm WinterScHOOl
yOunG StrinG enSemBle PerFOrmance

4:00pm
tOWnSville civic tHeatre
Franz liSzt: SinS OF tHe FatHer 
By JeSSica DucHen
A story about Franz Liszt and Richard Wagner with 

musical illustrations. Narrated by Damien Beaumont.

Richard WAGNER (1813-1883)

SieGFrieD iDyll 

vernon hill (Flute)

David nuttall (oboe)

Michael collins (clarinet)

brian catchlove (clarinet)

Matthew wilkie (bassoon)

ben Jacks (horn)

Peter luff (horn)

sarah wilson (Trumpet)

Kees boesmer (Double bass)

goldner string Quartet
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christmas Day was also cosima wagner’s birthday, and on that day in 
1870 she was woken by the sound of a 13-piece ensemble ranged up 
and down the staircase outside her bedroom. The music they played 
was, to give it its full title, the Tribschen Idyll, with Fidi’s Birdsong 
and Orange Sunrise, as a Symphonic Birthday Greeting from Richard 
to Cosima.

‘Tribschen’ was the villa in switzerland, near lucerne, where wagner 
had been living and to which cosima had fled from her husband, 
hans von bülow despite the severe disapproval of her father, Franz 
liszt. cosima had borne two daughters to wagner while she was still 
married to von bülow, but after her divorce and subsequent marriage 
to wagner, had given birth to a son, named siegfried for the ostensible 
hero of the ‘ring’ cycle. she regarded the piece as immortalizing the 
child’s birth, her recovery and domestic details like ‘Fidi’s (that is, 
baby siegfried’s) bird’.

This ‘aubade’ is made up of several recognizable themes from the 
‘ring’, beginning with motifs associated with brünnhilde’s human love 
for siegfried, and a memory of the ‘magic sleep music’ to which she 
was enchanted on her rock. There is a quotation of a german lullaby 
not found in the operas, and then music associated with siegfried – 
from the love duet of his eponymous opera, his horn call and the 
song of the wood bird that leads him to the lair of the dragon Fafnir 
and, later, to brünnhilde’s rock.

The music gains passion through increasing speed and chromaticism, 
but finally returns to the gentle lyricism of the opening. if, as cosima 
thought, richard had ‘woven our whole life into it’, then the Siegfried 
Idyll is a picture of contentment and joy, and the memory of 
obstacles overcome.

gordon Kerry © 2011

Franz LISZT (1811-1886)
‘O lieB, SO lanG Du lieBen KannSt’, S 298
lisa gasteen (soprano)
Piers lane (Piano)

instantly recognizable as the third of liszt’s Liebesträume, this 
melody was first composed in 1845 or 1846 as a setting of the 
poem ‘o lieb, so lang du lieben kannst’ by Ferdinand Freiligrath 
(1810-1876), a poet, democratic pamphleteer, friend of longfellow 
and Karl Marx, and, finally, german nationalist. Freiligrath’s 
poetry has little of the revolutionary fervor of his political 
works: the poem set here by liszt outlines a fairly standard idea 
that life is transient so we should love as fully as we can. 

Nicolò PAGANINI (1782-1840)
variatiOnS On ‘GOD Save tHe KinG’, OP.9
Tema: Andante sostenuto
Variation 1
Variation 2
Variation 3
Variation 4
Variation 5: larghetto
Finale: presto
Jack liebeck (violin)

by 1829 Paganini was established as a leading virtuoso and leading 
a life of perpetual touring, though it must be said that his repertoire 
and stage persona made him more welcome in some parts of europe 
than in others. That year saw the commencement of a two-year tour 
of germany and Poland; it was only in 1831 that he would make his 
début in london. so the only monarch that might have heard this solo 
jeu d’esprit at the time of its composition would have been the King 
of Prussia. roughly contemporary with the more substantial ‘carnival 
of venice’ variations, the variations on ‘god save the King’ show 
Paganini’s prodigious extension of violin technique.

Franz LISZT (1811-1886)
iSOlDeS lieBeStOD auS triStan unD iSOlDe, 
S 447
Danny Driver (Piano)

wagner interrupted work on Siegfried to compose Tristan between 
1856 and 1859, when he was deeply influenced by the philosophy 
of arthur schopenhauer. out of an amalgam of certain buddhist 
teachings and a very german pessimism, schopenhauer argued that 
the liberation of the soul came about through the renunciation of 
the will to live, a perfect fit with wagner’s long-held obsession with 
redemption through renunciation. in Tristan and Isolde death is not 
only the goal of life, it is the ultimate consummation of erotic passion. 
The lovers, enchanted by a potion that reveals their true feelings, 
see death as the only escape from a world in which their passion is 
forbidden.

wagner’s music is revolutionary in the way in which it depicts 
unrequited love. in essence, the music of the whole opera avoids any 
conventional resolution of dissonance until the very end. isolde’s 
Liebestod uses music first heard in the act ii duet, where it is cruelly 
interrupted. here wagner uses common (mainly major) chords, but 
the music moves restlessly from one key to another, again avoiding 
any sense of repose, until (as isolde sings of her transfigured vision of 
the dead Tristan, and ‘drowns, sinks unconscious’ in ‘supreme bliss’) 
the music finally discovers a radiant and serene b major.

liszt made his amazing transcription of this music in 1867, a time, 
paradoxically, when he was desperately trying to diffuse the scandal 
of his daughter cosima leaving her husband, hans von bülow, to live 
with wagner. Personal relations between the two composers were 
at a very low ebb owing precisely to forbidden, or at least socially 
unacceptable, love; but liszt knew great music when he heard it, and 
this helped promote wagner’s music abroad.

gordon Kerry © 2011

i n T e r v a l

Franz LISZT (1811-1886)
la luGuBre GOnDOla, S 134
louise hopkins (cello)
Piers lane (Piano)

The well-known story of the genesis of this work is that in late 
1882 liszt had a sudden premonition of the death of his son-in-law 
richard wagner. liszt composed his La lugubre gondola (a graphically 
rendered vision of a body being ferried to its final resting place) for 
solo piano in December 1882 and revised it heavily in January 1883. a 
month later wagner did indeed suffer one of the more famous deaths 
in venice. liszt made further alterations to the piano work in 1885, 
and made this arrangement for solo cello or violin and piano.

gordon Kerry © 2011

Richard WAGNER (1813-1883)
FrOm Five POemS FOr Female vOice 
(WeSenDOncK lieDer)
Schmerzen 
Stehe still!
Träume 
lisa gasteen (soprano)
Piers lane (Piano)

in october 1858 wagner wrote to liszt: ‘The pain and pangs of birth 
have their victorious issue now in all this wealth of beauty. The love 
of a tender woman has made me happy; she dared throw herself 
into a sea of suffering so that she might say ‘i love you!’ wagner was 
describing the end of his affair with Mathilde wesendonck (1828-
1902); the ‘wealth of beauty’ to which he alludes is the opera Tristan 
und Isolde, which he had commenced at the height of his passion for 
Mathilde a year earlier.

Mathilde’s husband otto, a retired silk-merchant, had bailed wagner 
out financially in 1852, and in 1857 invited him to move into a small 
house on the property in Zurich where the wesendoncks’ new house 
was being built. wagner and Mathilde promptly fell in love and made 
no secret of it. otto was stoic; wagner’s then wife, Minna, was livid; to 
complicate things the wagners were soon visited by conductor hans 
von bülow, who, like otto, showed his greater love for the composer 
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by laying down his wife – liszt’s daughter, cosima – for his friend. 
wagner set five of Mathilde’s poems for voice and piano, and two 
songs contain music that he incorporated into ‘Tristan’. 

The diurnal rhythm of the sun is the central image of Schmerzen 
(suffering); its setting and rising reflects the waves of despair and 
elation felt by the poet. Stehe Still! (be quiet!) calls on nature to stop 
its flux and on the will to renounce desire in order to reach true 
enlightenment. Finally Träume (Dreams) gathers a number of images 
together: the dreams are an image of the buddhist unreality of 
existence, ‘vanishing into nothingness’. like plants in the greenhouse, 
dreams grow, flower and, following schopenhauer’s philosophy, 
renounce the will and die. The gently erotic music forms the basis of 
the great act ii love-duet. 

gordon Kerry © 2011

Franz LISZT (1811-1886)
triStia (‘vallée D’OBermann’), S 723
Philippe graffin (violin)
louise hopkins (cello)
Danny Driver (Piano)

romantic art is peopled with solitary figures. The narrator of 
schubert’s Die Winterreise is a prototype; the poetry of wordsworth 
and the paintings of caspar David Friedrich frequently depict a lone 
individual in a sublime landscape, far from the artifice of civilisation. 
The eponymous hero of Obermann, an 1804 novel by French-
born swiss writer Étienne Pivert de senancour (1770-1846), is an 
archetypical romantic figure, searching for solitude in a remote swiss 
valley, where the sound of cataracts expresses the voice of nature 
herself.

liszt first responded to senancour’s story with a work for solo piano 
in the Album d’un Voyageur, composed during the 1830s after a 
tour of switzerland with his lover Marie d’agoult. liszt subsequently 
remodelled the ‘vallée d’obermann’ making it the most substantial 
piece in the first, swiss, volume of the Années de Pèlerinage a decade 
later. in his later years he produced this further version for piano trio.

The addition of the strings has many advantages: in stark unisons, 
they balance the baleful gestures with which the piece begins, and, 
by dovetailing, liszt is able to create long, usually downward-moving 
melodies that cover an enormous compass. The work is unified by 
its constant reference to a single motif (an upward leap followed by 
falling stepwise motion) but is in three discernable parts: a brooding, 
chromatic opening; a more energetic and passionate central section 
and a genuinely ecstatic, major-key finale. 

gordon Kerry © 2011

Franz LISZT (1811-1886)

rOmance OuBliée, S 132
Philippe graffin (violin)
Piers lane (Piano)

violist hermann ritter (1849-1926) was acutely aware of the need to 
improve the technology of viola building as that instrument acquired 
greater responsibility in the scores of romantic composers. in short, it 
needed a more quickly navigable fingerboard and great tonal weight. 
To this end ritter built a viola alta, receiving much encouragement 
from wagner and, in the form of this piece, from liszt.

The Romance oubliée was composed for ritter in 1880, but is a 
reworking of the 1848 romance in e minor for piano. in the ‘original’ 
version it exploits the plangent tones of the viola’s lower register 
(especially in the opening solo) and its ability to express passionate 
yearning. liszt also uses it in arpeggios to accompany a bell-like 
melody in the piano, before a stately close. liszt also made versions 
for violin and cello.

gordon Kerry © 2011

Béla BARTÓK (1881-1945)
arranged by Zoltán SZÉKELY
rOmanian FOlK DanceS, BB 68 Sz.56
Stick Dance
Sash Dance

In One Spot
Dance from Buchum
Romanian Polka
Fast Dance
Philippe graffin (violin)
Piers lane (Piano)

bartók wrote an essay in 1942 to make the point against doctrines 
of racial purity, arguing that the way in which these tunes were 
gradually shaped as they migrated from one part of the world to 
another gave rise to an amazing diversity. he had begun collecting 
folk music around 1910 and his researches took him outside hungary, 
first of all to near neighbours like romania; many of his romanian 
pieces date from world war i, appalled as bartók was by its effect on 
ethnic minorities. The six dances from various regions of romania 
were first transcribed for solo piano; in 1925 Zoltán székely – the 
violist for whom bartók wrote his second violin concerto – made this 
arrangement for violin and piano.

gordon Kerry © 2011

Franz LISZT (1811-1886)
HunGarian rHaPSODy nO.2 in c SHarP 
minOr, S 244
John contiguglia (Piano)
richard contiguglia (Piano)

in 1839 liszt visited his native hungary for the first time since his 
childhood and reacquainted himself with its demotic music. he soon 
produced a set of ‘hungarian national Melodies’ using tunes that 
he said, ‘have their origins in the proud and warlike ardour and the 
profound grief which gypsy music can depict so well.’ 

in 1847, liszt returned to the ‘national Melodies’ as the basis for his 
hungarian rhapsodies. The popular second piece in the series was 
published in 1851. in form, the piece refers to the csárdás, which itself 
descends from a ‘recruiting’ dance, or verbunkos, by which young men 
were lured into the army by the sight of soldiers dancing in full dress 
uniform. in both, the form relies on the contrast between slow, often 
melancholy music (lassú) and vivacious fast material (friss). 

gordon Kerry © 2011

8:00pm
JuPiterS tOWnSville
GranD BallrOOm 
liFe iS a caBaret
A journey through the great American Songbook 
with Sharny Russell and George Golla. Also featuring 
Timothy Constable, Amy Dickson and David Nuttall. 

 
 
 
 

MONDAY 1st AUGUST 2011

10:00am
JuPiterS tOWnSville
GranD BallrOOm
cOncert cOnverSatiOnS 2 
WitH PierS lane
Piers Lane chats with Danny Driver, Lisa Gasteen, 
Jack Liebeck, Victoria Sayles and Sharny Russell.
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Moritz MOSZKOWSKI (1854-1925)
Suite in G minOr FOr tWO viOlinS anD 
PianO, OP.71
Allegro energico
Allegro moderato
Lento assai
Molto vivace
Jack liebeck (violin)
victoria sayles (violin)
Daniel de borah (Piano)

Proudly Polish by nationality, ardently Jewish by lineage, and only 
incidentally german by birth is how Moszkowski - one of the great 
late romantic masters of the piano - usually chose to categorise 
himself. germany however, was not so incidental to his musical style 
(as witnessed in this suite, composed in 1902) which has rather more 
in the way of echoes of Mendelssohn (who was at least Jewish) and 
brahms, than of the Polish chopin.

From the very opening, the first piece of the suite challenges 
expectations of what two violins and a piano can do unassisted. both 
violins play fortissimo two-note chords throughout the first four 
bars, while the piano bides its time on a bass g, before answering the 
string duo in similarly fulsome vein. some more conventional string 
melodiousness ensues, accompanied eventually by the sort of rippling 
passagework one would more usually expect from a piano virtuoso 
like Moszkowski. The second piece begins in g major, in mood and 
style somewhere between an unusually cantabile scherzo and a quick 
waltz. The third is a slow piece, its opening four bars leading to the e 
minor main theme, begun in a strict canon between the two violins, 
half a bar and a minor seventh apart. Though the piece is rigorously 
contrapuntal in structure, its mood is gentle and evanescent. The final 
piece opens in galloping 6/8 time and a bright g major, while the 
contrasting second theme is less breathless, more songlike.

Moszkowski’s death in 1925 was duly noted as far away as Queensland, 
with a not altogether laudatory obituary in the Brisbane Courier:

‘He composed with great rapidity for many years; fluency, indeed, 
was said to be his curse, though his taste and mentality usually 
saved him from what was vulgar and banal. He died only this year, 
but not before time had passed judgment upon his works. Their 
popularity is swiftly waning’!

graeme skinner © 2011
  

    
York BOWEN (1884-1961)
Suite FOr PianOFOrte Duet, OP.52
Prelude
Dance 
Nocturne
Danny Driver (Piano)
Piers lane (Piano)

York BOWEN (1884-1961)
PianO SOnata nO.6 in B Flat, OP.160
Moderato e serioso – Allegro risoluto e con fuoco
Intermezzo (Poco lento e tranquillo)
Finale alla toccata (Allegro molto e con spirit)
Danny Driver (Piano)

in the early years of last century, the elderly saint-saëns called york 
bowen ‘the most remarkable of the young British composers’. coming 
from such a conservative, this may have been a kiss of death; and 
if not, bowen’s later nickname, ‘english rachmaninoff’, did the 
trick. bowen was the butt of jokes by several modernist detractors; 
‘silly asses’, he called them. but since he was heir to the bowen & 
McKechnie whisky fortune, he probably couldn’t have cared less. he 
continued to compose in a highly romantic style, long after it ceased 
to be fashionable, apparently immune to the influence of such major 
early 20th century trends as atonalism, serialism, and neo-classicism.

bowen’s first suite for Pianoforte Duet, op.52, appeared in the last 
year of the First world war, winning a composition competition held 
by the journal Musical Opinion in May 1918. according to a review in 
The Musical Times:

‘It is in three movements: Prelude, Dance, and Nocturne. All are 
excellent, and it is safe to predict wide popularity for the Dance, a 
brilliant piece of work with the flavour of the English country dance, 
heightened by modern harmonic seasoning.’  

at the tail-end of his life, the Piano sonata no.6 in b flat minor op.160 
(1961) was bowen’s last composition. still working away in a sound 
world that was pioneered half a century earlier, bowen’s piano music 
- with its affinities with russians like rachmaninoff and Medtner, 
and britons like Delius and bridge (and even grainger) - would have 
seemed, in the year of his death, even more irrelevant to mainstream 
british concert music of the time than, in 1925, Moszkowski’s was to 
the brisbane columnist quoted above. on the other hand, a tribute 
article to the 73-year-old composer in The Musical Times in 1957 had 
rightly pointed out:

‘Not only has York Bowen written more for keyboard than any other 
British composer, but the quality of this corpus viewed as a whole, is 
exceedingly high … only York Bowen has catered comprehensively 
for everyone - from the child, in the Twelve Short Impromptus, 
to the virtuoso in such large-scale works as the Sonatas, the 
Ballades, the Twelve Studies - covering every aspect of technique 
- and the Twenty-four Preludes … while between these extremes 
are innumerable pieces of less difficulty and most of them are 
distinguished by highly individual inventive interest and charm.’

graeme skinner © 2011

1:00pm
FlinDerS Street liBrary
liBrary cHat
Damien Beaumont chats with Diana McVeagh 
and Martin Wesley-Smith.

‘Changing Popularity’ - two eminent musicians discuss 
how public appreciation of performers and composers 
and their works changes as time goes on. 

5:30pm
tOWnSville civic tHeatre
SunSet SerieS – SUMMERTIME

Percy GRAINGER (1882-1961)
mOlly On tHe SHOre
SHePHerD’S Hey
SPOOn river
let’S Dance Gay in Green meaDOW
John contiguglia (Piano)
richard contiguglia (Piano)

grainger once claimed that his folk tune settings, Molly on the Shore 
and Shepherd’s Hey were ‘so good because there is so little gaiety & 
fun in them’, and that ‘where other composers would have been jolly 
in setting such tunes, i have been sad or furious’! he also claimed to 
have based both of them on what he called the ‘active’ style of setting 
british folk tunes, pioneered by none other than Joseph haydn in the 
1790s. both claims may, however, prove somewhat difficult to square 
with the musical evidence. 

Molly on the Shore, composed in 1907 as a birthday gift for his 
mother, rose, is based on two cork reel tunes, one of that title, and 
the other called Temple Hill. Shepherd’s Hey makes use of an english 
tune collected by cecil sharp. a ‘hey’ is also one of the steps from 
the repertoire of the Morris dancers, those arcane men with bells 
and handkerchiefs, who kept alive a type of sword-dance called the 
morisco (‘Moorish dance’), perhaps introduced to england by pilgrims 
returning from spain in the later middle-ages.

Spoon River is a traditional fiddle tune from illinois, Usa, which 
grainger first became aware of in 1919. he later made a setting of it 
‘dished up for two pianos’. as grainger described it: ‘The tune is very 
archaic in character; typically American, yet akin to certain Scottish 
and English dance tunes. My setting (begun March 10, 1919; ended 
February 1, 1929) aims at preserving a pioneer blend of lonesome 
wistfulness and sturdy persistence.’

recorDeD by
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The full title of his Faeroe island dance-song setting is let’s dance gay 
in green Meadow; ’Neath the Mould shall never Dancer’s Tread go. 
Grainger gave its history at the head of the score: ‘Originally sketched 
for chorus, Jan. 1, 1905; Sketched for harmonium, Oct. 9, 1932; Worked 
up for twosome at one piano, Sept. 20-21, 1943’. he wanted to capture 
the timeless quality of the dances of the Faeroes islands (between the 
shetlands and iceland): ‘That the Faeroe narrative songs often run into 
200 and more verses makes for tireless keeping-on-ness. It seems to me 
that this mesmeric frenzy should be captured in any harmonised versions 
of such dance-folksongs.’ 

graeme skinner © 2011 

York BOWEN (1884-1961)
PHantaSy FOr viOla anD PianO, OP.54
rivka golani (viola)
Danny Driver (Piano)

a concert pianist himself, york bowen also wrote much technically 
demanding music for string instruments. Fritz Kreisler played his 
D minor suite for violin and Piano, op.28 in 1910, as later did Josef 
szigeti. and, still in his early twenties, bowen frequently appeared in 
concert as associate artist of the viola player lionel Tertis, for whom he 
composed a viola concerto, op.25, in 1906. 

early in the First world war, bowen joined the scots guards, and played 
the horn in the regiment’s band. later he served in France, but caught 
pneumonia and was returned to england to convalesce. This Phantasy in 
F major, also composed for Tertis to play, was completed in the spring 
of 1918, still months before the november armistice. not surprisingly 
then, this extended single movement is often tinged with darker colours, 
as much in its passages of extroverted virtuosity for both instruments 
(the piano writing, for bowen himself, at times quite russian in style, 
recalling Medtner and rachmaninoff), as in its more introspective 
moments. even Tertis was reportedly sorely tested by the work’s 
difficulty at some points; he later characterised bowen’s music for the 
viola as ‘full of exuberance’, though in this work perhaps this is more 
an indication of obsessive energy than of ebullient mood. Tertis also 
wrote that he would always feel indebted to bowen for his ‘generosity in 
writing compositions for the viola’ at all, at a time when relatively few 
concert works for it were available. 

graeme skinner © 2011

Sergei Vasilievich RACHMANINOFF (1873-1943)
vOcaliSe, OP.34 nO.14 (1910-12)
amy Dixon (saxophone)
Daniel de borah (Piano)

in 1909 rachmaninoff made his first concert tour of the Usa. This 
established him as an international star performer and had profound 
implications for his future. The years around 1910 also saw a flowering 
of original composition, including the op.34 set of 14 songs. all but 
one use texts by russian romantic poets; the simple beauty of the final 
vocalise perhaps says more than words could. 
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George GERSHWIN (1898-1937 USA)
tHree PreluDeS
Allegro ben ritmato e deciso
Andante con moto e poco rubato
Allegro ben ritmato e deciso
amy Dickson (saxophone)
Daniel de borah (Piano)

in December 1926, gershwin and singer Maria alvarez gave a concert at 
the roosevelt hotel in new york. he performed five new piano pieces 
and, when he repeated the programme in boston some time later added 
a sixth. Three of these were the Preludes that he published the same 
year. They were part of a proposed series of 24 preludes to be called The 
Melting Pot, inspired by the models of chopin and bach, though we can’t 
know if he proposed to systematically explore all possible keys. Prelude 
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1, in b flat, is a short study in thematic compression, being derived 
from the characteristic five-note motto at the start. The second 
prelude - considerably longer than its stable-mates - is slower and 
more pensive, while the third, again short, grows out of the contrast 
between two clearly defined thematic ideas, one of which comes from 
gershwin’s earlier piano solo, Rialto Ripples. The Three Preludes have 
been much arranged; James cohn made the version for clarinet and 
piano, on which this performance with saxophone in turn is based.
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Percy GRAINGER (1882-1961)
FantaSy On GerSHWin’S POrGy anD BeSS 
John contiguglia (Piano)
richard contiguglia (Piano)

before he began putting Porgy and Bess on paper, gershwin spent 
some weeks living in a waterfront shack in a shanty town in 
charleston, south carolina. he hoped to take in some of the musical 
personality of the local inhabitants - from the street cries, and by 
participating in the community and religious celebrations of which 
song was so much a part. whether he was ultimately successful in 
representing faithfully the music of this black american community 
in Porgy is open to question (many people claim, categorically, that he 
was not), there can be no question that his musical-cum-folk opera of 
1935 contains some of his own most memorable and successful tunes.

grainger’s fantasy includes the following gershwin tunes: ‘My Man’s 
gone now’, ‘it ain’t necessarily so’, ‘clara, Don’t you be Down-hearted’, 
‘strawberry woman’, ‘summertime’, ‘oh, i can’t sit Down’, ‘bess, you is 
My woman now’, ‘i got Plenty o’nuthin’’, and ‘i’m on My way’. 
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8:00pm
tOWnSville civic tHeatre
eveninG SerieS – A SOLDIER’S TALE
In memory of the late Fred Blanks

Fred blanks was a widely respected critic, whose reviews of concerts 
and operas were eloquent, illuminating and sometimes trenchant. he 
championed younger composers and performers, including Matthew 
hindson, gerard willems and roland Peelman and in 1988  he was 
awarded the order of australia for services to music.

his abiding love of music was matched by an interest in musical 
sociology; of how music could change and affect society through 
great artistry, be it composing, conducting or musicianship, and how 
audiences could affect the music world through their preparedness 
to engage passionately and to embrace change. he was not only an 
influential music critic but also an adult education lecturer who believed 
an appreciation of the arts was paramount in a civilised society.

For nearly twenty years, Fred delivered well-loved annual lectures 
to a devoted audience at aFcM and he and his wife, christine, were 
warmly valued members of the aFcM community.

Benjamin BRITTEN (1913-1976)
PHantaSy FOr OBOe anD StrinG triO, OP.2
David nuttall (oboe)
Philippe graffin (violin)
simon oswell (viola)
Michael goldschlager (cello)

in 1905 walter wilson cobbett and the worshipful company of 
Musicians established a prize for a work for chamber ensemble by 
a british composer. The pieces had to be in a single movement, but 
made up of sections in contrasting speed and metre, and to last 
no longer than twelve minutes. each work was to be designated 
‘Phantasy’, an archaic spelling of ‘fantasy’ that evoked the sort of 
works for ‘chests’, or consorts, of viols in Tudor and Jacobean times. 
The young benjamin britten submitted a Phantasy for string quintet 
in 1932, which did not win, but, merely for his own diversion and not 

to enter in a competition, followed it up with the Phantasy for oboe 
and string trio in 1932. The piece was premièred in a bbc broadcast, 
where the oboe part was played by leon goossens. goossens took 
part in the work’s first live performance shortly thereafter, and 
then performed it at the 1934 iscM Festival in Florence. boosey and 
hawkes published the piece, to which britten gave the opus number 2.

The Phantasy quartet was, according to one review, ‘original... 
arresting... natural and unforced’, and it shows the young composer 
wearing his considerable learning and even more considerable 
technique very lightly indeed. in keeping with the cobbett ideal, 
britten’s op.2 falls into clearly defined sections, but these in turn 
correspond to the components of a sonata-design work. The wry march 
music with which the piece opens, where the strings are treated almost 
percussively to support the oboe line, is recapitulated at the work’s 
close. internal episodes, in which the thematic material is developed, 
consist of contrastingly frenetic and spaciously lyrical sections.
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Igor STRAVINSKY (1882-1971)
THE SOLDIER’S TALE (HiStOire Du SOlDat)
Damien beaumont (narrator)
Jack liebeck (violin)
Kees boersma (Double bass)
Michael collins (clarinet)
Matthew wilkie (bassoon)
sarah wilson (Trumpet)
Jason redman (Trombone)
Timothy constable (Percussion)
Madonna Davies (Devil)
Todd barty (soldier)

stravinsky composed his Soldier’s Tale while living in the swiss town 
of Morges, on lake geneva, in 1918. his literary collaborator on the 
project was his friend and neighbour, the swiss novelist c.F. ramuz, 
who had recently produced French-text versions of stravinsky’s 
russian theatre works Reynard and Les Noces. The new work, 
composed in 1918, was a short mixed-media theatre piece, but with 
a spoken narration (originally in French). with an eye to the wartime 
restrictions still then affecting even neutral switzerland, it was 
designed to be performable under the most makeshift of conditions, 
by only a small company of actors, dancers, and instrumentalists. 
even so (after a heavily subsidised single performance in lausanne on 
28 september 1918, conducted by ernest ansermet) plans to tour the 
work to geneva and beyond had to be abandoned almost immediately 
as a result of a further unexpected complication, the local onset of the 
international influenza epidemic. by the end of that year, the same 
scourge reached as far as australia, and in May 1919, even Townsville! 

The work’s scenario is based loosely on a Faust-like story from 
alexander afanasiev’s collection of russian folk tales, about a violin-
playing soldier who sells his fiddle to the devil in exchange for a 
promise of vast riches. The soldier is quickly disillusioned with the 
devil’s riches, which bring him little happiness. eventually, challenging 
the devil to a game of chance, the soldier wins back his fiddle. he then 
cures a princess from her illness by playing to her, after which she 
dances to the tune of his fiddle. when the devil tries to thwart their 
marriage, the soldier forces the devil to dance to the tune of his fiddle 
too, until he is exhausted. The devil capitulates and grants the couple 
future happiness, so long as the soldier never attempts to leave the 
princess’ side. as the couple embrace, the narrator announces the 
moral of the story to the accompaniment of a grand chorale: ‘Don’t try 
to claim back happiness that you once had, on top of the happiness 
you have now’. but later the soldier forgets, and does try to recapture 
one apparently harmless past happiness, by visiting his mother, only 
to find the devil waiting, as promised, to reclaim his fiddle and his soul.

as far as stravinsky was concerned, The Soldier’s Tale in its original 
dramatic format was far from being his ideal vehicle of happiness. 
in an attempt to ensure the wider utility and saleability of the music 
alone, the cash-strapped composer extracted two suites from the 
score. The larger concert suite was first heard in an all-stravinsky 
concert in london’s wigmore hall on 20 July 1920, with ernest 
ansermet again conducting, and an ensemble in which the violinist 
Jelly d’arányi took the starring role. being hungarian, she was a 
perfect choice for a score whose musical origins were largely eastern 

recorDeD live by
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european, including recollections of traditional russian, hungarian, 
gypsy and even Jewish Klezmer street music. stravinsky also included 
his own original recreations of an argentinian tango, a spanish 
pasadoble and an american rag. his grand german chorale is actually 
(and audibly) based on the tune of luther’s Ein’ feste Burg ist unser 
Gott (‘a stronghold sure is our great god’), though with the suitably 
ironic twist of wrong-note harmonies.

graeme skinner © 2011

i n T e r v a l

Franz SCHUBERT (1797-1828)
quintet in c maJOr FOr tWO viOlinS, viOla 
anD tWO cellOS, D 956 (1828)
Allegro ma non troppo
Adagio
Scherzo: presto  Trio: andante sostenuto
Allegretto
goldner string Quartet
louise hopkins (cello)

Just why schubert wrote his celebrated string Quintet is unclear, and, 
sadly, he never heard it performed; the première had to wait, it seems, 
until 1850. nor do we know why he chose to add a second cello, 
echoing the works of boccherini, rather than the extra viola preferred 
by Mozart and beethoven and various later composers. 

as does beethoven’s Eroica, schubert cultivates a nice ambiguity at 
the work’s opening: long-held chords establish neither speed nor 
metre, and are, significantly, not played by all five instruments. we 
gradually become aware that the seemingly slow introduction was 
in fact in the same metre as the allegro material that follows, and 
that material expands in short motifs on the implications of the two 
chords heard at the start. by contrast, there follows one of schubert’s 
most beautiful tunes, given to the two cellos in what Peter gülke calls 
the ‘radiantly ‘illegal’’ key of e flat, accompanied by a short, repeated 
rhythmic motif in the upper parts. it is such juxtaposition of the 
lyrical and the motivic, the huge range of textural changes and the 
sudden and colourful gearshifts into remote keys that partly explains 
how schubert sustains this immense structure.

in the adagio the greatest songwriter of his time seems, at first, to 
have abandoned melody, when in fact he has miraculously slowed 
it almost to a standstill, enlivening the texture, again, with repeated 
short rhythmic figures. The impassioned central section is in F minor, 
in contrast with the main key of e major: so close, and yet so far.

The almost unbearable spell of the adagio is broken by an earthy, 
cantering scherzo in c, but this in turn is compromised by the central 
Trio section, a brooding interlude – again in a paradoxically close 
but remote key, D flat – with falling melodies and darkly glowing 
timbres. The shimmering return of the scherzo can’t erase the sense 
of underlying tragedy.

Dvorák believed schubert to have been among the first to introduce 
hungarian elements into ‘art music’, and the main theme of the finale 
bears him out. its genial swing is offset by frequent, unexpected 
changes of key and the emphatic repetition of short motifs. and in 
the work’s final moments the acceleration becomes alarming before 
the almost brutal minor gesture with which it concludes.

gordon Kerry © 2011

 

TUESDAY 2nd AUGUST 2011

8:00pm
PePPerS Blue On Blue reSOrt
iSlanD caBaret
A journey through the great American Songbook with 
Sharny Russell and George Golla on Magnetic Island. 
Also featuring David Nuttall.

 

WEDNESDAY 3rd AUGUST 2011

10:30pm
JuPiterS tOWnSville
GranD BallrOOm
cOncert cOnverSatiOnS 3 
WitH PierS lane
Piers Lane chats with Michael Collins, Louise Hopkins 
and Martin Wesley-Smith. 

Antonín DVORÁK (1841-1904)
arranged by Steven ISSERLIS
rOmantic PieceS, OP.75/B 150, nO.4
LARGHETTO

Jean SIBELIUS (1865-1957)
malincOnia, OP.20
louise hopkins (cello)
Piers lane (Piano)

The mid-1880s were busy for Dvorák, with travel as far afield as 
britain to present major works like the symphony no.7. he wrote little 
chamber music for four years, though in 1887 returned to it with his 
Piano Quintet, a more modest Terzetto for two violins and viola, and 
a set of Miniatures – a Cavatina, Capriccio, Romance and Ballade – for 
the same group. he then rescored these as the romantic pieces for 
violin and piano and published them without their subtitles.

Malinconia dates from 1900, when sibelius was experiencing 
international fame, and mourning the death of his infant daughter. 
it presents the two instruments separately at first: the cello has a 
chromatic, stepwise melody that laboriously climbs through nearly two 
octaves, which is answered by flamboyant passage work from the piano. 

This introduces the work’s main theme, given out in b flat major 
by the cello over repeated syncopated chords. The tune has many 
sibelian hallmarks, notably the use of stepwise movement with a 
narrow compass of five or six notes. The piano interrupts with more 
bravura writing, answered by the cello’s rapid arpeggios, before a more 
extended version of the melody in the work’s home key of D minor. 
The central section shows the tune doing service as a bass, and the 
cello playing at times in two-part counterpoint. The melody makes 
a triumphant return in e flat, but the music gradually returns to the 
quiet darkness of D minor and the lowest reaches of both instruments.

gordon Kerry © 2011

Martin WESLEY-SMITH (born 1945)
FOr clarinet anD taPe
Michael collins (clarinet)

in late 1982 i was experimenting with ‘Music composition language’ 
on a Fairlight cMi (computer Musical instrument), trying to make 
it send a tone, portamento, from one particular note to land on 
another specified note three and a half bars later. when i’d worked 
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out how to do it i found i had a promising beginning to a piece of 
computer music. i did a bit more, then another bit, till after a few 
months of work – whenever i could fit it in between teaching and other 
commitments – i had a few minutes of music. i noticed that one of the 
parts was taking on a character that would suit a clarinet, so i decided 
to make a piece for clarinet and tape (a technology that has now been 
superseded by cDs, DvDs, hD DvDs, bDs etc). it was to be for an 
american clarinettist friend of mine, gerry errante, who had been 
pestering me for a piece for years.

after another few months – a year after i started – the piece was nearly 
finished. The ensemble Flederman, about to embark on a Usa tour, 
asked me if i had a new piece they could take with them (a couple 
of pieces they had commissioned hadn’t materialised in time). ‘no’, i 
said. ‘well, what about the thing we’ve heard you fiddling with in the 
studio?’ ‘That’s for clarinet and tape - and you don’t have a clarinet!’ 
‘but we’ve got a marimba - would that do?’ 

i thought about it, realised that the clarinet part would suit marimba, so 
quickly finished the piece. Three weeks later, graeme leak premièred 
For Marimba and Tape in las vegas. later, i turned it back into For 
Clarinet and Tape. other versions now exist, including For Recorder 
and Tape, For Saxophone and Tape, and For Bassoon and Tape.

Martin wesley-smith © 1983

Martin WESLEY-SMITH (born 1945)
merry-GO-rOunD
FOr clarinet, cellO, SOunDS anD imaGeS 
On cOmPuter [2002]
Michael collins (clarinet)
louise hopkins (cello)
Martin wesley-smith (computer)

music, lyric, a-v programming: Martin wesley-smith
photography: george gittoes
additional photography: alice wesley-smith
model: holly berry

a lot of my work has been in the audio-visual area using, in the olden 
days, multiple computer-controlled slide projectors and, these days, 
since the late 90s, laptop computer and data projector. Merry-Go-
Round, from 2002, was commissioned by the group charisma (ros 
Dunlop, clarinet, and Julia ryder, cello) and premièred in Darwin. 
its title comes from a wooden merry-go-round photographed in 
afghanistan by australian artist george gittoes, whose afghan 
photographs and notebooks inspired the piece. but it also represents 
what life must be for the ordinary afghan: a merry-go-round spinning 
from one invasion to the next. as John c. griffiths puts it in his 
Afghanistan, A History of Conflict (andre Deutsch ltd, 2001):

outsiders sticking their fingers in the afghan pie find it a damn 
sight hotter than they thought, and they ruin the pie for the afghans. 
Persia, russia, britain and now the United states have all found their 
goals unobtainable and the cost of seeking them unsustainable, but 
the greatest price has always been paid by the poor, bloodied people 
of afghanistan.

The lullaby that is heard a couple of times is accompanied by the 
following words on screen: 

Go to sleep, my son, it’s time for everyone 
to dream, and let the troubles fly away. 
When your Daddy comes again we’ll be together 
in another place somewhere; 
we’ll all be safe, we’ll be happy to stay 
where the people are so friendly and will welcome us to share 
a land where one can live without a care, 
somewhere, some day, 
we will leave this merry-go-round - your Daddy will come for you and 
me ... 
fly away ‘cross the sea, away from this misery, 
we’ll live ... free

australia’s recent history of care, or lack of it, for afghan and other 
refugees shames us all.

Martin wesley-smith © 2002

1:00pm
Perc tucKer reGiOnal Gallery
aFcm WinterScHOOl 
aDvanceD maSterclaSSeS – 
PuBlic maSterclaSS 1

5:30pm
tOWnSville civic tHeatre
BacH By canDleliGHt One

Johann Sebastian BACH (1685-1750)
cOncertO in c maJOr FOr tHree PianOS 
(BWv 1064)
Allegro
Adagio
Allegro
Daniel de borah (Piano)
Danny Driver (Piano)
Piers lane (Piano)

The etymology of concerto is warmly contested, which is much as it 
should be! ‘contest’ is one possibility, so too the less confrontational 
‘in concert’, or ‘in consort’. Most of bach’s concertos can be made 
to make sense one way or the other, whether he is massing his 
forces to present a unified musical front, or separating them out 
into skirmishing counterpointed sub-groups: soloists, basses, 
and accompanimental in-fill. and it seems to be such musical 
relationships that ultimately mattered most to bach himself, while 
the exact identities of the instruments involved was a matter of lesser 
concern. in the case of this concerto, it is generally assumed that 
bach originally composed it for three solo violins, probably sometime 
around 1720, while he was still caught up in his early fascination with 
the music of vivaldi. only later, in leipzig, did he rearrange the solo 
violin parts for three harpsichords. 

no one has ever conclusively explained why bach started rewriting 
his earlier concertos for performance by two, three and even four 
harpsichords, entailing, moreover, a good deal of moving and lifting 
to gather the bulky instruments together in one place. Probably, 
there was a measure of sheer showmanship involved, in what may 
well have been akin to bach family jam sessions, sons Friedemann, 
emanuel, or bernhard joining old bach at the keyboards. otherwise, 
bach’s approach to these refurbishings seems to have been to expend 
minimum time and maximum ingenuity. in this case he transforms 
the single-threads of the original violin parts into double-thread 
keyboard parts, variously by doubling them in octaves or sixths, 
borrowing the orchestral bass for the left hand, or inventing new 
idiomatic keyboard figurations. 

gordon Kerry © 2011

SOnata in e Flat maJOr (BWv 1031)
Allegro moderato
Siciliano
Allegro
amy Dickson (saxophone)
Timothy constable (Percussion)
Julian smiles (cello)

triO SOnata in G maJOr (BWv 530)
Vivace 
Lento
Allegro
Timothy constable (Percussion)
bree van reyk (Percussion)
Julian smiles (cello)

recorDeD by
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bach’s somewhat permissive approach to instrumentation was not 
limited to his concertos. he regularly reworked his sonatas into a 
variety of solo, duo, trio, or quartet configurations. The surviving 
‘original’ of the first of these two sonatas, bwv 1031, comes down 
to us scored for flute and harpsichord duo. however, there is good 
reason to believe that some of it was based on a lost original for flute, 
violin, and basso continuo (probably shared between harpsichord and 
cello). The sonata’s lovely, lilting Siciliano is often played separately, 
in even more radical instrumental transformations (for example, as a 
string orchestra adagio). The young astor Piazzolla famously started 
out in music by playing bach on a button accordion, and there need 
be little doubt that he would have made a good fist of this movement. 
so why not, as here, redeploy the two upper voices to saxophone and 
tuned percussion, with cello to carry the bass?

Meanwhile, the surviving manuscript of the second sonata, bwv 530, 
is scored for solo organ. it is clearly laid out as a trio, however the 
two upper parts played by the right and left hands on two separate 
keyboards, and the bass part on the pedals. yet again, the musical 
evidence points towards a lost ‘original’ for an instrumental trio 
of some sort, probably two violins and bass. but, again, why not 
experiment? since baroque pipe organ makers in bach’s own day 
sometimes added genuine percussion mechanisms, like glockenspiels, 
to their instruments, playing the two upper voices of this sonata on 
paired tuned-percussion instruments may not be so far from bach’s 
sound world as it might first appear!

graeme skinner © 2011

cOncertO in c maJOr FOr tWO PianOS 
(BWv 1061)
Allegro
Adagio ovvero Largo
Fuga
richard contiguglia (Piano)
John contiguglia (Piano)

The two outer movements of this concerto come down to us scored for 
two harpsichords and strings. Uniquely among all of bach’s orchestral 
harpsichord concertos, however, this one seems to have been based 
on a lost original for two harpsichords alone, without any supporting 
ensemble. bach, anyway, retained his original unsupported duo 
configuration in the central slow movement. and accordingly, in this 
performance, the string parts of the outer movements have also been 
stripped away, leaving only the two keyboards. Though some detailing 
of the later version is thereby lost, what is left is far more than just 
bare bones. The final fugue is especially brilliant and fully-fledged in its 
‘original’ keyboard-only format. 

graeme skinner © 2011

8:00pm
SacreD Heart catHeDral
BacH By canDleliGHt tWO

Johann Sebastian BACH (1685-1750)
cOncertO FOr OBOe anD viOlin in D minOr 
(BWv 1060) 
Allegro
Adagio
Allegro
David nuttall (oboe)
Philippe graffin (violin)
goldner string Quartet
Kees boersma (Double bass)

all the notes of this concerto come down to us in a manuscript in 
which the solo parts are scored for two keyboard instruments. bach 
produced it for performance at a weekly meeting of a leipzig musical 
club of which he was director during the 1730s. This club, consisting 
of university students and professional musicians, met at gottfried 
Zimmermann’s Kaffeehaus in catherinen-strasse, a venue whose 
pleasant odours bach commemorated for posterity in his Coffee 
Cantata (bwv 211).

recorDeD live by
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it was the 19th century bach biographer, Philipp spitta, who first 
proposed that this ‘gloomy work’ (his description) might be traceable 
back to a lost earlier bach concerto. spitta thought the original solo 
instruments were two violins. early last century, another german 
musicologist, Max seiffert, was trying to make sense of a disparity 
he heard between the roles of the two soloists. The fact that one of 
bach’s harpsichord parts bore all the hallmarks of a flashy violin 
original, literally bouncing across the fingerboard, made it seem more 
likely that its relatively staid neighbour must have been some other, 
contrasting instrument. seiffert prompted for the oboe, and today 
his oboe-and-violin solution is generally accepted, though various 
reconstructions disagree on minor details. luckily, we can observe 
how bach himself went about the arrangement process in reverse, 
thanks to those concertos which survive in both original melody 
instrument versions and his own later keyboard arrangements.

graeme skinner © 2011

unaccOmPanieD Suite in G maJOr (BWv 1007) 
Prélude
Allemande
Courante
Sarabande
Menuets I - II (minore) - I
Gigue 
rivka golani (viola)

Quite a few of bach’s works survive only in manuscripts copied by his 
students or members of his family. The ‘original’ manuscript of the 
concerto we have just heard is in the handwriting of his son-in-law, 
while the manuscript of this suite is in the hand of his second wife, 
anna Magdalena bach. The family friend for whom she made the 
manuscript, georg schwanenberger, duly inscribed on the cover of 
the suites that they were ‘composée par sr. J. s. bach’ and ‘écrit par 
Madame bachen son epouse’. however, in his recent book, Written 
by Mrs Bach (harper collins, 2011), the Darwin-based conductor and 
academic Martin Jarvis has proposed that anna Magdalena did more 
than merely ‘write’ the suites out; rather that she, and not her famous 
spouse, may actually have composed them. 

whatever the precise division of labour in the bach household, the six 
‘unaccompanied’ suites that emanated from it sometime in the later 
1720s have long-since acquired the status of musical conundrums, 
problems waiting to be solved. on the principle that nature abhors 
a vacuum, robert schumann was so affronted by the idea that bach 
had omitted to write a keyboard part into the originals, that he 
devised and published his own piano accompaniments. Though the 
original manuscript is for cello - mostly playing a single melodic 
stand, one note at a time - there is another authorised version of one 
of the suites for the lute, lightly harmonised with chords. Many other 
instrumentations have also been tried, on the reasonable grounds 
that bach himself was famously open to such alternatives. australian 
baroque specialist, winsome evans, has recently arranged the suites 
for solo harpsichord, a process requiring the same sort of ingenuity 
bach displayed in rearranging his concertos for keyboards.

by comparison, playing the cello suites on viola requires minimal 
intervention. The predominantly single-thread stream of the original is 
preserved intact, and the viola strings are tuned to the same sequence 
of pitches as those of the cello (c-g-D-a), only an octave higher. 
Moreover, the viola was reportedly the instrument that bach himself 
preferred to play, and it requires little stretch of the imagination to 
envisage him (assuming it was him, and not anna Magdalena) testing 
out passages of the work, as he composed them, on his viola.

graeme skinner © 2011

‘auS lieBe Will mein HeilanD SterBen’

FrOm ST MATTHEW PASSION (BWv 244)
louise Page (soprano)
vernon hill (Flute)

BiSt Du Bei mir (BWv 508)
louise Page (soprano)
Michael goldschlager (cello)
Danny Driver (Piano) 

mein GlauBiGeS Herzen (FrOm BWv 68)
louise Page (soprano)

victoria sayles (violin)
vernon hill (Flute)
David nuttall (oboe)
Michael goldschlager (cello)
Kees boersma (Double bass)
Danny Driver (Piano)

of the three bach vocal items on this programme, the odd one out is 
definitely the first, an excerpt from bach’s St Matthew Passion. into the 
gospel’s crucifixion narrative, while Pilate considers Jesus’ fate, bach 
inserts this strangely-scored reflective aria, ‘For love my saviour is 
Dying’. The absence of any accompanying string or bass instruments 
suggests, as bach sincerely believed, that the world was, at that 
moment, on the verge of losing its very foundation.

There could hardly be a greater contrast between the desolation 
of aus liebe, and the quiet confidence of Bist du bei mir (‘if thou 
art near, i go with joy to death and to my rest’), a short aria with 
standard basso continuo accompaniment from the Notebook of Anna 
Magdalena Bach. The melody turns out not to derive from the bach 
household at all, but from an opera by gottfried heinrich stölzel 
(1690-1749). whether bach himself had any hand in this arrangement 
is unclear. it was certainly written out by his wife, and she may well 
have devised the supporting bass herself, as a lesson exercise set by 
her husband.

The final aria, ‘My heart ever faithful’, is again unquestionably by 
Johann sebastian. in fact, he could be said to have composed it not 
once, but twice. The first version appears in the so-called ‘hunt’ 
cantata (bwv 208), a secular piece he wrote in 1713. For this second 
version with a sacred text, composed in 1725, he retained the 
distinctive cello part of the 1713 original, but wrote both a new voice 
part above it, and a new separate bass part below it. and at the end, he 
added a lovely sinfonia, introducing further new instrumental colours.

graeme skinner © 2011

i n T e r v a l

Carl Philipp Emanuel BACH (1714-1788)
unaccOmPanieD SOnata in D minOr 
(Wq 132/H 562)
Poco adagio
Allegro
Allegro
Matthew wilkie (bassoon)

bach’s second son, emanuel, spent thirty years as keyboard player 
at the court of the Prussian king, Frederick the great (1738-68). 
Frederick, an enthusiastic flautist, frequently required emanuel to 
accompany him, and one might imagine that bach often composed 
music for the king to play. This may not have been the case, however. 
emanuel complained that the king’s playing was erratic, and, what’s 
worse, that he preferred music by his other court composers – Quantz 
and graun – to emanuel’s own. indeed, there is evidence to link 
Frederick personally with only one of bach’s 18 or so known flute 
sonatas - this one, originally for (unaccompanied) flute was composed 
in 1747. when a young French flautist played the same work to him 
36 years later, bach reportedly said to him: ‘isn’t it curious: the person 
for whom i wrote this piece couldn’t play it; yet, you, the one for 
whom i did not write it, can’!

graeme skinner © 2011

Johann Sebastian BACH (1685-1750)
tWO-Part inventiOnS nOS. 1, 6, 8, 13, 14, 15
Philippe graffin (violin)
Michael goldschlager (cello)

Probably borrowing the term from ciceronian oratory, bach’s title 
signifies that ‘invention’ was the first stage of musical creation - 
for both composer and performer - involving the relatively simple 
resources of just two counterpointed voices, treble and bass (later, the 
pupil would go on to essay three voices in three-part ‘inventions’ that 
bach actually originally called sinfonias, from the greek symphonia, 
meaning ‘consonance’, or ‘all sounding together’). in this case, the 
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original manuscript of the complete set of 12 inventions is in bach’s 
own handwriting, as is the title: 

‘Straightforward Instructions, in which lovers of the keyboard, and 
especially the eager ones, are shown a clear way … of learning to 
play cleanly in two voices … at the same time not only getting good 
inventiones, but developing the same satisfactorily, and above all 
arriving at a cantabile manner in playing, all the while acquiring a 
strong foretaste of composition.’

bach also signed and dated the score 1723. we can learn a little 
more about his original intentions from earlier versions of some 
of the inventions included in the so-called Clavierbüchlein (little 
clavier book) compiled for his eldest son, wilhelm Friedemann bach. 
according to its cover, that book was copied in 1720, indicating that 
bach gave these pieces to Friedemann to play when he was only nine 
years old. 

graeme skinner © 2011

viOlin cOncertO in a minOr (BWv 1041)
[Allegro]
Andante
Allegro assai
Jack liebeck (violin)
goldner string Quartet
Kees boersma (Double bass)

bach’s earliest concerto to feature solo violin was composed in 
weimar in the wake of his decisive first exposure to the music of 
vivaldi. Unfortunately, the work is now lost, though its music can 
still be appreciated thanks to two quite reliable adaptations of it as a 
harpsichord concerto, one by bach himself (bwv 1052), and another 
by his son, c.P.e. bach. The a minor violin concerto performed here, 
was probably written only a little later, maybe for bach himself to 
play, or perhaps for his Dresden-based acquaintance, the violinist 
Johann georg Pisendel, another keen vivaldi enthusiast. among its 
notably vivaldian features are the gently rocking major-keyed Andante 
(somehow reminiscent of vivaldi’s venice, though bach himself never 
visited the city), and the spectacular violin writing in the brisk finale 
(Allegro assai). as with the lost earlier violin concerto, there is a second 
version of this work as a solo keyboard concerto (in g minor, bwv 
1058), adapted for performance in leipzig in the late 1730s.

graeme skinner © 2011

THURSDAY 4th AUGUST 2011

10:00am
JuPiterS tOWnSville
GranD BallrOOm
cOncert cOnverSatiOnS 4 
WitH PierS lane
Piers Lane chats with Kees Boersma, Daniel de Borah, 
Rivka Golani, Vernon Hill and Simon Oswell.

Béla BARTÓK (1881-1945)
FiFteen HunGarian PeaSant SOnGS, 
BB 79 Sz.71 
arranged for flute and piano by Paul Arma
Rubato 
Andante 
Poco rubato 
Andante 
Scherzo: allegro 
Ballada: Tema con variazioni 
Allegro 
Allegretto 
Allegretto 

L’istesso tempo 
Assai moderato 
Allegretto
Poco piu vivo
Allegro
Allegro
vernon hill (Flute)
Daniel de borah (Piano)

in 1912 and 1913 bartók travelled as far afield as norway, north 
africa and France, but the outbreak of world war i in 1914 effectively 
confined him to hungary. he was devastated at the humanitarian crisis 
of the war and also of its effect on his research. The Fifteen hungarian 
Folksongs, products of that research, were composed during the war 
years and published as a set of piano miniatures in 1918. The first four 
are designated ‘old tunes’ – that is, songs; the scherzo and ballada are 
‘free-standing’ and the final nine are ‘old dance tunes’.

gordon Kerry © 2011

Sergei PROKOFIEV (1891-1953)
rOmeO anD Juliet, OP.64
excerPtS arranGeD FOr viOla anD PianO 
By vaDim BOriSOvSKy (1900-1972)
Introduction 
The young Juliet
Dance of the Knights
Mercutio
rivka golani (viola)
Daniel de borah (Piano)
 
between 1932 and 1936 Prokofiev spent increasingly long periods 
back in the Ussr, having gone abroad in 1918. The soviet system had 
created a vast new, but largely inexperienced, audience for classical 
music, and, as he said in an interview with Isvestia in 1934, needed 
“light serious” or “serious light” music; it is by no means easy to find 
the term which suits it. above all, it must be tuneful, simply and 
comprehensively tuneful, and must not be repetitious or stamped 
with triviality.’ 

Prokofiev may often have regretted the decision to return 
permanently in 1936. Many of his first attempts to write for the 
new soviet man and woman were derided as ‘simplistic’ or, at the 
same time, ‘formalist’ (soviet-speak for ‘nasty and modern’). certain 
works however, achieved the ideal of ‘light-serious’ music and 
ensured a precarious period of grace for the composer at the end 
of the 1930s. The greatest among them was the ballet, Romeo and 
Juliet, yet it had a difficult birth. leningrad’s Kirov Theatre rejected 
the proposal because of the tragic ending (‘the dead cannot dance’) 
leading Prokofiev to consider a happy ending. Moscow’s bolshoi 
Theatre commissioned the work, but found it too complicated, so 
the première was given in brno, czechoslovakia in 1938. after much 
revision it finally made it to the stage in 1940 in Moscow.

as founding violist of the beethoven Quartet and a professor at the 
Moscow conservatory from the late 1920s, vadim borisovsky was 
closely involved with some of the greatest soviet composers and, 
aware of the limited solo repertoire for his instrument, made many 
transcriptions for it. with the composer’s permission he made versions 
for viola (or two violas) and piano of 13 numbers from romeo and 
Juliet. Today we hear the introduction and three pieces from act i 
scene ii. These show an intimate knowledge of the original score and 
of the expressive and technical compass of the viola, as well as making 
the relationship between viola and piano a genuine partnership.

gordon Kerry © 2011

Tom JOHNSON (born 1939)
FailinG: a very DiFFicult Piece FOr 
DOuBle BaSS
Kees boersma (Double bass)

Us-born, but resident in France since 1983, Tom Johnson studied with 
the late Morton Feldman and was among the first and most rigorous 
minimalists: his Four Note Opera, for instance, really does only use 
four notes. his 1975 work for solo double bass, Failing, is one of his 
best-known pieces, and is, quite literally, self-explanatory. 

gordon Kerry © 2011
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Erwin SCHULHOFF (1894-1942)
cOncertinO FOr Flute, viOla anD 
DOuBle BaSS
Andante con moto
Furiant: allegro furioso
Andante
Rondino: allegro gaio
vernon hill (Flute)
simon oswell (viola)
Kees boersma (Double bass)

when czech composer erwin schulhoff died of tuberculosis in a 
nazi concentration camp his music nearly died with him. Declared 
entartete Musik (degenerate music) by the regime, his work was only 
rediscovered in the 1980s. schulhoff’s earliest music shows the 
influences of the major trends in early 20th century music, and his 
brief period of study with Debussy in 1913 left its mark permanently. 
world war i, in which he served as a soldier for four years, led 
schulhoff to reject romanticism as tainted, and during the next 
decade he embraced both the expressionism of the schoenberg circle 
and the extremes of Dadaism, and was open to the influence of jazz.

schulhoff had lived, studied and worked in various german cities 
until the early 1920s when he returned to Prague, the city of his 
birth. it was there that Dvorák had recommended a career in music 
for schulhoff; the folk elements that were so important to such 
composers as Dvorák and Janárek were still palpable in Prague’s 
musical life and found their way into schulhoff’s subsequent work.

composed in 1925, the concertino brings a number of these musical 
preoccupations together. Despite its relative brevity, it deserves the title, 
as each of the three players are treated as soloists, as well as constantly 
combining to form a wonderful array of accompanying textures.

The first movement is the most expansive, finding room for 
deceptively simple melodies, echoes of Debussy (especially in the flute 
writing) and the alternation of pensive and frenetic passages. The 
short furiant, a dance form much loved by Dvorák, has a mercurial 
charm – enhanced by the use of piccolo, while the following andante 
conjures something of the harmonic and contrapuntal strangeness 
found in viennese music on the cusp of romanticism and atonality. 
This mood is, however, swept away by another energetic dance in the 
final rondino.

gordon Kerry © 2011

1:00pm
Perc tucKer reGiOnal Gallery
aFcm WinterScHOOl –
PuBlic maSterclaSS 2

5:30pm
tOWnSville civic tHeatre
SunSet SerieS – M&Ms

Wolfgang Amadeus MOZART (1756-1791)
DuO in G maJOr (K 423) (1783)
Allegro
Adagio
Rondeau (Allegro)
Jack liebeck (violin)
simon oswell (viola)

Mozart’s pair of duos for violin and viola (K 423 & 424) were musical 
gifts for his former salzburg court orchestra colleague, Michael 
haydn, younger brother of the famous Joseph. in summer 1783 
Mozart had returned home from vienna, partly to try to heal the rift 
between himself and his father caused by the latter’s disapproval of 
his recent marriage. while Mozart was in salzburg, Michael haydn fell 
ill, and Mozart offered to deputise in some of his duties. in particular, 
haydn needed to meet a paid commission to compose some duets for 
violin and viola; and haydn being too sick to do so, Mozart ‘ghosted’ 

the works for him. Though we do not know if the commissioner was 
ever informed of their real composer, the duets more than adequately 
match Mozart’s own admiring description of Michael haydn’s 
instrumental style as being full of ‘fire, spirit, and precision’. Despite 
their severely limited scoring, Mozart certainly did not conceive these 
counterfeit haydn duos as miniatures. indeed, he deploys the two 
string instruments in a manner remarkably similar to that of his own 
keyboard sonatas.

graeme skinner © 2011

Gustav MAHLER (1860-1911)
KinDertOtenlieDer (‘SOnGS On tHe DeatH 
OF cHilDren’)
1. Nun will die Sonn’ so hell aufgeh’n    
 (Now will the sun rise as brightly)
2.  Nun seh’ ich wohl, warum so dunkle   
 Flammen (Now I see clearly)
3.  Wenn dein Mütterlein tritt zur Tür herein   
 (When your dear mother)
4.  Oft denk’ ich, sie sind nur ausgegangen!  
 (I often think they have only gone out)
5. In diesem Wetter, in diesem Braus (In   
 this weather, in such a storm)
louise Page (soprano)
Daniel de borah (Piano)

Friedrich rückert (1788-1866) experienced the upheavals of europe 
during the napoleonic wars and held the position of professor of oriental 
languages at various german universities before retiring to the country 
to concentrate on poetry. 

Mahler started setting poetry by rückert in 1901, at the same time as 
he began work on his Fifth symphony, and ultimately produced two 
sets of songs to rückert’s verse. The Kindertotenlieder of 1904 has 
been described as Mahler’s greatest song-cycle, though at the time he 
was accused of ‘self-tormenting exhibitionism’. The poetry grew out of 
rückert’s own grief at the loss of his two children; Mahler responds to 
five of rückert’s elegies (which number more than one hundred) in music 
by memorialising his own brother who died in childhood. according to 
natalie bauer-lechner, Mahler said of the songs ‘it hurt me to write them, 
and i grieve for the world which will one day have to hear them’.

in fact though, rückert’s verse and Mahler’s music both seek to find 
consolation in grief. The first song moves from the radical loneliness of 
bereavement to a blessing on the ‘joyful light of the world’. light forms 
a constant image in the poems: the lost children are transfigured into 
stars in the second song; the child’s life is compared to a candle in the 
third; in the fourth the poet imagines the children walking on sunlit hills. 
Finally, taken by the unavoidable storm that is life, the children rest in 
the hand of god.

as so often in Mahler’s music, the songs are related to their 
contemporary symphonies, in this case the Fifth and the sixth. scholar 
Donald Mitchell believes the first two songs are closest to the Fifth 
and the remaining three to the sixth. but their influence stretches as 
far as the closing moments of the ninth symphony, where the music 
remembers a line from the fourth song, describing how ‘up there on the 
heights, it’s a beautiful day.’ 

gordon Kerry © 2011

Gian Carlo MENOTTI (1911-2007)
Suite FOr tWO cellOS anD PianO
Introduction
Scherzo
Arioso
Finale
louise hopkins (cello)
Michael goldschlager (cello)
Daniel de borah (Piano)

Menotti (for 30 years, partner of the american composer samuel 
barber) is best known for having been the librettist of barber’s 
opera vanessa, and as a composer in his own right for his american 
modernist verismo operas, in particular the chamber operas The 
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Medium and The Telephone and his 1950 broadway success The 
Consul. he also pioneered the new genre of television opera with 
his Amahl and The Night Visitors in 1951. his Suite for Two Cellos, 
commissioned by the chamber Music society of the lincoln centre, 
was composed in 1973 for a special new york concert in honour of 
the cellist gregor Piatigorsky, who decades earlier had championed 
barber’s cello sonata. Piatigorsky, in turn, also played the suite with 
his young canadian student and assistant, Denis brott, at Menotti’s 
spoleto Festival in italy. 

graeme skinner © 2011

8:00pm
tOWnSville civic tHeatre
eveninG SerieS – HUNGARIAN RHAPSODy

Maurice RAVEL (1875-1937)
StrinG quartet in F
Allegro moderato – trés doux
Assez vif – trés rythmé
Trés lent
Vif et agité
goldner string Quartet

stravinsky called ravel the ‘swiss watchmaker of music’ and ravel’s 
stated aim was indeed ‘technical perfection’, a preoccupation carried 
over into a lifelong obsession with things mechanical. late in life, 
ravel was inclined to disparage his early works, and there is indeed a 
notable change in style in the works that post-date the first world war. 
after 1918 his music becomes more sparse and crystalline in texture, 
and frequently appropriates idioms such as jazz. The string quartet 
in F however, is an early work, and near the time of his death, ravel 
lamented its ‘imperfect musical construction’.

The piece was composed in 1902-3 and first performed in 1904 and 
is dedicated to ‘my dear master, gabriel Fauré’. born in the basque 
regions of south-western France, the young composer grew up to Paris 
and in 1889 began studies at the Paris conservatoire. Failing to win 
any prizes he was dismissed in 1895, but returned two years later to 
study composition under Fauré. in the years 1900-1905 he failed on five 
occasions to win the prestigious Prix de rome. The scandal led to Fauré’s 
installation as director of the Paris conservatoire and gained ravel 
considerable support from the musical public and from major critics.

one of these was claude Debussy, a composer with whom ravel is 
often unhelpfully bracketed. hearing the quartet, Debussy forcefully 
told ravel ‘not to change a single note’. Debussy’s enthusiasm may 
reflect the fact that in this work ravel comes as close to his older 
contemporary’s aesthetic as he ever would. ravel, never understating 
the importance of learning from extant works, would not have 
disagreed that Debussy’s only quartet was immensely influential. 
certainly there is a lyrical, discursive quality to the opening 
movements of both works, though ravel’s is a kind of farewell to 
the kind of music written by Fauré. ravel, like Debussy (and Fauré in 
his First quartet), places the dance-inspired scherzo second, and in 
both cases the music gains a tensile strength from the rhythmic use 
of plucked strings. ravel’s slow movement has a similar expansive 
rapture to Debussy’s, and both conclude with vibrant energy.

gordon Kerry © 2011

Philippe HERSANT (born 1948)
11 caPriceS POur Deux viOlOnS (1993-94)
1. Continued ...
2. An unfinished silhouette...
3. A daily occurrence ...
4. A dream in tatters ...
5. A partial narrative ...
6. A fight ...
7. First pain ...
8. The silence of the sirens ...
9. A thorn bush
10. Dreary fields ...
11. Another little ornament ...

Philippe graffin (violin)
Dene olding (violin)

The composer writes: 

The 11 Caprices derive in part from music i composed for a 
theatrical performance piece, Kafka Fantasies, by John Jourdheuil 
and Jean-François Peyret, in bobigny in 1993. They have since been 
substantially modified (some are entirely new) to become a concert 
work, written at the request of Philippe graffin. like the duos of 
bartók (which are models of their kind), they are very short pieces, 
each about a minute, and all carry through, obsessively, a single 
pattern (rhythmic or melodic), and single instrumental formula. 
as a recollection of the theatrical production that gave birth to the 
Caprices, i gave them titles, all taken from short stories, or fragments 
of stories, by Franz Kafka.

Francis POULENC (1899-1963)
SextuOr (Sextet) FOr PianO, Flute, OBOe, 
clarinet, HOrn anD BaSSOOn
Allegro vivace (Très vite et emporte)
Divertissement (Andantino)
Finale (Prestissimo)

Danny Driver (Piano)
vernon hill (Flute)
Michael collins (clarinet)
David nuttall (oboe)
Matthew wilkie (bassoon)
ben Jacks (horn)

Poulenc wrote to his friend suzanne Peignot in March 1931: ‘I have 
just booked the Salle Chopin, and invited all the right people, for 
a Poulenc Festival in June’. on the projected programme was the 
première of this sextet for winds and piano. but events overtook 
Poulenc, and only part of the sextet was ready to be played. even after 
he finished it, in 1932, it underwent further change. in august 1939, 
as he anxiously awaited news of his call-up into the French armed 
forces, Poulenc wrote: ‘I have completely revised the whole of my sextet 
for my publisher Chester-Hansen (it’s very good now)’. he held on to 
the score, however, until late in the war, when he could be sure he 
could post it to hansen in Denmark in absolute safety, and so it was 
1945 before it was published.

according to a young american friend, ned rorem, Poulenc ‘sang 
through his own lips with other men’s voices. His very lack of originality 
became the unabashed signature of unique glories ... His taste was 
biased towards everything French ... all this with the nasal twang so 
characteristic of both his voice and his music’. 

The sextet’s kaleidoscopic sequence of melodies and moods has 
been likened to a musical tour de Paris, each subdivision like entering 
another wide boulevard, or shadowy laneway. as tour guide, Poulenc 
is whimsical rather than well-organised, his route wandering from 
a sort of a major at the start, to D-flat and a-flat in the middle 
movement, and into c to close. yet the principal intersections are 
easily discernible. The first significant turn in the first movement is 
signalled by a lone bassoon, after which the piano ushers in a slow 
episode (marked double plus lent). The main tempo returns, the music 
straining toward a shrieking halt on a chord marked fff; at which 
point the horn and piano launch the coda. The second movement is 
a simple ternary (a-b-a) structure. The melancholy outer parts are 
headed up by a solo for oboe in the first instance and clarinet in the 
reprise; while the horn again incites the ensemble to double plus vite 
tempo of the fast central section. yet again, the horn calls the tune 
in the third movement. The piano brings in a contrastingly steady 
central episode, and the end (rather than reprise the bright opening) is 
curiously melancholy.

graeme skinner © 2011
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Béla BARTÓK (1881-1945)
SOnata FOr tWO PianOS anD PercuSSiOn, 
BB115 Sz.110 
Assai lento – Allegro molto
Lento, ma non troppo
Allegro non troppo
John contiguglia (Piano)
richard contiguglia (Piano)
Timothy constable (Percussion)
bree van reyk (Percussion)

bartók and his wife, Ditta Pásztory, spent the summer of 1937 in the 
austrian region of carinthia, where bartók spent the time composing 
his sonata for two pianos and percussion to a commission from Paul 
sacher. Pásztory was a fine pianist, and as bartók’s health declined 
took over his role as foremost interpreter of his work, and the Third 
Piano concerto was written for her. The première performance of the 
sonata in 1938 was also bartók and Pásztory’s début as a piano duo. 
Malcolm gillies has noted that the work, like its companion the Music 
for strings, percussion and celesta, moves from tight chromatic writing 
at the start to ‘open, ‘acoustic’ scale’ patterns in the finale. bartók’s 
own programme note stresses the classical nature of the composition:

The first movement opens with a slow introduction that anticipates 
a motive of the Allegro. The allegro itself, in c, is in sonata form. 
The exposition presents the principal subject group consisting of 
two themes (the second of which has already been mentioned in 
connection with the introduction); then there follows a contrasting 
theme which gives rise to a broadly fashioned concluding section, at 
the end of which the contrasting theme again appears briefly. The 
development section, after a short transition with fourths overlaying 
each other, consists basically of three sections. The first of these uses 
the second theme of the principal subject group, in e, as an ostinato 
motif, above which the imitative working out of the first theme of 
the principal group takes on the character of an interlude. after 
this, the first section – with the ostinato in g flat and inverted – is 
repeated in greatly altered form. The recapitulation has no real final 

section; this is replaced by a fairly extensive coda that (with a fugato 
opening) is based on the concluding theme, to which the principal 
theme is eventually added. The second movement, in F, is in simple 
ternary form. The third movement, in c, represents a combination of 
rondo and sonata form. between the exposition and the reprise there 
appears a new thematic group fashioned from two motifs of the first 
theme, treated in imitation. The coda, which dies away, pianissimo, 
concludes this movement and the work.

gordon Kerry © 2011

Franz LISZT (1811-1886)
HUNGARIAN RHAPSODy nO.15 in a minOr, 
ráKóSzi marcH, S 608
Danny Driver (Piano)
Daniel de borah (Piano)
Piers lane (Piano)
richard contiguglia (Piano)

when liszt revisited hungary in 1839, the revolutionary currents that 
would stir in many parts of europe during the 1840s were already 
strong: hungary sought independence from austria. not surprisingly, 
liszt was welcomed home as a national hero. in Pressburg, (known 
as Poszony to hungarians and bratislava to czech speakers) liszt 
played a version of the Rákószi March – an act of defiance of imperial 
censorship, as the march commemorates the hero of an early 18th 
century insurrection.

at around the same time as berlioz was using the Rákószi March 
to depict the boundless plains of hungary in The Damnation of 
Faust, that is 1846, liszt was using the piece to build the fifteenth 
Hungarian Rhapsody. as with so many of liszt’s works, there are 
several versions: the original for solo piano of which there was a 
simplified version made in 1852; a second version composed in 1865 
but revised in 1870, the same year in which the version for piano, four 
hands, was made.

gordon Kerry © 2011

Three exhibitions celebrating 
Indigenous Arts

8 July - 14 August 2011
Umbrella Studio Contemporary Arts
www.umbrella.org.au

482 Flinders Street, Townsville, Queensland 4810
Ph/Fax (07) 4772 7109 | admin@umbrella.org.au    
Monday to Friday 9am - 5pm & Sunday 9am - 1pm

umbrella
studio contemporary arts

  

For professional real estate advice and sales 
performance, call Michele Hyde. With over 10 
years experience in the Townsville market and 
record prices achieved, Michele is the logical 
choice when you’re considering selling.  
 
 Michele Hyde 

Marketer of Quality Property 
0403 345 543 
 
 

The Chamber of Music 
Festival is a truly wonderful 
event for Townsville– it’s a 

magnificent display of talent, 
it’s rich with culture and it’s 

great entertainment. 
 

Michele Hyde 
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FRIDAY 5th AUGUST 2011

10:00am
JuPiterS tOWnSville
GranD BallrOOm
cOncert cOnverSatiOnS 5 
WitH PierS lane
Piers Lane chats with Amy Dickson, the Goldner String 
Quartet, Louise Page and Diana McVeagh (a world 
authority on Elgar and Finzi).

Erich Wolfgang KORNGOLD (1897-1957)
tHree lieDer, OP.22
1. Was Du mir bist (What are you to me?)
2. Mit Dir zu schweigen 
 (To be silent when I’m with you) 
3. Welt ist stille eingeschlaufen 
 (The world has gone to sleep)
louise Page (soprano)
Phillipa candy (Piano)
 
when richard strauss hailed the 13-year-old Korngold’s opus 1 as the 
work of a ‘boy genius’, his words were considered newsworthy enough 
to reprint half a world away in australia, in the Adelaide Advertiser of 
27 May 1910: ‘The first feeling I had was one of awe and apprehension, 
succeeded by a fervent wish that so precocious a manifestation of 
genius may have an opportunity for normal development. What 
assurance of style, mastery of form, individuality of expression ... it is all 
genuinely astounding.’ 

More mature successes came for Korngold with the operas Violanta 
(1916), and at age 23, Die tote Stadt (1920) (‘The Dead city’ to 
a libretto by his father) which within a year of its simultaneous 
hamburg and cologne premières had also been performed at the 
vienna state opera and the Met in new york. by the late 1920s, when 
he composed these three songs, Korngold was being described as 
the ‘viennese Puccini’. The first song, to words by eleonore van der 
straten (author of several viennese operetta librettos), is dedicated to 
the composer’s mother, its sentiment summed up in the concluding 
couplet: ‘What you are to me? My belief in happiness’. The other two 
songs are to lyrics by Karl Kobald, author of a recent biography 
of schubert. both again take sentimental ideas from the viennese 
operettas Korngold was often called upon round this time to conduct, 
and treats them in more serious guise. in the slow second song (more 
than likely addressed to his wife luzi), Korngold muses: ‘To be silent 
when I’m with you is to hear endless melodies, endless love’; and in the 
third: ‘When God’s violin sings sweetly; my love, I think of you’. 

graeme skinner © 2011

Cecilia McDOWALL (born 1951 England)
DancinG FiSH
amy Dickson (saxophone)
goldner string Quartet

reviewing the 2006 recording of cecilia McDowell’s music on which 
amy Dickson performed Dancing Fish, Gramophone magazine 
described the composer as one of: ‘the new generation of highly 
communicative musicians who… favours writing which, without being 
in any way facile, is brightly cogent freshly witty and expressive in its 
own right. She often uses minimalist ostinatos - the spirit of Steve Reich 
hovers - but constantly tweaks the ear with her range of spicy rhythms 
and colours, then suddenly produces a highly atmospheric and 
grippingly expressive interlude which is just as compelling.’

The composer writes:

This work for soprano saxophone and strings was inspired by 
Dancing Fish, a russian fable written by ivan Krylov. Krylov worked 
in government before abandoning the post in 1807 to devote himself 
exclusively to a literary career. his famous Fables, published in 1809, 
were immediately successful. his tales expose human weaknesses, 
particularly those which are typically russian, and are directed against 
injustice and corruption, rife in the government and professions of 
the time. 

Dancing Fish tells of the piscine race, contentedly getting on with their 
fishy business in the stream. The fox is elected by the lion, ruler of 
all beasts, to oversee the finny tribe as governor. however, the waters 
grow murky as the fox helps himself to a fishy meal or two. The lion, 
passing by one day, sees the fox is growing fat and asks why the fish 
‘wag their tails and heads that way?’ The fox replies that the lion’s 
presence has brought the fish joy and set them all a-dancing. The 
lion, suspecting foul play, makes the fox pay, but too late for the fish 
who are now having their last dance - in the frying pan.

a fragment of a russian folk song is first heard on the saxophone in 
the opening section and makes further melancholic appearances as 
the piece progresses, moving from aquatic tranquility to somewhat 
frantic dancing.

 

Edward ELGAR (1857-1934)
StrinG quartet in e minOr, OP.83
Allegro moderato
Piacevole (poco andante)
Allegro molto
goldner string Quartet

on the strength of Land of Hope and Glory and the Pomp and 
Circumstance marches, elgar is often stereotyped today as a bellicose 
british patriot (an image only enhanced by the sergeant-major 
moustache he sported in later life). on the verge of 60, during the 
First world war he joined the army reserve in hampstead. he also 
composed his share of new patriotic works, including in 1916 a 
setting of verses by that other stereotyped patriot, rudyard Kipling, 
in Fringes of the Fleet. a very different Kipling went on in 1918 to 
atone personally for the death of his soldier son, Jack, in what became 
his most famous couplet: ‘if any question why we died / Tell them, 
because our fathers lied’. Meanwhile, for elgar, writing to a friend in 
1917, the war made it seem as if: ‘everything good and nice and clean 
and fresh and sweet is far away - never to return’.

in hampstead in March 1918, while convalescing from a tonsillectomy, 
elgar began work on this quartet, and in april he confided to his diary 
that he was writing ‘e minor stuff’. a reviewer of the first performance 
in 1919 characterised the first movement as ‘restless and charged 
with emotion, the dominant mood … passionate questioning’. by the 
time he started work on the second movement, he and his wife, alice, 
had retreated from bleak wartime london to a cottage in the sussex 
countryside. it was begun on 8 october as news filtered through that 
germany was on the verge of capitulating. alice wrote in her diary 
that day: ‘Fine sunny, cold wind. e. possessed with his wonderful 
music, 2nd movement of 4tet’, and she would later describe its music 
as ‘captured sunshine’. The movement would be played at her funeral 
in 1920. by contrast, alice described the finale as being like the 
‘galloping of stallions’. in it, elgar seems to register decisively the post-
war return of ‘everything good and nice and clean and fresh’, so much 
so that another early reviewer of the work quibbled, ‘a stab of crude 
ugliness would be a relief from that overwhelming sense of beauty’.

graeme skinner © 2011

1:00pm
Perc tucKer reGiOnal Gallery
aFcm WinterScHOOl 
aDvanceD maSterclaSSeS – 
PuBlic maSterclaSS 3

5:30pm
tOWnSville civic tHeatre
SunSet SerieS – 
THROUGH THE LOOKING-GLASS

Charlie CHAPLIN (1889-1977)
Smile 
amy Dickson (saxophone)
Timothy constable (Percussion)
Danny Driver (Piano)
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charlie chaplin composed this melody for his film Modern Times 
in 1936; it gains its title and lyrics from John Turner and geoffrey 
Parsons in 1954.

Martin WESLEY-SMITH (born 1945)
WHITE KNIGHT AND BEAVER FOr One Or tWO 
SOlOiStS anD taPe
amy Dickson (saxophone)
Timothy constable (Percussion)

it is as if the rev charles lutwidge Dodgson (lewis carroll, or the 
white Knight, as he portrayed himself in Through the Looking Glass) 
is showing alice (the beaver in The Hunting of the Snark) how one can 
play nursery rhymes backwards and upside-down on music-boxes 
(or, in this case, on a Fairlight computer Musical instrument, which is 
a veritable Pandora’s music-box). he begins with ‘Polly Put the Kettle 
on’ and ‘ride a cock horse’ together, playing some of the snippets 
of melody that emerge and encouraging her to join in. Tiring of this, 
and after a rendition of ‘humpty Dumpty’ backwards (surprisingly, a 
beautiful tune), he proceeds to demonstrate a musical representation 
of a thousand or so nucleotides of plasmid pbr322 of Escherichia coli, 
a bacterium in his stomach. as you do.

White Knight and Beaver was composed partly as a study for Boojum!, 
a music-theatre piece premièred at the 1986 adelaide Festival of 
arts in front of hM The Queen! This piece has had several concert 
performances, but just one other fully-staged production: last year in 
chicago by chicago opera vanguard.

My thanks to seth grant, a molecular biologist with whom i worked, 
for a while, on Dna interpretation through acoustic modelling; to the 
electronic Music studio of the sydney conservatorium of Music for 
the use of its studio facilities; to Miles anderson and erica sharp, who 
commissioned the piece (it was originally for trombone and violin/
viola); and to the Music board of the australia council for financial 
assistance.

Martin wesley-smith © 1984

Arvo PÄRT (born 1935)
SPieGel im SPieGel
amy Dickson (saxophone)
Timothy constable (Percussion)
Danny Driver (Piano)

Pärt famously experienced a crisis of style, passing from the officially 
sanctioned sounds of ‘socialist realism’ in his native estonia, through 
a period of creative silence, to works that established his individual 
voice and international reputation in the mid-1970s. Spiegel im Spiegel 
(‘Mirror(s) in the Mirror’) dates from 1978, and is a classic of what 
Pärt calls the tintinnabuli (from the latin for bell-ringing) style. This 
derives from the use of very simple rhythm, a drone bass, a simple 
stepwise melody and a superimposed line that sounds the notes of 
the prevailing harmony’s chord. in discussions with Paul hillier, Pärt 
explained that the melodic part ‘always signifies the subjective world, 
the daily egoistic life of sin and suffering’; the voice which outlines the 
chord, by contrast represents ‘the objective realm of forgiveness...This 
can be likened to the eternal dualism of body and spirit, earth and 
heaven; but the two voices are in reality one voice, a twofold entity.’

gordon Kerry © 2011

James MacMILLAN (born 1959)
KiSS On WOOD
amy Dickson (saxophone)
Piers lane (Piano)

Kiss on Wood, by scottish composer James MacMillan, had its première 
in 1994 at the harrogate Festival with Madeleine Mitchell, violin and 
John lenehan, piano.

 
 

The composer writes:

Kiss on wood is a short, static and serene meditation, originally for 
violin and piano. lasting about eight minutes it is an ornamental and 
highly elongated paraphrase on the good Friday versicle, Ecce lignum 
crucis in quo salus mundi pependit: Venite adoremus (behold the wood 
of the cross on which the saviour of the world was hung: come let us 
adore him). This is sung as the crucifix is slowly unveiled and before 
the people are invited forward to kiss the wood of the cross. The 
music and title are devotional in intent but can equally represent a 
gesture of love on the wooden instruments making this music. 

James MacMillan © 1994

Sergei Vasilievich RACHMANINOFF (1873-1943)
SOnata in G minOr FOr PianO anD cellO, OP.19
Lento – Allegro moderato
Allegro scherzando
Andante
Allegro mosso
louise hopkins (cello)
Piers lane (Piano)
 
‘I remember Rachmaninoff’s earliest compositions. They were water-
colours, songs and piano pieces freshly influenced by Tchaikovsky. 
Then at twenty-five he turned to oils …’ - igor stravinsky

The official title of this 1901 sonata follows the precedent of a century 
earlier in listing the piano first, then cello. it was composed in tandem 
with the First Piano Concerto, op.18, and rachmaninoff himself, as 
pianist, introduced it to the Moscow public on 2 December 1901. 
however, despite this clear bias in favour of the keyboard (often also 
audible), the work is dedicated to his associate artist. cellist anatoly 
brandukov (1856-1930) had been a close friend of Tchaikovsky (and 
dedicatee of his Pezzo capriccioso, op.62, for cello and orchestra), 
and was an instructor at Moscow conservatory. he had collaborated 
with rachmaninoff many years earlier in 1892 on his Two Pieces 
for cello and piano, op.2, a work stravinsky, no doubt, would have 
called ‘water-colours’. however, the sonata proved to be a far more 
significant work in ‘oils’, gaining, for its time, a special place in the 
concert repertoire as one of the few notable russian cello sonatas, 
coming almost a half a century after those of anton rubinstein, and 
long before those of shostakovich and schnittke. The first movement 
alone is in the home-key of g minor. it establishes the relationship 
between the piano and cello as one of looming energy on the one 
hand (stravinsky, again, described rachmaninoff as ‘a six-and-a-half-
foot-tall scowl’) and more lyrical reflection on the other. The second 
movement, in c minor, is a scherzo. The warm third movement in e 
flat major is in song-style, while the fourth movement brings the work 
to a positive close in a bright g major.

graeme skinner © 2011

 
8:00pm
tOWnSville civic tHeatre
eveninG SerieS – FROM RUSSIA WITH LOVE

Nikolay Andreyevich RIMSKY-KORSAKOV (1844-1908)
quintet in B Flat maJOr FOr PianO 
anD WinDS
Allegro con brio
Andante – Fughetta (Poco piu mosso) – Tempo I 
Rondo (Allegretto)
Piers lane (Piano)
vernon hill (Flute)
Michael collins (clarinet)
ben Jacks (horn)
Matthew wilkie (bassoon)
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by 1876, the 32-year-old rimsky-Korsakov had yet to compose the 
works on which his fame rests. his career had progressed from that 
of a naval officer to a posting in 1873 as inspector of russia’s naval 
bands. The appointment resulted in several band compositions, 
including a concerto for trombone and band (1877), the glinka 
variations for oboe and band (1878), and a concert-piece for clarinet 
and band (1878). naval band solo instruments also feature in this 
Quintet, one of two new works (the other a string sextet) rimsky 
entered in a chamber music competition in 1876. as his diary records, 
neither was successful when played anonymously before the jury 
(‘The judges thought my sextet was worth a distinction, but didn’t 
even mention the quintet’) and first prize went to a czech, eduard 
nápravaník, for a piano trio.

with its propulsive three-note upbeats, the opening of the first 
movement is almost like a naval quick march. The second theme, 
introduced by the winds alone, is a simple folk-style tune, the cadence 
of its second phrase inevitably recalling beethoven’s Ode to Joy. The 
second movement opens with a romantic horn solo, while the central 
section is a very russian-sounding fughetta. The third movement 
is a rondo with an infectious fast triple-time theme, passed round 
repeatedly among the winds, before its family likeness to a bach 
keyboard gigue is revealed in a contrapuntal piano-solo rendition. 
cadenzas for horn, flute, clarinet and finally piano, prepare for the 
climactic reprise. 

graeme skinner © 2011

Dmitri SHOSTAKOVICH (1906-1975)
SOnata FOr viOla anD PianO, OP.147
Moderato
Allegretto

Adagio
rivka golani (viola)
Daniel de borah (Piano)

in July 1975 shostakovich, suffering from lung cancer and heart 
disease, was about to go into hospital for treatment. nevertheless, 
he ‘had an idea to compose a viola sonata’ as he put it to Feodor 
Druzhinin, the violist of the beethoven Quartet. Druzhinin was 
terrified, knowing that when shostakovich had ‘an idea’ it usually 
meant that the work was almost complete; five days later the 
composer called to say that the piece was ready. he had dedicated it 
to Druzhinin and expected him to give its first performance. 

shostakovich, Druzhinin recalled, explained that ‘the first movement 
is a novella, the second a scherzo, and the Finale is an adagio in 
memory of beethoven; but don’t let that inhibit you. The music 
is bright, bright and clear.’ ‘evidently, Druzhinin goes on, ‘Dmitri 
Dmitryevich wanted to emphasize that the music was not morbid and 
should not be regarded as a funeral march.’ nevertheless it does have 
powerful things to say about life and death. The first movement’s 
sense of latent tragedy recalls the ‘nocturne’, with which the 
composer’s First violin concerto begins. The disembodied pizzicato 
figures of the opening bars form a point to which the music returns 
after excursions into more passionately expressed territory, reining 
in any tendency to overt emotionalism. The music gains its poignancy 
from its restraint.

The scherzo which follows is vintage shostakovich in sardonic, 
energetic mode. in 1941 shostakovich had begun work on a new 
opera, a setting of gogol’s play The Gamblers, before realising 
that gogol’s text was far too long to be set in full. The music was 
unperformed until 1978; this revealed that shostakovich had used 
some of the opera’s themes for the second movement of the sonata.

after the burlesque of the scherzo, the adagio is almost 
unbearably sad and seeks to stave off extinction through the loving 
contemplation of motives from beethoven’s ‘Moonlight’ sonata, 
and half-remembered references to a number of other composers’ 
works. violist Kim Kashkashian has called this the ‘what-happens-
after-death movement’, and certainly c major has seldom sounded 
more comforting. with this memorial to his much-loved beethoven, 
shostakovich goes gentle into that good night.

gordon Kerry © 2011
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Peter Ilyich TCHAIKOVSKY (1840-1893)
triO FOr PianO, viOlin anD cellO, OP.50
Pezzo elegiaco
Tema con varizione – variazione finale e coda
Danny Driver (Piano)
Jack liebeck (violin)
Michael goldschlager (cello) 

in his lurid biopic The Music Lovers, Ken russell depicts Tchaikovsky 
performing his Piano concerto no.1 with the Moscow conservatory 
orchestra. as the composer, richard chamberlain tosses his hair and 
perspires freely, and has a major hissy fit when nikolai rubinstein 
decries the piece as, among things, ‘womanish’. what really happened, 
though painful in the extreme, wasn’t quite like this. Tchaikovsky 
played the piece through to rubinstein in private, and, while 
rubinstein did make some trenchant criticisms, the rift between 
the two men was temporary. in fact, this was only one of numerous 
occasions where rubinstein’s criticism was expressed intemperately, 
but in private. Moreover, when german conductor and pianist hans 
von bülow gave the work’s world première, rubinstein revised his 
opinion of it.

Despite their occasional differences, Tchaikovsky and rubinstein 
remained friends and colleagues until rubinstein’s death in 1881. 
working quickly over two months at the end of that year, Tchaikovsky 
composed one of his most profound and monumental works, the 
Piano Trio, in memory of rubinstein and ‘dedicated to the memory of 
a great artist’. Tchaikovsky had long resisted suggestion that he write 
a piano trio, feeling that the three instruments were fundamentally 
incompatible as an ensemble, but his letters to his patron nadezhda 
von Meck show how gradually he came to be fascinated by the 
combination as he wrote the piece. Finally, he admitted, ‘i must say i 
am quite sure that this composition has not turned out at all badly. 
My only concern is that i may have left it too late to try my hand at 
this new sort of chamber music, and that some aspects of my writings 
for orchestra will show themselves’. 

certainly the trio uses the piano both for moments of concerto-
style power and virtuosity and for passages of extreme delicacy. 
The first movement has, to use Tchaikovsky’s words, a ‘somewhat 
funeral and mournful tone’, and its emotive theme returns at the 
work’s conclusion. The 12 variations that constitute the massive 
second (and final) movement, pass through a huge range of moods 
and colours, and have been interpreted as each reflecting some 
aspect of rubinstein’s life and personality. at no stage do the string 
instruments ever sound superfluous, and never are they swamped by 
the piano’s tone. This work leaves one in no doubt about the breadth 
of imagination and technique of which Tchaikovsky was capable, and 
it is a measure of his artistic courage and integrity that he willingly made 
revisions suggested by the musicians who first performed the Trio.

gordon Kerry © 2011

SATURDAY 6th AUGUST 2011

10:00am
tOWnSville civic tHeatre
tOWnSville Bulletin
yOunG FamilieS’ cOncert 
WitH Bernie laniGan

Martin WESLEY-SMITH (born 1945)
FreDDie tHe FiSH
my DOG HaS FleaS
lOSt Snail

tHe GarBaGe men
i’m a caterPillar OF SOciety 
(nOt a SOcial ButterFly)
belgian gardens state school choir
belgian gardens state school string students
Malcolm cook (conductor)

Martin WESLEY-SMITH (born 1945)
PiP!
for narrator, piano, violin and double bass
words by Peter Wesley-Smith (born 1945)
Michael collins (Piano)
victoria sayles (violin)
Kees boersma (Double bass) 

Pip! was written in 1991 for an american duo consisting of Miles 
anderson (trombone) and erica sharp (violin/viola). They performed 
it, accompanied by live electronics and doing all the narration and 
singing themselves, in over 300 schools in california. sometime later 
we did a version for Monica Trapaga and the sydney youth orchestra. 
The current Pip! is a new version for narrator/singer/actor, piano, 
violin and double bass.

There are three main characters: Pip (a short thin high sound), blurp (a 
long thick low sound), and silence, who is somewhat overweight and 
does nothing except sleep and snore. Together they act out the story 
of how sound began.

Martin wesley-smith © 1991/2011

Alan RIDOUT (1934-1996)
FERDINAND THE BULL FOr SOlO viOlin anD 
narratOr
Philippe graffin (violin)
bernie lanigan (narrator)

in 1936 american writer Munro leaf published his classic children’s 
story, Ferdinand the Bull, which was illustrated by robert lawson. as a 
calf, Ferdinand liked sitting under a tree, smelling flowers, rather than 
taking part in the rough and tumble of bovine life; when he inadvertently 
sits on a bee – with predictable results – a group of men take his 
agonised writhing and bellowing for fierceness and enlist him for the 
bullfights. in the bull ring he ignores the picadors and matador as he 
smells a patch of flowers, and is sent back to his home in the country.

The story has a chequered career. in 1938, it was made into a film by 
Disney, but the book’s publication just months before the outbreak 
of the spanish civil war made it seem a pacifist tract, and it was 
predictably excoriated.

in 1971, alan ridout, a prolific british composer of vocal, 
instrumental and electronic music made this version for speaker and 
violin (or, indeed, speaking violinist).

gordon Kerry © 2011

Brian WILSHERE (born 1960)
‘Hymn’ anD ‘DiScOvery’
amy Dickson (saxophone)
Timothy constable (Percussion)

brian wilshere was born in Derby. his earliest musical experiences 
were as a drummer in a marching band, and his formal musical 
training began at the age of 16. he subsequently studied music at 
surrey University, where his percussion teacher was James blades. he 
also studied composition with reginald smith brindle and drums with 
former yes and King crimson drummer bill bruford.
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since graduating, he has pursued a career as a composer, performer 
and teacher, first in the west country and then in london. he was 
awarded a PhD in composition by goldsmiths college in 2006, and 
also studied composition with David bedford.

brian’s music has been performed throughout the U.K. and europe, 
both in concert and on radio and Tv. Past commissions include the 
london Mozart Players, Piano 40, and the Fine arts sinfonia among 
others. as well as percussion music, including several concertos, he 
has also written pieces for orchestra, choir, wind band and small 
ensembles.

gordon Kerry © 2011

12:00pm
Perc tucKer reGiOnal Gallery
aFcm WinterScHOOl 
aDvanceD StuDent PuBlic PerFOrmance

3:00pm
DancenOrtH tHeatre
nellie melBa: queen OF SOnG
A celebration, in music and words, of the great 
Australian singer for the 150th anniversary of her birth.

louise Page (soprano)
Phillipa candy (Piano)
vernon hill (Flute)

Traditional (Scottish) 

cOmin’ tHrO’ tHe rye 

Henry Rowley BISHOP (1786-1855)
‘lO! Here tHe Gentle larK’ (FrOm THE 
COMEDy OF ERRORS, 1819)

Giuseppe VERDI (1813-1901 Italy)
‘aH! FOrS’é lui … SemPre liBera’ 
(FrOm LA TRAVIATA, 1853)
‘carO nOme’ (FrOm RIGOLETTO, 1851)

Ambrose THOMAS (1811-1896 France)
maD Scene (FrOm HAMLET, 1868)

Charles GOUNOD (1818-1893 France)
Juliet’S Waltz SOnG 
(FrOm ROMEO AND JULIET, 1867)
tHe JeWel SOnG (FrOm FAUST, 1859)

Giacomo PUCCINI (1858-1924 Italy)
‘mi cHiamanO mimì’ (FrOm LA BOHèME, 1896) 

Gaetano DONIZETTI (1797-1848 Italy) 
maD Scene (FrOm LUCIA DI LAMMERMOOR, 1835)

Giacomo PUCCINI (1858-1924 Italy)
‘DOnDe lieta’ (FrOm la BOHème) 

Henry Rowley BISHOP (1786-1855)
HOme SWeet HOme (FrOm CLARI, THE MAID OF 
MILAN, 1823) 

as reported in Melbourne Argus, helen Mitchell was born in richmond 
on 19 May 1861. her mother, isabella, was her first music teacher, 
and she first performed in public at the age of six, singing Comin’ 
thro’ the Rye, to remain one of her many sentimental popular concert 
favourites. otherwise, helen was schooled and married according to 
the usual timetable, until she, unexpectedly, made her bid for life on 
the stage. still technically an amateur, she gave her début, on 17 May 
1884 at a charity concert in the Melbourne Town hall. according to 
the argus:

‘Mrs Armstrong (née Mitchell) was the only non-professional singer 
present … She both surprised and delighted all her hearers. She 
chose the elaborate cavatina ‘Ah! fors’e lui’, from the second act in 
the opera La traviata. She commenced with something like hesitancy 
of manner, but as she proceeded this evidence of nervousness wore 
away, and she developed such clear and high and flexible soprano 
voice, and such well-trained method as a vocalist, that all hearers … 
were caught in the charm that belongs only to good singing, so that 
… when she came to the conclusion of her song, instead of receiving 
only that modified approval which greets the best of amateur 
efforts, was awarded, with good reason, the enthusiastic applause 
which is the much priced reward of the accomplished artist. This 
performance was quite an unexpected treat.’ 

as the argus also reported, ‘ah! fors’e lui’ also featured in her first 
Melbourne Farewell, in March 1886:

‘Concerning Mrs Armstrong’s remarkably pure and perfect 
performance of this elaborate scena … it is such as which makes 
us look forward with the highest expectations to the results of the 
enlarged experience she is about to acquire in visiting European 
schools, and profiting by observance of the best of living models’.

she auditioned in Paris for the great Madame Marchesi, who 
introduced her to the leading opera composers of the day – gounod, 
Delibes, Massenet, Thomas – and, as importantly, fitted her out 
with a new identity, as Madame Melba. as Melba, she duly made her 
début in brussels in october 1887, singing gilda in verdi’s Rigoletto, 
followed by her Paris stage début as ophelia in Thomas’ Hamlet in 
1889. Finally, after several false starts with london audiences, she had 
her first great british success at covent garden in gounod’s Romeo 
and Juliet in June 1889, according to the Musical Times, ‘establishing 
herself as a favourite for the season’.

in april 1893, australian newspapers, from capital city to small 
country towns, reported on her first appearance at la scala in Milan, 
‘scoring the greatest triumph in the musical world achieved for the 
last 20 years’. 

Melba is on record as introducing Home Sweet Home into her 
programmes as early as 1887, as an example of an english opera song, 
alongside an italian aria from I puritani and a French air from Hamlet. on 
the first concert of her first return tour to australia, in Melbourne Town 
hall in september 1902, Home Sweet Home and her Lucia ‘Mad scene’ 
were, according to the press, neck-and-neck in their popular appeal:

‘The scena from Lucia d’Lammermoor brought tears to the eyes of 
many ladies, who were carried away by the all-pervading excitement. 
Then followed another great outburst of enthusiasm, the audience 
again rising and wildly cheering, and Madame Melba responded with 
Home Sweet Home, playing her own accompaniment.’

when, in Federation year, 1901, Puccini’s La bohème received its 
first australian production, the local press went to Melba – though 
not herself appearing in it – for her first-hand recollections of the 
composer:

‘… of whom she speaks in terms of the warmest admiration. ‘Puccini 
touches one here,’ she says, pressing her hand upon her heart. ‘I 
created his Mimi, and now he is engaged upon an opera for me 
upon the story of Belasco’s Madame Butterfly’.’

Though ultimately when Puccini tried to teach Melba the role of 
Butterfly it proved to be beyond her, the australian press never failed 
when reporting on butterfly’s rolling successes that it was originally 
‘written for Melba’.

after the First world war, at the height of her enormous popularity, 
now Dame Melba gave Music for the People concerts in Melbourne 
and sydney drawing crowds of 70,000. she made her very last 
australian appearance in 1928, and returned to europe for two years. 
having only recently arrived back in the country, she died in sydney 
on 23 February 1931.

graeme skinner © 2011
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8:00pm
tOWnSville civic tHeatre
FeStival FareWell

Percy GRAINGER (1882-1961)
HANDEL IN THE STRAND
richard contiguglia (Piano)
John contiguglia (Piano)
Jack liebeck (violin)
Michael goldschlager (cello)

My title was originally Clog Dance. but my dear friend william gair 
rathbone (to whom the piece is dedicated) suggested the title Handel 
in the Strand, because the music seemed to reflect both handel and 
english musical comedy (the strand – a street in london – is the home 
of london musical comedy) – as if jovial old handel were careering 
down the strand to the strains of modern english popular music. i 
have made use of matter from some variations of mine on handel’s 
Harmonious Blacksmith tune.

 – Percy grainger

Percy GRAINGER (1882-1961)

COLONIAL SONG
amy Dickson (saxophone)
Michael goldschlager (cello)
John contiguglia (Piano)

i have wished to express feelings aroused by my thoughts of the 
scenery and people of my native land (australia), and also to voice a 
certain kind of emotion that seems to me not untypical of native-born 
colonials in general. Perhaps it is not unnatural that people living 
more or less lonelily in vast virgin countries and struggling against 
natural and climatic hardships should run largely to that patiently 
yearning, inactive sentimental wistfulness that we find so touchingly 
expressed in much american art; for instance in Mark Twain’s 
Huckleberry Finn, and in stephen c. Foster’s adorable songs ‘My old 
Kentucky home’ ‘old Folks at home’, etc. i have also noticed curious, 
almost italian-like musical tendencies in brass band performances 
and ways of singing in australia (such as a preference for richness 
and intensity of tone and soulful breadth of phrasing over more 
subtly and sensitively varied delicacies of expressions), which are also 
reflected here. 

- Percy grainger

Percy GRAINGER (1882-1961)

My ROBIN IS TO THE GREENWOOD GONE (1912)
Jack liebeck (violin)
Michael goldschlager (cello)
John contiguglia (Piano)

grainger composed this ‘room-music ramble upon the first 4 bars of the 
old tune’ in 1912, and dedicated it to his friend and fellow composer, 
roger Quilter. he admitted that the folk original, in its entirety ‘makes 
a charming and quite different impression to that produced by my 
treatment of its first phrase and by the free ramble that follows’. he 
directs that the piece is to be played with a ‘drowsy lilt’. 

Percy GRAINGER (1882-1961)
‘WillOW, WillOW’
‘tHe Pretty maiD milKin’’

‘tHe SPriG OF tHyme’

louise Page (soprano)
Phillipa candy (Piano)

willow, willow was the very first traditional english folk tune that 
grainger ever set. he made this voice and piano version in 1898, 
though later also arranged it more sumptuously with strings. 
The lyric begins: 

‘The poor soul sat sighing by a sycamore tree,  
Sing willow willow willow:  
With his hand in his bosom and his head upon his knee. 
O willow willow willow shall be my garland.’

grainger relied on the work of other collectors, like cecil sharp, 
for most of the tunes on this programme. but he also collected 
some tunes himself, directly from traditional singers in the english 
countryside. ‘The Pretty Maid Milkin’ her cow’ was sung to him by 
george leaning in lincolnshire in 1906. however, it was not until 
1920 that grainger worked up the tune into this setting for voice 
and piano.

grainger also made his setting of ‘The sprig of Thyme’ in 1920, for his 
mother’s birthday. The tune and words had been recorded by cecil 
sharp in lincolnshire in 1906, from a performance by Joseph Taylor 
of saxby-all-saints. however, the song was originally meant to be sung 
by a woman:

‘Wunst I had a sprig of thyme, 
It prospered by night and by day 
Till a false young man came acourtin’ te me, 
And he stole all this thyme away.’

 

Percy GRAINGER (1882-1961)
IRISH TUNE FROM COUNTy DERRy (‘Danny BOy’)
goldner string Quartet
Danny Driver (Piano)

grainger got to know of this tune thanks to Miss J. ross, a collector 
of the folk tunes of county Derry. an ardent supporter of nationalist 
causes, grainger believed that the tune’s survival was due to the fact 
that the area from which it came, ‘though it has been planted for more 
than two centuries by English and Scottish settlers’, was ‘still very Irish . . 
. and there are few, if any counties in which, with less foreign admixture, 
the ancient melodies of the country have been so extensively preserved.’ 

Percy GRAINGER (1882-1961)
GREEN BUSHES (PaSSacaGlia On an enGliSH 
FOlKSOnG)
(composed 1905-06; rescored for two pianos, 
six hands 1919)
richard contiguglia (Piano)
John contiguglia (Piano)
Piers lane (Piano)

This is one of the most distinctive of the english folk tunes that 
became widely known early last century. it appears not only in this 
setting by grainger, but also in works by ralph vaughan williams and 
george butterworth, among many others. The tune was ‘collected’ by 
cecil sharp, who heard it sung by one of its traditional ‘owners’, Mrs. 
louie hooper of hambridge, somerset. grainger wrote:

‘Green Bushes’ strikes me as being a typical dance-folksong. An 
unbroken keeping-on-ness of the dance-urge was, of course, the 
first need in a dance-folksong, so such tunes had to be equipped 
with many verses (20 to 100, or more) so that the tune could be 
sung (of course without any break between verses) as long as the 
dance was desired to last. In setting such dance-folksongs I feel that 
the unbroken and somewhat monotonous keeping-on-ness of the 
original should be preserved above all else. To this end I consider the 
passacaglia form as fitting … With the exception of a momentary 
break of passagework lasting 8 bars the ‘Green Bushes’ tune is heard 
constantly throughout my passacaglia from the opening of the 
work to the closing tail-piece. Against the folktune I have spun free 
counter-melodies of my own - top tunes, middle tunes, bass tunes.

recorDeD live by
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Percy GRAINGER (1882-1961)
RANDOM ROUND (FOr eleven HanDS)
IN AN ENGLISH COUNTRy GARDEN
richard contiguglia (Piano)
John contiguglia (Piano)
Daniel de borah (Piano)
Danny Driver (Piano)
Piers lane (Piano)
Phillipa candy (Piano)

according to grainger’s own inventive turn of phrase, random round 
was ‘tone wrought [i.e. composed] around 1912-1915 in Holland and 
tried out in England not very hopefulfillingly soon after’. in more 
conventional language, grainger later described it as ‘an experiment in 
concerted partial improvisation’ that:

‘… arose out of the possibility of modern musicians being capable 
of combining the communal improvisation of South Sea Islanders 
with the harmonic consciousness of our written art-music. Realizing 
this, I set out to embody some of the experience I had gleaned from 
familiarity with the primitive polyphony of the Rarotongan part songs 
… A fairly large range of personal choice was allowed to everyone 
taking part, and the effectiveness of the whole thing would depend 
primarily on the natural sense for contrasts of form, color and 
dynamics displayed by the various performers, and their judgment in 
entering and leaving the general ensemble at suitable moments.’

in new york in 1918, grainger made his first arrangement of ‘country 
gardens’. Many years later he tried to counter the popular ‘hollyhocks 
and roses’ picture of the piece by reminding listeners: ‘The typical 
English country garden … is more likely to be a vegetable plot. So you 
can think of turnips as I play it.’ it is based on an old morris-dance, 
made up of four short traditional tunes, which grainger found in one 
of cecil sharp’s folk-music anthologies. Trying to be fair, grainger 
wanted sharp to accept half of the royalties, but he refused, and so 
missed out on a considerable windfall.
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Franz SCHUBERT (1797-1828)
Octet in F maJOr, D 803
Adagio – Allegro
Andante un poco mosso
Allegro vivace – Trio – Allegro vivace
Tema (Andante) con [7] variazioni
Menuetto (Allegretto) – Trio – Menuetto – Coda
Andante molto – allegro
Philippe graffin (violin)
Dimity hall (violin)
Michael collins (clarinet)
ben Jacks (horn)
Matthew wilkie (bassoon)
rivka golani (viola)
louise hopkins (cello)
Kees boersma (Double bass)

Schubert now keeps a fortnight’s fast and confinement. He looks much 
better and is very bright, comically hungry, and writes quartets and 
German Dances and variations endlessly. . . He’s long been zealously 
busy on an octet, too. If you visit him during the day, he says, ‘Hello, 
how are you? – Good!’ and goes on working, whereupon you are 
expected to leave . . .

so schubert’s friend, Moritz von schwind, discovered as the viennese 
winter of 1842 turned tentatively toward spring. Though still 
convalescing from a serious illness of the previous year, schubert 
had accepted a commission from Ferdinand Troyer, an amateur 
clarinettist, to compose a companion work for beethoven’s popular 
septet. so that Troyer could make full use of ignaz schuppanzigh’s 
string quartet, however, there was to be an extra violin. schuppanzigh 
had played in the première of beethoven’s septet in 1799, and 25 
years later he and Troyer jointly led the first private reading of 
schubert’s work in March 1824. The octet is easily approachable 
and unrepentantly lyrical; or, as a press review of the 1827 public 
première put it: ‘agreeable and interesting’! 

The introduction to the first movement contains the ‘motto’ idea 
that recurs to bind together much of the six-movement design. This 
bouncy three-note pattern is perhaps the single most lingering feature 
of all of the lovely melodies schubert concocted around it. other 
features introduced at this early stage and later to recur are the long, 
held notes from the winds; and the developing dialogue between the 
two leading instruments of the ensemble, clarinet and first violin. 

The theme of the lyrical second movement is begun by the clarinet 
and immediately repeated as a duet with the violin. Throughout the 
movement’s arching course (gently intensifying towards its centre) it 
is not so much developed as re-coloured through various instrumental 
scorings. The third movement is a lively German Dance (traditionally 
performed by lines of couples), making full use of the bouncy ‘motto’. 
its Trio is a study in legato restraint (note, however, the propulsive 
tread of the cello part).

For his theme-and-variations fourth movement, schubert takes a tune 
from his teenage opera The Friends from Salamanca. The first four 
variations stay relatively close to their theme, each led by a different 
instrument. variation 5 is in the minor key, and no.6 is a soft and 
luminous piece with its own reflective coda. The theme returns in 
the lively variation 7 and coda. The fifth movement is a minuet set, 
completed with a coda begun by the horn. The introduction to the 
sixth movement is almost melodramatic. yet its overblown, quasi-
orchestral effects find a well-calculated foil in the evenly unfolding 
Allegro. schubert deploys the theme’s measured bass tread to give 
impetus to the steadily brightening mood. a sudden return to the 
dramatic rhetoric of the introduction prefaces the scintillating coda.

graeme skinner © 2011
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Special Events
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CHEFS IN THE NORTH DINNER

chefs in the north Dinner – Hosted by maggie Beer
6:30pm, thursday 28th July 2011
Jupiters townsville 
SOlD Out
                                                
held annually in July, the night before the opening of the australian Festival of 
chamber Music, chefs in the north has become one of the most sought after events 
in town.

The sixth annual chefs in the north Dinner, held on the lawns of presenting partner 
Jupiters Townsville under a spectacular marquee, will feature a tantalising four-
course degustation menu highlighting the best local produce accompanied by fine 
australian wines.

Four Townsville chefs will be working alongside four of the most distinguished chefs 
in australia including David Pugh, ben o’Donoghue, Philippa sibley and Matt stone.

“The Chefs in the North dinner offers those things I love 
most in life: the best of food, wine, conversation and music, 
a recipe that will be even greater than the sum of its parts. It 
means so much to me to be able to take part in this dinner, 
especially in the aftermath of the truly devastating start to 
the year that many Queenslanders endured. Let’s pop the 
corks and toast the spirit and produce of these communities.”

Maggie beer

Chefs

 maggie Beer 
MC for the evening 
Proudly sponsored by Pacific Marine group

 David Pugh 
2011 Chefs in the North Executive Chef  
restaurant ii, QlD

 Proudly sponsored by M&J chickens

 Ben O’Donoghue 
chef, author and television presenter, QlD

 Proudly sponsored by smile Dental

 Philippa Sibley 
Dessert chef, vic

 matt Stone 
greenhouse restaurant, wa

 Joel Walker 
head chef at JaM corner

 Proudly sponsored by harbourside Distributors

PresenTing ParTner

sUPPorTing ParTner

cheF sPonsors

Special Events

 Kiersten Behan 
Demi-chef at essence Jupiters

 Proudly sponsored by classic coffee

 Damien tosh 
head chef and owner, ciabatta 

 Proudly sponsored by butcher on bundock



REEF TALk

11:30am, Sunday 31st July 2011
c2, townsville civic theatre
aFcm member $21, adult $25, concession $23

This year, the reef Talk will feature george crumb’s “voice of 
the whale” performed by vernon hill, Julian smiles and Daniel 
de borah with guest speakers from James cook University, 
Dr Mark hamann, tracking turtles and Dr alastair birtles 
discussing minke whale behaviour. an intriguing, entertaining 
and informative session for all age groups.
For tickets please phone the Ticketshop on 07 4727 9797.

LIbRARY CHAT

1:00pm, monday 1st august 2011
Flinders Street library
this is a Free event

‘changing Popularity’ – abc classic FM’s Damien beaumont chats with two eminent musicians, Diana 
Mcveagh and Martin wesley-smith. They discuss “how public appreciation of performers and composers 
and their works changes as time goes on”.

. Intimate . Contemporary .

Bookings Essential     4722 2261    
www.jupiterstownsville.com.au
Jupiters Townsville practises the responsible service of alcohol.

The essence of fi ne dining
Essence at Jupiters is one of Townsville’s fi nest dining 
experiences. Enjoy a seasonally driven à la carte menu, fi ne 
wines & extraordinary service in an intimate atmosphere.

Open daily for dinner from 6.00pm

Jupiters Townsville is a proud major sponsor of the 
Australian Festival of Chamber Music.  

PERC
TUCKER

REGIONAL
GALLERY
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ISLAND CAbARET

8:00pm, tuesday 2nd august 2011
Peppers Blue on Blue resort
SOlD Out

Take a journey through the great american songbook with 
sharny russell and george golla on Queensland’s tropical 
Magnetic island, renowned for its outstanding natural beauty 
and laid back atmosphere.

TOWNSvILLE bULLETIN 
YOUNG FAMILIES’ CONCERT

10:00am, Saturday 6th august 2011
townsville civic theatre
aFcm member $12, adult $15, child/concession $10

experience the magic of live music with the sounds of violin, 
clarinet, saxophone and double bass! Featuring some of our 
favourite Festival artists performing Martin wesley-smith’s 
Pip! as well as the beautiful voices of the belgian gardens state 
school choir. a creative and entertaining weekend activity for 
the whole family, not to be missed!

For ticket sales please phone the Ticketshop on 07 4727 9797.

at the top of your Chopin Liszt 

www.dancenorth.com.au

Put
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sPonsoreD by
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AFCM WINTERSCHOOL

aDvanceD maSterclaSS PrOGramme
wednesday 3rd – saturday 6th august 2011

The advanced Masterclass Programme provides emerging artists and ensembles starting 
professional careers access to four days of intense coaching with acclaimed national and 
international artists. 

aDvanceD maSterclaSS PerFOrmance PrOGramme
experience australia’s finest emerging talent at a Free 
lunchtime concert series held at the Perc Tucker gallery.
1:00pm wednesday 3rd, Thursday 4th and Friday 5th august – 
Public Masterclasses
12:00pm saturday 6th august – advanced student Public 
Performance

yOunG StrinG enSemBle WOrKSHOP
saturday 30th - sunday 31st July 2011

The young string ensemble workshop provides local high school musicians with the opportunity to attend 
a weekend of professional workshops at Townsville grammar school. students will enjoy four sessions of 
first-rate musical coaching with renowned violinist, victoria sayles who returns by popular demand. 

yOunG StrinG enSemBle PerFOrmance
3:00pm, sunday 31st July 2011
c2, Townsville civic Theatre
This is a Free event

Guests are always welcome 
at Townsville RSL

Receive a discount on purchases 
by becoming a member for only $5

139 Charters Towers Rd, Hermit Park
www.townsvillersl.com.au // enquiries@townsvillersl.com.au

With daily specials 
from just $10

Sample some of the delicious 
offerings in the award winning 

Lavaracks Restaurant:

 Slow Cooked Anchovy 
Studded Lamb  - $22.90
served w/ aioli, tapenade 

& creamy mash

Fillet of Barramundi - $22.90
roasted garlic potatoes, roma tomatoes 

& capers in a lemon butter sauce

Roasted Chicken - $19.90
grilled chorizo, zucchini, 
asparagus & garlic cream

Surf & Turf - $28.90
300g aged rib fillet steak topped with 

pan-fried prawns in a Thai butter sauce

Duck & Lychee Salad - $19.90
a light salad w/ an asian dressing

Members prices shown

sPonsoreD by
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Festival Life In The Tropics

Townsville is the largest tropical city in australia. it 
enjoys 300 days of sunshine each year which leads to an 
abundance of exciting outdoor activities. The city has a 
modern tourism infrastructure and offers easy access 
to beaches, rainforests and the outback right in the very 
heart of the tropics. 

June to august is the best time of year to visit with 
average temperatures of 24 degrees, clear blue skies and 
gentle tropical breezes. Townsville’s entertainment and 
events calendar is in overdrive during this period, with 
spectator sports, food and music festivals.

WHat tO DO?

explore the Queens gardens and anzac Park; enjoy 
the wonderful views from the top of castle hill; stroll 
along the strand or visit Palmer and gregory street 
for exclusive boutique shopping and open-air café 
dining. on the outskirts of the city, get close to nature 
at billabong sanctuary – hold a koala, hug a wombat, 
wrap a python around your neck or stop by the 
crocodile enclosure at feeding time for a photographic 
opportunity unlike any other.

city attractiOnS

attractions located in Townsville’s city heart are 
easily explored by foot. reef hQ aquarium is the 
world’s largest living coral reef aquarium and is your 
opportunity to visit the reef without getting wet. Just 
next door, visitors of all ages can discover the natural 

and cultural heritage of north Queensland as well 
as learn about the hMs Pandora at the Museum of 
Tropical Queensland. other historical centres well worth 
discovering include the national Trust heritage centre 
and the Maritime Museum. 

The Townsville cultural centre offers an authentic 
indigenous experience showcasing regional artists with 
performances of dance, music and storytelling. The Perc 
Tucker regional gallery is housed in one of Townsville’s 
finest heritage buildings and hosts exhibitions with a 
special focus on north Queensland art.

For more information on Townsville visit the Townsville 
Tourism website at www.townsvilleenterprise.com.au. 

maGnetic iSlanD

located within the great barrier reef Marine Park just 
8km off the coast of Townsville, Maggie is the perfect 
island escape. with 23 beaches and bays, Magnetic 
island has the natural beauty and serenity of untouched 
paradise and all the luxuries of today’s modern cities.

sunferries provides the quickest link between 
Townsville and Magnetic island with 19 ferry services 
a day. sunferries can offer an expansive range of 
tours, transport and accommodation options for the 
Townsville region. For more information on tours and 
travel packages, call your north Queensland Travel 
specialists – sunferries Travel on 07 4726 0888 or visit 
www.sunferries.com.au.
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Festival Venues
townsville civic theatre 
c2, townsville civic theatre 
41 boundary street, south Townsville

Jupiters townsville
sir leslie Thiess Drive, Townsville

Sacred Heart cathedral
270 stanley street, Townsville

Perc tucker regional Gallery
cnr Denham & Flinders street,
Flinders Mall, Townsville

Dancenorth theatre
cnr stanley & walker street, Townsville

Peppers Blue on Blue resort
123 sooning street 
nelly bay, Magnetic island

Peppers blue on blue resort is situated on Magnetic island, 
a 25 minute ferry ride from Townsville. The resort is a 
leisurely stroll from the Magnetic island ferry terminal.
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Townsville Civic Theatre

Dancenorth Theatre

Jupiters Townsville

Breakwater Terminal

Alma Bay

Nellie Bay
Terminal

Sacred Heart
Cathedral

Perc Tucker Gallery

For your opportunity to invest in a Steinway & Sons Crown Jewel piano 
call our trained staff to arrange an appointment. 

Platinum Partner of the 
Australian Festival of Chamber Music

New South Wales (02) 9958 9888
Queensland (07) 3666 0650

www.themeandvariations.com.au

Encounter piano quintets like you have 
never heard before when fi ve dynamic 
Australian musicians unite.

Ia
n

String 
Quartet

Munro&
Goldner

22 August – 8 September

Australia’s greatest 
string quartet. 
International Society for 
Contemporary Music

1800 688 482  musicaviva.com.au/goldner

MUSICA VIVA INTERNATIONAL CONCERT SEASON 2011

Touring to Sydney | Melbourne | Brisbane  
Perth | Adelaide | Newcastle
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Supporting the Festival
in 1990, former vice chancellor of James cook 
University, Professor ray golding, set about 
establishing an annual festival of chamber music 
in Townsville. The australian Festival of chamber 
Music – north Queensland limited was formed to run 
an annual programme of chamber music concerts 
and masterclasses. held annually in august, the 
Festival was designed to enhance Townsville’s cultural 
environment by presenting internationally acclaimed 
classical musicians to audiences from Townsville, 
around australia and overseas. celebrating its 21st 
season this year, the Festival is now internationally 
recognised for the quality of its programming and 
performance as well as for its unique tropical winter 
setting. like all good stories there have been ups and 
downs and survival is dependent on a mix of box 
office income, all three levels of government as well as 
the support of the business community and generous 
individuals. There are a number of ways you can help 
the aFcM to thrive.

DOnatiOnS

Donations of $200 or more are recognised in the 
programme book and on our website.  Donations of 
$2 or more are tax deductible and support the artistic 
programme as well as initiatives such as the aFcM 
winterschool, the outback Tour and new commissions.

artiSt SPOnSOrS

aFcM guest artists come from all over the world and 
all states of australia. sponsoring an artist helps cover 
the costs of bringing them to Townsville, provides a 
direct relationship for you with some of the world’s 
finest musicians and adds a very special level of 
engagement to your Festival experience.

SPOnSOrSHiP

we offer a range of partnership and sponsorship 
opportunities to companies who recognise the 
value of being closely associated with our unique 
and much-loved Festival. we also believe in working 
collaboratively with our sponsors to ensure that a 
mutually beneficial relationship is created. 
There are opportunities in cash, or in kind, at bronze, 
silver, gold and Platinum levels. 

BequeStS

if the australian Festival of chamber Music has been 
an important part of your life, then including the 
aFcM in your long-range financial plans ensures 
that you can be a part of the company’s success 
in the decades ahead. a bequest to the aFcM is a 
contribution to the future of chamber music. 

To discuss, in confidence, any of the options above 
please contact:

Sue Hackett – general Manager aFcM
sue.hackett@afcm.com.au
Tel: 07 4771 4144
Po box 5871
Townsville Q 4810

we thank all our supporters for their generosity and 
for this 21st Festival in 2011.
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yes, i would like to support the australian Festival 
of chamber Music, in the following way:

  Donation of the following amount:

 $50    $100   $250   $500  $1,000

other amount: 
 
all donations of $200 or more will be acknowledged 
in the Festival programme and on the aFcM website. 

creDit carD Payment DetailS

 visa    Mastercard

card number:

  /  /  / 

expiry date:   / 

cHeque

Please make cheque payable to australian Festival 
of chamber Music

Please allow 10 days for your receipt.

   I wish to remain anonymous

WeBSite

alternatively, make an donation online at 
www.afcm.com.au.

FurtHer aFcm SuPPOrt inFOrmatiOn

 artist sponsorship, from $2,000 - $5,000. 
        Please provide me with more information

 corporate sponsorship, from $2,000. 
        Please provide me with more information

 bequest, i am interested in more 
        information about leaving a legacy to  
        the aFcM through my will.

PerSOnal DetailS

Title:           First name/s:

surname:

address:

state:          Postcode:

Phone  (hm):

            (wk):

             (m) :

email address:

Donations of $2 or more are fully tax deductible. 
abn 34 050 418 730. aFcM has Dgr, Tcc and iTec status.

Please detach this form and return to the Festival Office.
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the Festival
Special Thanks
chairman’s circle
Mr Terry Dodd
Mr Peter & Mrs vanessa honeycombe
Mr gary & Mrs Mary-lyn inness
Mr graham Jackson oaM
Mr Michael wilkins
Mr laurence lancini
Mr Joe Tapiolas
Mr Peter Duffy
sir Mick curtain
Mr Trefor Flood
Mr Troy Popham
Mr Tony ireland
Mr brad webb
Mr george colbran
Mr sean Knights
Dr nita vasilescu

Principal Donors
Mr Donald & Mrs veronica aldridge
Ms Jenny bott
Mr neil burns
Mrs Margaret cash
Dr alastair cole “For Dot”
Mr Trevor cowling
Mr Terry & Mrs Debbie Dodd
Mr graham Dudley
Mr Peter Duffy
Mr Trefor Flood
Mr ross shaw & Mrs nadene george
Mrs inge golding
Mr harold & Mrs winsome grant
Mr Peter & Mrs vanessa honeycombe
Mr Tony ireland
Mr graham Jackson oaM
Mr laurence lancini
The hon Justice Jane Mathews
Mr Trevor & Ms Moyra Mcallister
Mr Peter Murdoch
Mr geoffrey & Mrs Jane Phillips
Mr Troy Popham
Mr ralph & Mrs ruth renard
Mr Douglas & Mrs heather robertson
Mr David & Mrs Jan robinson
Mr willy rombout
lady adrienne stewart onZM QsM
Mr Joe Tapiolas
Mrs wendy Taylor
Mr Matthew Toohey
Prof andrew & Mrs ruth vann
Dr nita vasilescu
Mrs Denise wadley
Mr brad webb
Mr Michael & Mrs odile wilkins
Mr cameron williams
Mr harry williams
anonymous (8)

Gold Pass Holders
Mr Paul & Mrs Jane alleyne
Mr andrew andersons & Ms sara bennett
Ms Karin andersson
Ms Kaye beckwith
Ms Joyce bennett
Mrs Joan benson
Dr ioana bowden
Mr bruce & Mrs lyn bowman
Dr graham bruce
Dr betty byrne henderson
Ms Mary-anne camp
Mrs roslyn carter
Mr Ted & Mrs lee chapman
Ms elizabeth clark
Mrs susan conrade
Ms rosemary crain
Ms colleen crampton
Miss Judi crawford
Ms Julie crossley
Mrs adele cunningham
Dr gerald & Dr Mary Davies
Mr Peter & Mrs lesley Davies

Mr Melvyn & Mrs Penelope Davis
Mr graham Dudley
Mr alan & Mrs beatrice Duncan
Mrzleslie & Mrs alison Dunn
Mr robert & Mrs Janet Dunstan
Mr Duncan Frewin & Mr Patrick Palmer
Dr bertram & Mrs Judy Frost
Mr Malcolm & Mrs anne gamlen
Miss elisabeth garran
Ms gudrun genée
Mr Daniel & Mrs robyn hardie
Ms annie hawker
Ms Patricia haycock
Dr Jim & Mrs Mary hazel
Mr geoffrey & Mrs hillary herdman
Mr brian & Mrs betty hill
Ms Marianne horak
Mr Peter & Ms helen horwitz
Mr richard & Mrs Mary hoy
Mr David & Mrs Joan ikin
Dr ian & Dr robyn Jackson
Mr Michael & Mrs sheila Jacobs
Dr Kay Jaumees
Mr andrew Johnston & Ms Fiona irving
Ms Judith Kaveney
Mrs Pauline Kearney
Ms Janice Kent-Mackenzie
Ms lynette leahy
Mr richard lee
Dr steven, Mrs Janelle, Miss stacey & Miss Tegan lun
Ms heather MacDonald
Mrs elizabeth & Ms Deborah MacFarlane
Mr Jim Marshall
The hon Justice Jane Mathews
Ms anne Matthews
Ms rachel Matthews
Mr Peter & Dr helen McDonald
Ms catherine McPherson
Dr Fiona Mcwhinnie
Mr hilton & Mrs Marjorie nicholas
Mrs Mary o’hara
Mrs cynthia o’Keefe
Ms susanne Pearce
Ms elizabeth Pender
Ms susan Penn-Davies
Mr roger & Mrs lesley Player
Mrs helga rash
Ms Dilys renham
Mrs bronia renison
Mr Phillip richards
Ms annette riordan
Dr henry & Dr gwenneth roberts
Mr Douglas & Mrs heather robertson
Mr David & Mrs Jan robinson
Ms Penny rogers
Mr warwick ross
Mrs anne rutter
Mr Kenneth saxby
Ms Janet schultz
Ms eve shannon-cullity
Dr Monty & Mrs henri shnier
Mr Michael skinner & Ms sandra yates ao
Mr Desmond sloman & Ms helen earlam
Mr roger & Mrs ann smith
Mrs Maryanne smith
Ms Patricia stephenson
Dr anne Tanner
Mrs Marcia Tanswell
Mr graham & Dr Pamela Thomas
Ms bara Tunnington
Mr ian Underwood
Ms Dorothy vardy
Dr nita vasilescu
Ms Karen venard
Dr gary want
Ms Margaret ward
Mr Derek watt & Ms cathy brown-watt
Ms Mary williams
Mr rodney & Mrs Janet wise
Mr christopher & Mrs sue yeo
 

Board
Jennifer bott – chair (sydney)
Terry Dodd – Deputy chair (Townsville)
David Kippin (Townsville)
Prof andrew vann (Townsville)
Michael Fellows (Townsville)
Dr Di bresciani (Melbourne)
Michael wilkins (Townsville)
John Zabala (Townsville)

Staff
artistic Director – Piers lane
general Manager – sue hackett
Development Manager – sheridan helft
Planning coordinator – alycia stanley
Marketing & events administration – amy Zaghini
Finance officer – Jenny sebba

Festival team
official event Producer – Jeff Jimmieson, access all 
areas events Management
graphic Designer – Tony cowan, Zephyrmedia
national Publicist – rebecca george, avviso
local Publicist – heidi hatherell, crystal clear Public relations
young string ensemble workshop curator – samuel blanch
young string ensemble workshop Director – victoria sayles
chefs Project Manager – choity ahmed
chefs liaison – Matt Merrin, wayne gilray
Programme notes – gordon Kerry & graeme skinner 
unless otherwise credited
company secretary – ian Jessup, Jessups 
accountants and business advisors

interns
Production intern – elle graham
Marketing intern – sally rogers
Public relations intern – Mikaela smith
graphic Design intern – sarah Jolly
Photography intern – carmen smith

volunteers
Ms christine austin
Mrs ava ball
Ms haidi beard
Mrs linda berger
Mrs lorraine brischetto
Mrs Margaret clough
Mrs gai copeman
Ms Marie de Monchaux
Ms nadene george
Mr Damian & Mrs hilary gough
Mrs eleanor grove
Mrs Judy hunter
Ms Pat Kirkman
Mrs Margaret lindsay
Mr ralph Martin
Mr simon Mcconnell & Mrs lorraine gray-Mcconnell
Ms Margaret Mcnichol
Mrs Patricia nordine
Miss lauren o’Keeffe
Mrs Jacqueline owen
Ms elizabeth Pegg
Ms billie saint-rang
Ms Jenny sebba
Mr chris & Mrs bronwyn smalley
Mr Mervyn & Mrs D’esley smith
Mr gerald soworka
Ms honor stephenson
Ms Marcia Tanswell
Ms sue wilson
Mr enzo, Mrs May & Miss bonnie Zaghini

life members 
David & elizabeth Pearse
Dr nita vasilescu

Festival Patron
her excellency Ms Penelope wensley ao the 
governor of Queensland

Please note that all reasonable endeavours have been made to ensure that the information included in this document is correct at the time of printing. 
However, the organisers accept no responsibility for any inaccuracies that may appear or any changes to the programme that may occur. The organisers 
reserve the right to make changes to the programme where necessary at their discretion.  Please visit www.afcm.com.au for updated event information. 

contact Details
level 1, breakwater Terminal 
sir leslie Thiess Drive
Townsville QlD 4810

Po box 5871
Townsville QlD 4810

Phone:  07 4771 4144
Fax:  07 4771 4122
email: info@afcm.com.au
web: www.afcm.com.au

abn    34 050 418 730
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